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Summary 
This thesis studies surfaces with fibrations by curves of small genus, 
usually locally in a neighbourhood of a singular fibre. The main method is 
algebraic, consisting of describing the relative canonical algebra. In the genus 2 case 
there are classical results of Horikawa that have been used successfully by Xiao 
Gang to get global results on surfaces. This thesis is mainly concerned with the 
genus 3 case, which is much harder; even here the results are not definitive. We 
prove that for genus 2 and 3 the relative canonical algebra is generated in degrees 1, 
2, 3 and related in degree :s;; 6. In fact we give a much more detailed analysis of the 
ring by generators and relations. 
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Introduction 
This thesis studies surfaces with a fibration f: S -+ B of curves of genus 2 
or 3, locally in a neighbourhood of a singular fibre. 
For genus 2 fibrations, the hyperelliptic involution of a general fibre 
presents S as birational to a double covering of a ruled surface. In his now classical 
paper [Ho] , Horikawa studies this double cover, giving a classification of fibres in 
tenns of the singularities of its branch locus. These results of Horikawa have been 
successfully used by Xiao Gang [XG] to obtain global results on surfaces with 
genus 2 pencils. 
In the genus 3 case a geometrical approach generalizing Horikawa's would 
be quite complicated since it would involve studying birational problems of surfaces 
in ambient 3-folds. 
Our main method is algebraic; it consists of describing the relative canonical 
algebra ~ (f, cof) of the fibration, where ~ (f, cof) is the graded (!)B -algebra 
n~ f*CO~/~. This is essentially equivalent to studying the canonical ring R(F,KS) 
for the scheme-theoretic fibre. 
Here we are mainly concerned with the genus 3 case but we also treat 
briefly the genus 2 case. We show that a genus 2 fibration is canonically a complete 
intersection in weighted projective space (see II.3.1). Locally over the base, it is 
either a weighted hypersurface of degree 6 in IPB(1,1,3) or a complete intersection 
in IPB(1,1,2,3) of a hypersurface of degree 2 and one of degree 6. Horikawa's 
analysis can be redone in these tenns. The equation in degree 2 corresponds to the 
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fibre not being 2-connected, and is of the form Xl X2=O or Xl
2
=O. In the first 
case we obtain the fibres of type Ik and Ilk of Horikawa's analysis and in the 
second case the fibres of type IIIk, IV k'V. 
We show that the pluricanonical image of a 2-connected genus 3 fibre is 
also a complete intersection in weighted projective space, described either by one 
degree 4 equation in p2 or two equations in P(1,l,1,2), one of degree 2, one of 
degree 4 . This distinction corresponds to the fibre being hyperelliptic or not. 
However, this simple description is lost as soon as we drop the assumption 
of 2-connectedness, and the canonical rings turn out to need a large number of 
generators and relations. 
In this thesis we prove that these canonical rings are generated by their 
elements of degree ~ 3 (11.5.5) and related in degree ~ 6. To obtain this result a 
more explicit analysis is required. We show that the rings of 1-connected fibres 
can naturally be divided in 4 different cases, according to the decomposition of the 
fibres; the number of generators (IILl.l8) depends on the case. For reduced fibres 
these cases correspond to the number of 2-connected divisors E with E2=_1, 
KE= 1 (elliptic tails) contained in the fibre. The canonical rings are described 
explicitly by generators and relations in Chapter III. 
Methods: the methods used to describe R(F,KF) are mainly classical, such as 
Castelnuovo's lemma. Some of our methods can be regarded as an adaptation for 
reducible curves of the Petri analysis. 
In order to study R(D, L) , where D is a reducible divisor on a surface and 
L an invertible sheaf on D, a good approach is to try to find a suitable 
decomposition of D as a sum of two divisors A and B. To obtain such a 
decomposition we exploit the notion of m-connectedness of D. If the two divisors 
A and B do not have common components (notice that this does not imply that D 
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is reduced) then RCD, L) can also be obtained as a subring of R(A, L) $ R(B, L). 
If A and B have common components then one has to study the kernel of the 
restriction maps and try to find out which of the relations on A and B lift to 
R(D, L), and how. In fact in this thesis we use mainly this second approach, since 
it allows us to give a unified treatment of the reduced and non-reduced cases. 
The canonical ring of a 2-connected fibre for both genus 2 and 3 cases is 
quite easy to study: it has essentially the same description as the ring of an 
irreducible fibre. 
For genus 2 and 3 fibres, a non-multiple fibre can only fail to be 
2-connected if it contains a 2-connected divisor E with E2 = -1, KE= 1. In this 
case the restriction map from R(F, KF) to R(F-E, KF) is surjective and it turns 
out that its kernel is a principal ideal generated by an element of degree 1. Using 
this fact, by a standard procedure (11.1), we recover R(F, Kp) once R(F-E, Kp) is 
known. The calculation here is very similar to deformation calculations. An easy 
example of this method is the calculation in (11.3). 
Open questions I am convinced that essentially the same methods used to prove 
that the canonical algebra is generated in degree ~3 for genus 3 fibres can be used 
to prove the same statement for any genus. The proof we give is perhaps related to 
Laufer's proof of a similar statement for surfaces singularities [L). 
It would be interesting to see how this rough classification of genus 3 fibres 
can be used to find numerical invariants for global surfaces with genus 3 fibrations. 
Xiao Gang conjectured that a neighbourhood of a "bad" fibre should have a 
Morsification, that is a small deformation where each singular fibre either contains a 
single node or is a non-singular mUltiple fibre. This would follow if we knew that 
the deformation theory of the fibre is unobstructed. 
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CHAPTER! 
Preliminary results on divisors on surfaces. 
Section 1. Basic facts and terminology. 
1{otation Surface means smooth projective surface over k = a: . 
We denote by k[X, ... I (capital letters) the polynomial ring in the weighted 
variables X,... . In most cases we will denote by Xi variables of weight 1 , Yj 
variables of weight 2 and ~ variables of weight 3 . 
Let D be an effective divisor on a surface S. Since D is Gorenstein the 
dualizing sheaf COD is invertible on D and we have the adjunction formula 
(1.1) COD = COs ~)(!JS(D) ® 0D . 
Throughout we will denote COD by KD and thus the adjunction formula 
can be written 
(1.2) 
By defmition the arithmetical genus Pa(D) of D is 
(1.3) 1 0 Pa(D) = 1 - X(OD) = h (D,OD) - (h (D,OD) - 1) 
and by adjunction 
(1.4) 2 Pa(D) - 2 = D(KS + D). 
The usual duality theorems for smooth curves also hold: if L is a locally 
free sheaf of finite rank on D then 
(1.5) HO(D, L) ae H1(D, KD ® LV)v 
H1(D, L) ae H°(D, KD ® LV)v where v means dual . 
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We also have: 
(1.6) Theorem CRiemann-Roch for an effective divisor on a surface). Let D 
be an effective divisor on a surface and F a locally free sheaf of rank r on D. 
Then 
x(F) = deg (F) + r xC On) . 
(1.7) If D = A + B (with A > 0, B > 0) we have the exact sequence (see 
[B-P-V] 11.1). 
r 
which will be called a decomposition sequence for D = A + B . 
(1.8) Notation If L is an invertible sheaf on a divisor D we will denote 
L ®n by nL and the graded ring R(D, L) is defined by 
R(D, L) = EB H°(D, nL) . 
n~O 
The multiplication in R(D, L) is the usual product derived from 
L®n®L®m .... L®n+m. 
(1.9) Definition A (-2)-curve is a curve e such that e 2!! 1P1 and 92 = -2. 
We will say that a divisor D is a (-2)-cycle if D2 = -2 and every component r 
of D is a (-2)-curve such that ill:S; 0 . 
It is well known that the only possible types of (-2)-cycles are represented 
by the following Dynkin diagrams (where the numbers represent the multiplicity of 
each curve in D) 
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A . : • • • • • • n 
2 2 ~: On • • • 
2 3 2 
E6 • • I • • 
2 
2 3 4 3 2 
E 7 • • • 1 • • 
• 2 
2 3 4 5 6 4 2 
E8 • • • • I • .0 
3 
A (-2)-cycle D is of type An if and only if D is either irreducible or D 
contains two (-2)-curves °1 ' °2 such that °1 ¢. °2 and OlD = 02D = -1. If D 
is not of type An then D contains a unique (-2)-curve 0, appearing with 
multiplicity 2 in D, such that aD = -1 . 
(1.10) Definition A divisor D (not necessarily effective) on a surface S is 
nef(numerically effective) if DC ~ 0, for every curve C in S. 
(1.11) Definition Two divisors in D, D' (not necessarily effective) on a 
surface are numerically equivalent if DE = DE' , for every E divisor in S 0 
For all the facts in this section refer to [B-p-V]. 
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Section 2. m-connectedness. 
(2.1) Definition For m ~ 0, an effective divisor on a surface is 
(numerically) m-connected if for every decomposition D = Dl + D2 
(with Dl'D2 >0) Dl D2~m. 
The following easy lemmas will be used repeatedly in the sequel. 
(2.2) Lemma Let D be a divisor which is m-connected and D = D 1 + D2 
(D l' D2 > 0) be a decomposition such that Dl D2 = m. Then (with [x] 
denoting the integer part) 
(1· ) D d D [ m+ 1 ] ed 1 an 2 are -2- -connect . 
(ii) If D1 is chosen to be minimal subject to the condition Dt (D-D1) = m 
then D 1 is [m; 3 ] -connected. 
Proof (i) Let Dt = At +A2 (with Al'A2 >0). Then A1(A2+D2)~m 
and A2(A1 + D2) ~ m, by m-connectedness of D .Since (AI + A2)D2 = 
=D 1 D2 = m, it follows that 
2A1A2 ~ m, that is AIA2 ~ ~ ; 
(ii) By the assumption on D1 ,A1 (A2+D2) ~ m+l , so the proof of 
(ii) is the same as (i) with m replaced by m + 1 . 
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(2.3) Lemma If a divisor D is m-connected but not (m+1)-connected and 
Dl cD (with Dl > 0) is minimal subject to D t (D-D t ) = m then either: 
(i) D t C D-D t or 
(ii) Dl and D-Dt have no common components. 
Proof Let D t = A + B, D - D t = A + C where B,C have no common 
components; then BC ~ 0 and so 
m = Dt(D-Dt ) = A
2+AB+AC+BC ~ A2+AB+AC = A(D-A). 
Thus by minimality of D t with respect to D t (D - D t) = m either A = ° or 
A= Dt . 
Section 3. Properties of invertible sheaves on a divisor. 
(3.1) Lemma (see [B-C1). Let D be an effective divisor on a surface, L an 
invertible sheaf on D and s E H°(D, L) with s:t. 0. Then either 
(i) s does not vanish identically on any component r of D and 
degD, L ~ O. for every D' < D, hence degD L ~ ° ; 
or 
(ii) D is reducible, and if D t < D is the biggest divisor such that 
sin 1 == 0. then degr (L-D 1) ~ ° for every r ~ D-D1 . In particular 
D1(D-D1) ~degD-DI L. 
Proof If s does not vanish identically on any component of D the statement in 
(i) is clear. Otherwise let Dl < D be the maximal divisor such that s maps to 
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zero under 
° ° H (D, L) -+ H (Dt , L) . 
Then D-D1 and s E HO(OD-D1 (L-D1» satisfy (i) so degr (L-Dt) ~ 0, for 
every r < D-D t · In particular Dt (D-Dt) ~ deg ~D-D1 . 
(3.2) Corollary If D is a 1-connected divisor and L is an invertible sheaf 
on D such that degr L ~ ° for every r < D, and degD L < 0, then 
° H (D, L) = 0. 
(3.3) Corollary If D is a 1-connected divisor on a surface and L is an 
invertible sheaf on D such that degr L ~ 0, for every reD then either 
(i) hOeD, L) = ° or 
(ii) hOeD, L) = 1 and L~ 0D. 
(3.4) Corollary Under the assumptions of (3.3), if Pa(D) = ° and deg L=O 
then L ~ 0D . 
Proof By the Riemann Roch theorem we have hO(L) - h1(L) = 1 and so in 
particular hO(L):I: 0. 
(3.5) Lemma Let D be a l-connected divisor on a surface and P a 
non-singular point of D. If h°(D, 0D(P» > 1 then 
(i) The unique component r of D containing P is isomorphic to IP 1 . 
(ii) If D is reducible there exists D' such that r < D' < D and 
D'(D-D') = 1 . 
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(iii) If P' E r is any other non-singular point of D , then also 
hOCD, 0DCP'» > 1 . 
Proof (i) Let r be the only component of D containing P. Then 
hOcr, 0rCP» ~ 2, hence r;l! [p1 . 
(ii) Furthermore if D is reducible the sheaf 0DCP) has degree 1 on 
r and degree ° everywhere else. Since hOeD, 0DCP» > 1 there exists 
s E HOcn, 0D(P» vanishing on some D' < D, D'"# 0. By Lemma (3.1), if we 
take D' maximal with that property then 
D'(D-D') ~ deg 0D(P)ID-D' = 1 . 
This proves (ii). 
(iii) follows from (i) and (ii). 
(3.6) Lemma (Castelnuovo's lemma) Let D be a 1-dimensional projective 
scheme over an algebraically closed field k and L an invertible sheaf on D 
generated by its global sections. If F is a coherent sheaf on D such that 
H1(F® L-1) = ° then the map HO(F) ® HO(L) -+ HO(F® L) is surjective. 
Proof See [Mu). 
(3.7) Lemma (Free pencil trick). Let D be an effective divisor on a surface 
and L an invertible sheaf on D. Let So be a global section of L not vanishing 
identically on any component of D and s1 a global section of L having no 
common zeros with sO. If M is an invertible sheaf on D then the kernel of the 
map 
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(a, ~) 
is isomorphic to HO(M®L- 1). 
Proof 
If sOa = -sl ~ then in particular ~ vanishes at the points P such that sO(P) = 0. 
Since So generates L everywhere else we can write ~ = sOr where 
r E HO(M®L- l ) and so sOa = -SOStr. By hypothesis So is regular and thus 
a = -sir. { ° -1 ° -1 So Kercp= (sOr,slr):rEH (M®L )}~H (M®L ). 
Section 4. Some lemmas. 
We will need the following facts: 
(4.1) Definition ([B), p.178). Let D be an effective divisor on a surface S; 
define a(D) = dimker (Hl(S,OS) -+ HI (D,OD» . 
(4.2) Lemma If n is an effective divisor on a surface S then 
1 ° a(D) = h (S,OS( -D» - h (D,On) + 1 . 
Proof The result follows immediately from the cohomology sequence of the exact 
sequence of sheaves 
(4.3) Lemma (Francia) Let D be an effective divisor on a surface S. If 
a:S -+ S' is a birational map between smooth surfaces then a(a*D) = n(D) . 
Remark This lemma is due to P. Francia. For lack of a suitable reference we 
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include a sketch of the proof. 
Sketch proof 
Step 1. For a smooth surface X over (t, PicO(X) is an Abelian variety 
and for a divisor C on X 
a(C) = dim (Zariski tangent space at ° of ker {PicO(X) ... Pic Cn . 
Step 2. PicO(S) = PicO(S') because a is a birational map. Since a is a 
sequence of blow-ups it is not hard to prove that ker (a*: Pic(a*D) ... Pic D) is an 
algebraic group not containing any Abelian variety as a factor. 
Step 3. Consider the following commutative diagram 
Pica ( S) _r--+) Pic D 
Ila* 
, 
Pica (S') _r--+) Pic(a*(D» . 
Let A1 ,A2 be the connected components at ° of ker r, ker r' respectively. 
Then A2 is an Abelian variety and by Step 2 does not have any non-trivial 
morphism to ker (a*:Pic(a*D) ... Pic D). Hence A2 = A1 and the result follows 
from Step 1. 
(4.4) Lemma Let L = (!JS(L) be an invertible sheaf on a surface S. A 
point PES is a base point of the linear system I L I if and only if 
h1(S,7t*(L) ® IE) > h1(S,7t*(L» (where 7t: S ... S is the blow-up at P and 
E = 7t -1 (P) is the exceptional divisor). 
Proof Let PES and mp its ideal sheaf. The sheaf (!JS(L) ® mp is the sheaf 
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of germs of sections of L vanishing at P. Thus P is not a base point of I L I if 
and only if 
a ° h (S, 0S(L) ® mp) '# h (S, 0S(L» . 
Let 1t: S -+ S be the blow-up at P and E = 1t- 1 (P). Then 
HO(S,OS(L) ® mp) ~ HO(S,1t*(L) ® IE) and the result follows immediately from 
the cohomology sequence of the exact sequence of sheaves 
(4.5) Lemma Let D be a 1-connected divisor on a surface S and P a 
multiple point of D. Let 1t: S -+ S be the blow-up of S at P and E = 1t-1(P) . 
Then 1t*(D)-2E is a-connected, and if 1t*D-2E = D'1 + D'2 (with D'1,D'2 > 0) 
is a decomposition such that D' 1 D'2 = ° then D'1 = 1t*D 1 - E, D'2 = 1t*D2 - E , 
where D 1 ' D2 are nonzero divisors such that D = D 1 + D2 (and thus 
D1D2 = 1 , P E D1 (J D2) 
Proof The argument is well known (see for example [B-p-V 1, Ch. VII, §6). 
(4.6) Lemma Let D be an effective divisor on a surface and n ~ ° such that 
HO(S, 0S(K+nD» '# 0, (K+nD)2> a and K+nD is numerically effective. Then: 
(i) Every A ElK + nD I is 1-connected. 
(ii) If n is even then A is 2-connected. 
Proof If A is irreducible there is nothing to prove. Otherwise A = D1 + D2 , 
with D1,D2 >0. Since K+nD isnef, D12+D1D2~0 andDID2+D22~0. 
As (K + nD)2 > 0 at least one of these inequalities is strict, say, D 1 2 + D 1 D2 > 0. 
By the index theorem D I2022 -(01 D2)2 SO and equality holds if and 
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only if there exist a,b E Z such that aD1 ~ bD2 (where ~ denotes numerical 
equivalence ). 
If D1D2 ~ 0 we would then have 
2 D1 > -D1D2 ~ 0 and 
2 D2 ~-D1D2~O, 
22 2 22 2 2 
and so D1 D2 > (D1D 2) , or Dl D2 = (D1 D 2) and D2 = 0, 
contradicting in the first case the index theorem and in the second case 
(KS+nD)2 > O. Thus D 1 D2 ~ 1 and so A is i-connected. This proves (i). 
Suppose that D 1 D2 = 1 . Then 
2 D1 + 1 = D1(D1+D2) = D1(K+nD) = KD1+nD1D. 
Since n is even we would then have KD 1 - D 1 2 E 1 mod 2, which 
contradicts the adjunction formula Hence A is 2-connected. 
Section 5. Base points of the linear system 1KS + DI • 
(S.1) Theorem Let D be an effective divisor on a surface Sand P a 
multiple point of D. Then P is a base point of the linear system I KS + D I if 
and only if 
HO(01t*D_E) -+ HO(01t*D_2E) is not swjective, 
where 1t: S -+ S is the blow-up of S at P and E = 1t -1 (P) . 
Proof By (4.4) P is a base point of I KS + D I if and only if 
h1(S,1t*CKs + D) ® IE) :I: h
1(S,1t*(KS + D». 
By Serre duality 
h1(1t*(KS + D) ® IE) = h
1(_ (x*D - 2E» and 
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h1(1t*(KS + D» = h
1(_ (It*D-E)). 
Since P is a multiple point on D both 1t*D-E and 1t*D-2E are effective 
divisors on S and by (4.3), 
a(1t*D-2E) = a(1t*(1t*D-2E» = a(D) and 
a(1t*D-E) = a(1t*(1t*D-E» = a(D) . 
Thus by (4.2) h 1(-(1t*D-2E» > h 1(-(1t*D-E» if and only if 
° ° h (01t*D-E) < h (01t*D-2E)' hence the result. 
(5.2) Proposition Let D be a l-connected divisor on a surface S and P 
a multiple point of D. Then P is a base point of the linear system I KS + D I if 
and only if D has a decomposition D = D 1 + D2 such that 
(i) P E Dl (J D2 , DID2 = 1 
and 
(ii) hO(1t*DC E, O(-(1t*D2-E»;t: ° 
(with 1t, E as in (5.1). 
Proof Since D is l-connected hO(eJ1t*D_E) = 1 (by 3.3) and thus by (5.1) 
P is a base point of I KS + D I if and only if hO(eJ1t*D_2E) > 1 . 
If hO(eJ1t*D_2E) > 1 , in particular (by 3.3) 1t*D-2E is not 1-connected 
and then by (4.5) D has a decomposition D = Dl + D2 satisfying (i). 
Furthermore, by (2.2) both Dl and D2 are 1-connected and thus 1t*D2-E is 
1-connected. Since hO(1t*D-2E) > 1 , (ii) follows from the cohomology sequence 
of 
0 ... eJ1t*D1
_E(-(1t*D2-E» ... eJ1t*D-2E'" eJ1t*D2-E -+ ° . 
The converse is clear and so the result follows. 
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(5.3) Corollary 1 If D is a 2-connected divisor on a surface S, then no 
multiple point of D is a base point of the linear system I KS + D I . 
(5.4) Corollary 2 Let D be a reduced 1-connected divisor on a sutface S. 
Then a multiple point P of D is a base point of I KS + D I if and only if 
D = D1 + D2 with D1 (1 D2 = {P}, DID2 = 1 (i.e. P is a node of D and 
D-{P} is not connected). 
Section 6. The canonical sheaf KD of a divisor D. 
(6.1) Lemma Let D be a 1-connected divisor on a sutface S. A non-
singular point P of D is a common zero of the global sections of KD if and only 
if H°(D,OD(P» = 2 . 
Proof Let P be a non-singular point of D. Then mp.OS(KD) is an invertible 
sheaf. Considering the cohomology sequence of the exact sequence 
0 .... mp . KD .... KD .... kp .... ° • 
it is easy to see that P is a common zero of the global sections of KD if and only 
if H1(D, mpKD) .... H
1(D,KD) is not injective and thus by duality if and only if 
0 .... HO(D,OD) .... HO(D,OD(P» is not surjective. Since D is 1-connected 
h°(D,OD) = 1 (by 3.3), hence the assertion. 
(6.2) Lemma Let D be a 1-connected divisor on a surface with Pa(D) ~ 1 . 
If P is a non-singular point of D which is a common zero of the global sections 
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of KD then 
(i) D is not 2-connected. 
(ii) The unique component r of D containing P is isomorphic to IP 1 
and every s E H°(D,KD) vanishes along r , that is sir == 0. 
Proof The result follows immediately from (6.1) and (3.5). 
(6.3) Proposition If D is a 2-connected divisor on a surface either 
D ~ IP 1 or KD is generated by its global sections. 
Furthermore, if Pa(D) = 1 then KD ~ (!JD . 
Proof The first part of the assertion follows trivially from (5.3) and (6.2) and the 
second part from (3.3). 
(6.4) Definition Given an effective divisor D on a surface, KD is nef 
(numerically effective) if deg K
Dlr ~ 0 for all reD. 
(6.5) Proposition If D is a 1-connected divisor and KD is not nef then 
either 
(i) D is irreducible and isomorphic to IP 1 
or 
(ii) D is reducible and has a component r ~ IP 1 such that 
r(D-r) = 1 . 
In particular if D is 2-connected then either D ~ IP 1 or KD is nef. 
Proof If D is irreducible there is nothing to prove. If D is reducible the result 
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follows immediately from 1-connectedness and the adjunction formula: 
deg KD = deg KC + C(D-C) , for a component C of D . 
IC 
(6.6) Proposition Let D be an effective 1-connected divisor with 
Pa(D) ~ 2. Then KD is ample if either 
(i) D is irreducible 
or 
(ii) D is reducible and C(D-C) ~ 3 for every component C e: IP 1 
of D 
Proof If D is irreducible the result is trivial, since deg KD > O. Otherwise KD 
is ample if and only if degc KD > 0 for every component C of D, and the 
statement follows from deg KDIC = deg KC + (D-C)C . 
(6.7) Lemma Let D bea 1-connecteddivisoron a surface, with Pa(D)~2 
and KD nef. Then 
(i) h1(D, nKD) = 0, for n ~ 2. 
(ii) 1 If D 1 c D is such that 0 < D 1 < D then h (D l' nKD) = 0 for 
n~ 1. 
Proof By duality (1.5), 
1 0 h (D, nKD) = h (D,(l-n)KO) and 
1 0 h (01, nKD) = h (Dl' K01 -nKo)' 
Since pa(D) ~ 2 , degD 0D«(1-n)KO) < 0 for n ~ 2. Since KO is 
nef, degr 0D«(1-n)KO) so for every r < D. Hence (i) follows by (3.2). 
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For (ii) we remark that degD1 (KD1 -nKD) = Dl (-(D-D1)-(n-1)KD). 
Since KD is nef and D is 1-connected, this degree is negative. Also, for every 
rc D wehave 
r(D1-r) + r(D-D1) > ° 
and degr(nKD) ~ ° , so that r(D1-r ) > degD1 _r (KD1 -nKD) . 
The result now follows from (3.1). 
(6.8) Lemma Let D be a 1-connected divisor such that KD is nef and let 
D 1 < D (with D 1 > 0) be 1-connected. Then 
(i) If degD1 KD> 0, 
if n = 1 
if n ~ 2 
(ii) If degD1 KD = ° (and thus Pa(D1) = 0, D1 (D-D1) = 2), then 
1 h (OD1 (nKD-(D-D1» = 1 , for n ~ 1 . 
Proof By duality (1.5) h1(OD1CnKD - (D-D1» = hOCOD1(-cn-1)KD»' By 
assumption D1 is 1-connected, hence hO(OD1) = t and so (i) and (ii) are true 
for n = 1 . 
If degD1 KD > 0, then degD1 (!JDt (-(n-1)KD) < ° for n ~ 2. Since 
KD is nef, degc C -(n-1 )KD) S ° for every C eDt . As D 1 is 1-connected 
the result follows from (3.2). 
If degD1 KD = ° then degc KD = 0 for every component C of D1 
(because KD is ne!), and thus by (3.4) KDID ~ On ,hence (ii). 
1 1 
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(6.9) Proposition Let D be a 1-connected divisor with KD nef and let 
D1 be a divisor with 0< D1 < D such that D-D1 is 1-connected. 
Consider the restriction maps 
° ° rn : H (OD(nKD» -+ H (OD1 (nKD»· 
Then either 
(i) degD_D1 KD> ° and rn is surjective for all n ~ 1 
or 
(ii) degD_D1 KD = 0, r 1 is surjective and 1m rn has 
codimension 1 in HO(OD1 (nKD» for n ~ 2 . 
Proof From the decomposition sequence (1.7) of D = D1 + (D-D1) we get the 
long exact sequence 
° ° ° 0-+ H (OD-D1 (nKD-D1» -+ H (OD(nKD» -+ H (OD1 (nKD» --+ 
1 1 1 
--+ H (OD-D1 (nKD-D1» -+ H (OD(nKD» -+ H (OD1 (nKn» -+ O. 
The result follows by applying (6.7), (6.8). 
Remark For more facts about KD for reduced divisors we refer to [C) 
Section 7. 2-connected divisors of genus 1. 
(7.1) We will need the following analysis in Chapter II, but it is also interesting 
as a very simple example of how to determine R(D, L) . 
The following (and more) is proved in [R-11. 
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(7.2) Proposition Let D be a 2-connected divisor with Pa(D) = 1 and L a 
sheaf on D such that degD L > ° and degc L ~ ° for every component C 
ofD. 
If degD L ~ 2 then L is generated by its global sections. If 
degD L = 1 , L = 0D(P) with P a non-singular point of D and HO(L) is 
generated by one section vanishing only at P. 
Proof If D is irreducible the result is well known. Suppose that D is reducible. 
Since KD ~ 0D by (6.3), for any component C of D, degcKD = 0, and so 
necessarily CCD-C) = 2, C ~ IP 1 and (D-C) is l-connected by (2.2), with 
P CD-C) = 0. 
a 
Let C be a component of D. From the decomposition sequence (1.7) of 
D = C + (D-C) we have the exact sequence 
oro 1 H (D,L) --+ H (C,L) ---+ H (D-C, L-CIn_C) . 
By Serre duality hl(D-C, L-CIn_C) = hO(D-C, KD-LIn_C) ' and so r is 
surjective (and no point of C is a base point of I L I) unless degLtD_c = 0. In 
this case C is the only component of D such that degcL ~ ° and appears with 
multiplicity 1 in D. 
Under these conditions, if P E C is a base point of I L I it must be non-
singular in D (because if C' is another component of D such that deg
c
' L = ° , 
the above argument shows that C' is not a fixed component of L). 
StUdying the long exact sequence obtained from 
° -+ mpL ---+ L ---+ kp -+ ° and using duality, it is clear that P is a base point 
of I L I if and only if HO(OD( -L + P» ~ ° and hence deg Ltc = 1 . 
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(7.3) Proposition Let D be a 2-connected divisor with Pa(D) = 1 and L 
a sheaf on D such that degD L > ° and degc L ~ ° for every component C 
of D. 
(i) If deg L = 1 then 
R(D,L):2!: k[X,Y,Z]/I, with deg X = 1 , deg Y = 2, deg Z = 3, 
and 1= (f6) is a principal ideal generated by a weighted homogeneous polynomial 
f6 of deg 6 in which both Z2 and y3 appear with nonzero coefficients. 
(ii) If deg L = 2 then 
R(D,L):2!: k[Xl ,X2,Y]/I where deg Xl = deg X2 = 1, deg Y = 2 and I 
is a principal ideal generated by a weighted homogeneous polynomial f 4 of deg 4, 
in which y2 appears with nonzero coefficient. 
Proof By Serre duality and (3.2), h1(nL) = ° for n ~ 1 and so by Riemann-
Roch hO(nL) = nd, where d = degD L. 
(i) Let us remark that this proof is the same as the classical argument for the 
Weierstrass normal form of an elliptic curve. 
Suppose that d = 1. Then by (7.2), HO(2L) is generated by its global 
sections. By the free pencil trick the maps 
<P2 n : HO(2L) ® HO(nL) ... HO«n+2)L) 
, 
are surjective for n ~ 3 and 1m <P2,1 has codimension 1 in HO(3L) . 
By (7.2), HO(L) is generated by a single element x, which only vanishes 
at a non-singular point P of D, and thus x2 E HO(2L) is nonzero. Choose 
y E HO(2L) such that (x2,y) fonn a basis of HO(2L) as a k-vector space. 
Since 2L is generated by its global sections y(P);t 0. Similarly let z E HO(3L) 
be such that (x3,x2y,z) fonn a basis of HO(3L). Again z(P);t 0. 
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Let <Pl,3 : HO(L) ® HO(3L) -+ HO(4L) .Since x vanishes only at P, 
1m <P1,3 has codimension 1 in HO(4L). As y2(p) ~ 0, y2 ft 1m <Pl,3 and 
° hence 1m <Pl,3 + 1m <P2,2 = H (4L). Thus since <P2,n is surjective for n ~ 4, 
R(D,L) is generated by x, y, z . 
Let k[X,Y,Z] be the weighted polynomial ring with deg X = 1 , deg Y = 2 
and deg Z = 3 and II : k[X,Y,Z]-+ R(D,L) the homomorphism of graded rings 
sending X -+ x, Y -+ y, Z -+ z. Then II is surjective by the above argument, and 
a simple dimension count shows dim (Ker .6.)n = ° for n ~ 5 and dim 
(Ker .6.)6 = 1. If f E (Ker ll)6 then Z2 must appear in f with nonzero 
coefficient since 1m <P2 4 = HO(6L) . 
, 
Then in R(D,L) we have a relation of the form z2 = .... Since y3 and 
i are the only elements of deg 6 which do not vanish at P, y3 must also appear 
with nonzero coefficient. 
Comparing hO(nL) with the degree n homogeneous piece of 
k[X,Y,Z]/(f), by a simple dimension count, it is easy to see that ker II = (f) (ideal 
generated by f), and hence 
R(D, L) ~ ldX,Y,Z]/(f) with deg X = t , deg Y = 2, deg Z = 3. 
(ii) Suppose that d = 2. Then L is generated by its global sections and the 
free pencil trick shows that the maps 
<Pt : HO(L) ® HO(nL) -+ HO«n+1)L) 
,n 
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are surjective for n ~ 2 and 1m <PI,1 has codimension I in HO(2L). Choose 
Xl' x2 such that (x I ,x2) form a basis of the k-vector space HO(L) and 
is generated by Xl' x2' Y . 
Consider ~: k[X I ,X2 ,Y] -+ R(D,L) (with deg Xl = deg X2 = I , 
deg Y = 2). As in (i), (ker ~)n = 0 for n ~ 3 and dim(ker 6)4 = I. Since 
1m <PI,3 = HO(4L) necessarily y2 appears with nonzero coefficient in 
f E (ker M 4' Again by a simple dimension count it is easy to see that ker ~ = (0 , 
and hence 
R(D,L) = k[XI,X2,Yl/(f) with deg Xi = I , deg Y = 2. 
(7.4) Remark By a suitable change of coordinates (completing the square and 
the cube), we can assume that the relations in (i) and (ii) are of the form 
Z2 = y3 + a YX4 + bX6 
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and Y - aO Xl - - a 4 X2 . 
Section 8. Fibrations. 
For all the assertions made in this section without proof refer to [B-p-V] 
Chapter ITI and [XG], § 1. 
(8.1) Let S be a smooth surface over <C. A fibration f of S is a 
proper surjective morphism f: S --+ B with connected fibres, where B is a 
smooth projective curve. 
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(8.2) Almost all the fibres of a fibration are smooth and have the same 
genus; we say that f is a genus g fibration if the genus of a general fibre is g. 
(8.3) A fibration is relatively minimal if no fibre F (F = f*(p), with 
p E B) contains a (-1)-curve. 
(8.4) It is well known that for g ~ 1 a fibration has a unique relatively 
minimal model, and we will only consider relatively minimal fibrations in what 
follows. 
(8.5) If F is a fibre then the normal bundle (!)p(F) is trivial. 
(8.6) If F is a reducible fibre, P = L n.C. , with C. c S irreducible 1 1 1 
curves and ni > 0, then 
(i) e.F=O 
1 
(ii) if D = L m.e. , with m. E 7L, then n2 ~ 0 and equality holds if 
1 1 1 
and only if n = aF, with a E ~ • 
In other words the intersection form on the components of P is negative 
semidefmite with 1-dimensional kernel. 
(8.7) In particular if P is a fibre, then either P is I-connected or 
P = nD, where n is a I-connected divisor with n2 = O. In this last case P is 
called a multiple fibre of multiplicity n . 
(8.8) If F = nD is a mUltiple fibre of multiplicity n then (!)n(D) is a 
torsion sheaf of order n. Also if Pa(F) = g then n divides g - 1 . (See [XG] p.l 
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and 2). 
(8.9) By base change results, X«(!')F) = l-g is constant. Furthennore, for 
every fibre F, hO(F, (!')F) = 1 and h 1 «(!')F) = g and thus by duality, in a genus g 
fibration h°(F, KF) = g, for every fibre F. 
Notice that for (8.8) and (8.9) the assumption of characteristic ° is essential 
(see [XGl p.l and 2). 
(S.10) If f is a fibration of genus g ~ 1 and C is a curve appearing in a 
fibre F of f then KSC ~ ° (since we are only considering relatively minimal 
fibrations). If g ~ 2 then KSC = ° if and only if C is a (-2)-curve. 
(S .11) If f: S ~ B is a fibration the relative dualizing sheaf cof of f is the 
invertible sheaf coS/ B = KS ® f*(KB v) and the relative canonical algebra of f is 
(S.12) If F is a fibre of f, coS/ B = KF by adjunction. Then by (S.9) IF 
and well-known results of base change (see [X), [B-p-V), [H] Ch.III-section 12) 
f*CO~/~ on B is locally free and commutes with base change. Furthermore for 
every point P E B and for every n E IN 
k(P)=(!')B/mp) is an isomorphism. 
So, by Nakayama's lemma, results about the generation of R(F, Kp) will 
imply the same results for 3?,(f, cor) . 
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(8.13) Proposition Let F be a fibre of a fibration of genus g ~ 2. Then 
2KF is generated by its global sections. 
Proof Since 0F(F) = OF it is enough to prove that for some n E ItJ the linear 
system I 2KS + nF I has no base points in F . 
As Pa(F) ~ 2 and F2 = 0, KSF> 0, and thus (KS + nF)2 > ° for 
n»O . 
By the Riemann-Roch theorem we have 
hO(KS+nF) - h1(-nF) + hO(-nF) = X(OS) + ·t(nKF) 
° and thus for n» 0, h (KS + nF) > ° . 
Also, if EEl KS + nF I is an effective divisor, CE ~ ° for any curve C 
in S. In fact, since F is nef CF ~ ° for any curve C in S. If KC < ° and 
C2 < 0, C is necessarily a (-1)-curve. Since we are considering relatively 
minimal fibrations C is not contained in any fibre F' . Hence CF> ° . 
So there exists n1 such that for n ~ nt 
(i) hOeS, KS + nF) > ° , 
(ii) (KS + nF)2 > ° , 
(iii) (Ks + nF) is nef. 
Let nO be such that KS + nOF satisfies (i) (ii) (iii) and 
(iv) nO == ° (mod 2) . 
(v) Assume moreover that there exists A ElKS + nOF I having 
multiplicity bigger than 2 at each point of F . 
Let P be any point of F, 7t: S -+ S the blow-up at P, and E = 7t -1(p) 
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the exceptional divisor 
By (i) IKS + nOF I '# ¢ and using (4.6) any A ElKS + nOF I is 
2-connected. 
By (v) 7t* A-2E is an effective divisor and by (4.5), 7t* A-2E is 
I-connected and hence by Francia's lemma (4.3) and (4.2) 
hIes, - (7t*A-2E» = hIes, - (7t*A-E». 
By duality h l(S, - (7t* A-2E» = h l(S, 7t*(2KS + nOF)-E) 
and h1(S, - (7t*A-E» = h1(S, 7t*(2KS + nOF» 
and so by Lemma, (4.4) P is not a base point of 12KS + nOF I. 
Section 9. Some general results on R(D, KD) 
(9.1 The main aim of this section is to give bounds on the degrees of the 
generators of the ring R(F, KF) for F a fibre with Pa(F) ~ 2 (see Section 8). In 
some cases we do this in a slightly more general context by giving bounds for the 
generators of R(D, KD), for D a divisor on a surface satisfying certain 
conditions. 
Properties of KD and R(D, KD) are studied in great detail in [C), for D a 
reduced divisor (and more generally a Gorenstein curve). We will not, however, 
use the results of [C). 
If D is an irreducible curve with g = Pa(D) ~ 3 it is well-known (see [S], 
[R-2J, [C)) that R(D, KD) is generated by its elements of degree 1 if D is not 
hyperelliptic and by its elements of degrees 1 and 2 if D is hyperelliptic. 
We describe in (9.4) the ring R(D, KD) for a 2-connected genus 
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2 divisor. 
We will need to consider reducible divisors and we will use the following: 
(9.2) Fact Let D be a reducible divisor, D = A + B a decomposition of D 
and L an invertible sheaf on D. The decomposition sequence (1.7) of 
D = A + B gives rise to exact sequences 
and if M is another invertible sheaf on D we have the following commutative 
diagram with exact top and bottom rows: 
0-+ HO(A,L-B)®H°(D,M) -+ HO(D,L)®H°(D,M) -+ HO(B,L)®HO(D,M) 
J, a l J,Yl 
HO(A,L-B)®HO(A,M) J, f3 HO(B,L)®HO(B,M) 
J,~ J,~ 
0-+ HO(A,L+M-B) --+ HO(D,L+M) -~, HO(B,L+M) . 
From the diagram it is clear that f3 is surjective provided the restriction 
maps 
o 0 
H (D, L) -+ H (B, L) 
o 0 H (D, M) -+ H (B, M) 
o 0 H (D,M) -+ H (A,M) 
and the multiplication maps Y 2 and a2 are all sutjective. So to show that f3 is 
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surjective it is enough to show that these five maps are surjective. In general it is 
easier to do that. 
Similarly if we want to show that HO(mL + nM) is generated by the sum 
of the images of 
HO( (m-k) L + (n-p)M) ® HO(kL + pM) 
for k, p in the ranges 1 ~ k < m, 1 ~ p < n, and the appropriate restriction maps 
are surjective, it is enough to prove the same statement for HO(A, mL + nM-B) 
and HO(B, mL + nM) . 
(9.3) Proposition Let D be an effective divisor on a surface with Pa(D);~ 2, 
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such that h (nKD) = ° for n ~ 2. Then 
(i) If 2KD is generated by its global sections then R(D, KD) is 
generated as a k-algebra by its elements of degree ~ 5. 
(ii) If n is 2-connected then R(D, KD) is generated by its elements 
of degree ~ 3 . 
Proof If 2KD is generated by its global sections and h t (nKD) = 0, n ~ 2, by 
Castelnuovo's lemma (3.6) the maps 
° ° ° H (D, 2KD) ® H (D, nKD) -+ H (D, (n+2)KD) 
are surjective for n ~ 4, hence (i). 
If D is 2-connected, by (6.3) Kn is generated by its global sections and 
thus, since ht(nKD) = ° for n ~ 2, the maps H°(D, Kn) ® H°(D, nKD)-. 
H0(D, (n+1)KD) are surjective for n ~ 3, hence (li). 
(9.4) Proposition Let D be a 2-connected divisor with p (D) = 2. Then 
a 
R(D, KD) = IdXO' X t , Z] / (f6) , with deg X t = deg X2 = t , deg Z = 3 and f6 
a weighted homogeneous polynomial of degree 6, where Z2 appears with nonzero 
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coefficient. 
2 Furthennore f6 can be chosen to be Z - P6 (XO' Xt) . 
Proof This proof is similar to the proof of (7.3) and so we skip the details. 
By (6.3) KD is generated by its global sections and by (6.7), 
h \nKD) = 0, for n ~ 2. Since hO(KD) = 2, using Riemann-Roch and the free 
pencil trick we see that the maps <Pm: HO(KD) ® HO(mKD) -+ HO«m+1)KD), 
are surjective for m:t 2 and 1m <P2 has codimension t . Then using an argument 
similar to the one used in (7.3) (ii), we have R(D, KD) = k[XO' Xt , Z]/(f6) with 
deg Xo = deg X t = t , deg Z = 3 and f6 a polynomial where Z2 appears with 
nonzero coefficient. 
2 The fact that f6 can be chosen to be Z -r 6(xO' Xt) is just the standard 
trick of "completing the square". 
(9.S) Lemma Let D be an effective m-connected divisor (with ~1) such 
that D is nef. If D teD is minimal subject to D t (D - D t) = m , then 
h°(Dt, 2KDt -2KD) = 0. 
Proof By (2.2) and (2.3) both Dt and D-D1 are 1-connected, and either 
D1 c D-D, or D1 and D-D1 have no common components. Furthermore for 
every reD, deg
r 
(2KD1 -2KD) = -2r(D-D1) and thus D1 (2KD1 -2KD) = 
= -2m<O.Let D-D1 = D2 · 
If h°(D, 2KD1 -2KD):t 0, by (3.1) there exists a decomposition of D1 ' 
D 1 = A+B such that AB ~ -2AD2 · Since D 1 is 1-connected necessarily 
AD2 < ° and thus D t c D2 · But then we have AB + AD2 + A2 S - A(D2-A) 
which is impossible because the left-hand side is AD which is greater than 0 by 
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assutnption and A(D2 -A) ~ 1 by l-connectedness of D2 . So 
° h (D1, 2KDl - 2KD) :;:; 0. 
(9.6) Proposition If P is a l-connected fibre with Pa(P) ~ 2, then 
R(P, Kp) is generated by its elements of degree ~ 4. 
Proof 
Step 1 Since we are considering only relative minimal fibrations, Kp is 
nef and hence by (6.7) hl(nKp):;:; ° for n ~ 2. By (8.13), 2Kp is generated by 
its global sections and thus by (9.3) we only have to show that 
H O(2Kp) ® HO(3Kp) + HO(Kp) ® HO(4KF) -+ HO(5Kp) is surjective if P is 
l-connected and not 2-connected (Le. P decomposes as P = D 1 + 02 with 
01 D2 = 1 ). 
Let P = D 1 + 02 be a decomposition of P such that D 1 is minimal with 
respect to D 1 (P - D 1) = 1. By (2.2), D 1 is 2-connected and D2 is 
I-connected and by (2.3), either Dl and 02 have no common components or 
Dl cO2 , 
Since Kp is nef and for i = 1,2, we have degOiKp = deg KOi + 1 , and 
so Pa(Di) > ° and degDiKp> 0. Thus by (6.9), the restriction maps 
° ° <I> .: H (P, nKp) -+ H (D., nKp) n~ 1 
are surjective for i = 1,2. 
Note that Ker <1>1,2 = HO(D 1, KD1)· By (9.2), using the fact that the 
maps <I> • are swjective, to prove the statement it is enough to show that the maps 
n,l 
° ° ° (A) H (02' 2Kp) ® H (D2' 3Kp) -+ H (02' 5Kp) 
and 
(B) 
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are surjective. 
Step 2. Proof of (A) and (B) 
(A) follows trivially from Castelnuovo's lemma since by (8.13) 2Kp is 
generated by its global sections and by (6.7) hl (D2' Kp) = 0. 
(B) will also follow from Castelnuovo's lemma if we show that 
h1(D 1, 4Kp -KD1 ) = 0, because, by (6.3), KDl is generated by its global 
sections. 
By duality h1(D1, 4Kp-KD t) = hO(D l , 2KDl -4Kp)' Since 2Kp is 
generated by its global sections and by (9.5) the image of the map 
HO(D 1, 2KDl -4Kp) ® HO(D 1, 2KF) --+ HO(D 1, 2KDl -2KF) is 0, hence 
hl(D1' 4KF-KD1 ) = 0. 
(9.7) Remark Note that (9.6) is also true for an effective l-connected divisor 
D with D reduced or D nef, 2KD generated by its global sections and 
h1(nKD) = 0, for n ~ 2. 
(9.8) Proposition Let D be an m-connected (m ~ 2) effective divisor with 
g = Pa(D) ~ 3. If D admits a decomposition D = Dl+D2 satisfying either: 
(i) Dl is 2-connected, Pa(Dl) ~ 1, D2 is l-connected, deg KDlnl > 0, 
1 deg KDln2 > 0 and h (D1' 2KD-KD1) = 0, 
or 
(ii) Dl e51P1 , D2 is l-connected and DID2 ~ 4 , 
then R(Dt KD) is generated by its elements of degree lesser or equal to 2. 
Proof If D has a decomposition as in (i) or (ii) of (9.8), using the same 
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reasoning as in step 1 of (9.6), we see that to prove the statement it will be enough 
to show that 
o 0 K O(D 3K ). .. (A) H (D2, KD) ® H (02' 2 D) -+ H 2' D IS sUlJectIve 
and 
(B) o ° 0 0 H (D l' KD 1) ® H (D 1 ' 2KD) + H (D l' KD) ® H (D l' KD + KD 1) -+ 
-+ HO(D 1, 2KD+KD1 ) is surjective. 
Now using the facts that KD is generated by its global sections and 
h1(D2, KD) = 0, (A) comes from Castelnuovo's lemma (as in step 2 of (9.6». 
For (B) if the decomposition of D is as in (i) of (9.8) again by 
is sUljective. 
If the decomposition of D is as in (ii) of (9.8) then Dl ~ IPI , 
(DDl (KD + KD1 ) = (DDl (m-4) , (DDl (KD ) = (DDI (m-2) and so 
000 H (D t , KD + KDt ) ® H (Dl' KD) -+ H (Dl' 2KD + KDt) 
is sUljecti ve. 
So (B) is proved for both cases. 
(9.9) Corollary If F is an m-connected fibre (m ~ 4) with g=Pa(F) ~ 3 then 
R(F, KF) is generated by its elements of degree lesser or equal to 2. 
proof The statement is true for irreducible fibres ,so we only have to consider 
reducible fibres. It is easy to check that ,since m ~ 4 any decomposition 
F== Dl+D2 with Dl minimal with respect to Dl (F-D1)=m is as in (i) or (ii) of 
(9.8),hence the statement. 
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(9.10) Proposition If F is a 2-connected fibre with Pa(F) = 3 then RCF, KF) 
is generated by its elements of degree lesser or equal to 2. 
Proof By (9.9) we only have to prove the statement if F is not 4-connected.In 
this case, using the numerical properties of F (8.6) ,(I.2.2) and the fact that for a 
2-connected genus 1 divisor KD ~ (!JD ' it is not very difficult to see that F has a 
decomposition as in (9.8) unless F contains a unique curve C with KC:/= O.Then 
KC=4 and all the other components of Fare (-2)-curves. 
In this case the statement can be proved as in the irreducible case. 
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CHAPTER II 
Results on fibres 
Section 1. Lifting R/xOR to R. 
(1.0) In this chapter and the next we study the ring R(F,KF) for F a fibre with 
p (F) = 2 or 3. 
a 
The principal method for dealing with reducible fibres (not 2-connected)is 
to start by describing a homomorphic image of R(F, KF) obtained by restricting 
KF to some divisor D c F, and then recovering R(F, KF). For this we will 
repeatedly need to use the general theory worked out in this section. 
(1.1) Let R be a graded k-algebra and Xo ERa homogeneous element of 
degree 1 . Suppose that there exists an isomorphism of graded rings 
S = R/xOR e: k[X1 , ... , Xn]/I , 
where k[X1 , ... , Xn] is a weighted polynomial ring and I a homogeneous ideal. 
Let k[XO , ... , Xn] = k[X1 , ... , Xn] [XO] with weight Xo = 1 . 
Then the isomorphism between R/xOR and k[X1 ..... Xn] / I can be 
covered by a graded epimorphism q>: k[XO , ... , Xn] -+ R taking Xo to xo. This 
gives rise to the following commutative diagram with exact rows and columns. 
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0 0 0 
J, J, J, 
o ---+ (XO)nI Ker <p = I 
alj 
I , 0 , 
J, J, J, 
a 
0 --. (XO) , k[XO'''''Xn] k[Xl"'" Xn] , 0 
J, J,<p J, 
0--. xOR R , S=k[X1, .. ·,XnJ/I --+ 0 
J, J, J, 
0 0 0 
where a is the natural quotient map (sending Xo to 0) from k[XO"'" Xn] to 
k[Xl , ... , Xn] and 1 is a homogeneous ideal. The surjectivity of a~ comes from 
the snake lemma. 
(1.2) Notation Elements of k[xO , ... , Xn] will be denoted by capital letters and 
their images in R by the corresponding small letters. For FE k[Xl ,0", Xn] we 
will also denote by F its image i(F) , where i: k[Xl , ... , Xn] ... k[XO , ... , Xn] is 
the inclusion map. For a graded ring A we denote by Aq its homogeneous piece 
of degreeq. 
(1.3) Let F 1 , ... , F m be a set of homogeneous generators of I as an ideal, where 
Fi E k[X t , ... , Xn] qj . Since a: I ... I is surjective, for each i = t , ... , m there 
exists 01' E k[ XO,X t ,···, Xn]q t such that F. = F. - XOG. E 1 . i- 1 1 1 <Ii 
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( 1.4) Let J = {y E R : xoy = O}. J is the kernel of the linear map of degree 1 of 
graded algebras R -+ R defined by y -+ xoy and so is a homogeneous ideal of R. 
Let P1 , ... , PI be homogeneous elements of J such that J = (P1 , ... , Pt) (Le. 
l 
J = L k[XO""'X ]p. ). For j = 1 ,oo., I let P1, ... ,Pt be any set of homogeneous i= 1 n 1 
elements of k[XO, ... ,Xn1 such that CP(PP = Pj . Then we have 
00 
Proof Let i be the homogeneous part of degree q so that i = L i . We 
q q=O q 
prove that any F E iq can be written in the fonn 
m l 
F = L H. F. +XO L B. P. +XOF' with F' E i l' 
i=1 1 1 j=1 J J q-
The result will then follow by induction. 
m 
For F E i q, a(F) E Iq• and so a(F) = L H. F. , with i= 1 1 1 
Hi E k[X1""'Xn] and Hli E Iq . Then (considering Hi as an element of 
k[XO, .. ·,Xnl) , 
m 
F -~ H.F. E (Ker a....) = (XO) () i) . 1=1 1 1 ·11 q q 
m 
So F - L H.F. = XOIl with Il E k[XO'"'' X] 1 and cp(XOIl) = 0 . i=l l nq-
l 
Then cp(ll) = 0 E Jq_1 ' and hence <p(Il) = ~ B.p. with B. E ldXO"",X ] and J= 1 J J J n 
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l 
So ~ - I B.P. E k[XO'''''X] 1 (l i = i l' Hence j,d J J n q- q-
m l 
F = I H.F. +Xo I B.P. +XOF' with F' E i l' 
i= 1 1 1 j= 1 J J q-
(1.6) Remark In view of this lemma, as long as we know how I is generated, 
we can detennine i by finding polynomials G. such that F.-XOG. E i , for 
1 1 1 qi 
i = {l, ... ,m} and polynomials Pl'" Pi such that (<p(P l ) = Pl , ... , <p(Pi ) = Pi) = J. 
In the cases where we will be using this we will have additional specific 
information, namely that 
(A) J is also the kernel of a surjective morphism of graded rings 
\jf: R -+ k[X, Y, Z] I(F6) where k[X, Y, ZI is the graded polynomial ring with 
deg X = 1 , deg Y = 2, deg Z = 3 and F 6 E k[X, Y, ZI6 is of the form 
Z2 -A. y3 - xp 5' with A.:# 0 and P 5 E k[X, Y, Z]5 (this ring is as in (I.7.3,(i». 
(B) J is generated by its homogeneous elements of degree < 6. 
(1. 7) Under the conditions of (1.6) there exist lifts of X, Y, Z to R, i.e. 
x E Rl , Y E ~ \R1R1 , zE R3 \Rl~ such that \jf(x) = X+(F6) , V(Y) = 
Y + (F 6)' \jf(z) = Z + (F 6)' Let A = k[x, y, z] cR. VIA is still an epimorphism 
and so for each f E Rq there exists a E Aq such that f -a E (Ker V) q = J q . 
In fact by changing generators in k[X, Y, Z] 1(F6) we can assume that 
{x, y, z} c {xO , ... , xn}, i.e. there exist {i, j, k} c {O, ... ,n}, such that x = xi' 
Y = Xj and z = xk · For each xl' with l E {D, ... , n} \ {ij,k} if deg xl = dl then 
there exists al E Adl such that xl - al E Jdl . 
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( 1 . 8) Lemma Under the conditions of (1.6) and (1.7) 
and 
(ii) xOR = xO(k[x.,x.] + xkk[x., x.l) . 
1 J 1 J 
Here i, j, k is the choice made in (1.7). Furthennore 
(iii) xO(k[x.,x.] + xkk[x.,x.l) is isomorphic as a k-vector space to 
1 J 1 J 
k[X,Y] e Zk[X,Y] c k[X,Y,Z], where k[X,Y,Z] is as before (and so 
XO(k[X.,x.] + Xkk[X.,X.l) n 1 = {O}) . 
1 J 1 J 
Proof (i) From the definition of the ring A and property (A) we see that 
A n J = {O}, for q < 6. By assumption (B), J is generated by its elements of q q 
degree < 6 , and so to see that J = ~ k[XO"'" Xn] (xt-at ) it is enough to show 
5 
that I J c L k[XO'"'' Xn] (xt-at) . q=O q l 
Let f E Iq , q < 6 and let f = ~ "it xt + a ,with a E A. For each t let bt 
be a homogeneous element of A such that "it-bt E I. Then we have 
deg "it-bl < q, an inductive reasoning shows that Iq C ~ (xCat)R for q < 6, 
and so we get (i). Now (ii) and (iii) are clear from property (A). 
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(1.9) Remark With this lemma and Lemma (1.5), if the conditions stated in 
(1.6) hold we can use the following procedure to describe 1. 
Step 1. 
generate k[X,Y,Z] /(F6) as a k-algebra. 
Step 2. 
Step 3. Choose polynomials O. such that F. - XOO. E 1. Since (n(F.) E 1 1 1 't' 1 
(xO) and (xO) = xO(k[xi,x} + xkk[xi,x}) the 0i can be chosen to belong to 
k[X., X.] + Xkk[X., X.] . 
1 J 1 J 
Explanation of Step 3. To determine the precise form of the 0i we 
will in most cases have to use the syzygies between the F. in k[Xl'"'' X ] . In 1 n 
fact, since (xO) is isomorphic as a k-vector space to k[X,Y] + Zk[X,Y], it 
follows that XO(k[x.,X.] + Xkk[X·,X.]) " i = {O}. If I: r. F. = 0 is a syzygy in 
1 J 1 J 1 1 
k[X 1, .. X ], then I: r. F. = I: r. F. - Xo I: r. o. = -XOI: r. G. E (XO) " i. n 11 11 11 11 
Since for any Xl (with l 'I. {i,j,k}) there exist Al E k[Xi' Xj , XiJ such that 
XO(Xt-At ) E i. it is possible to subtract suitable expressions from Xo (E ri Gi) 
in such a way that what is left Xo (~ r'o G.) still belongs to 1 and ~ r/. G. E 1 1 1 1 
k[Xi' Xj , XiJ· From this we can relate the coefficients of the different Gi and 
sometimes deduce relations between the At. 
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Section 2. Elliptic tails in fibrations. 
(2.1) Terminology In all this section fibre refers to a divisor on a surface 
appearing as a fibre of a relatively minimal fibration (1.8). Since 
Kp = (KS+P)lp = KSIp we write K for it. 
(2.2) The following definitions and lemmas will be needed to study fibres which 
are not 2-connected. The proofs only use the numerical properties of fibres 
namely (1.8.6) and (1.8.10). 
(2.3) Definition Let P be a fibre. We say that A c P is an elliptic cycle if 
A2 = -t , KA = t .We also say that E c P is an elliptic tail if E is a minimal 
elliptic cycle (i.e. if E does not contain another elliptic cycle). 
(2.4) Lemma Let A c P be an elliptic cycle. Then 
(i) A is t-connected' and 
(ii) A is 2-connected if and only if A is an elliptic tail. 
Proof If P contains an elliptic cycle A then deg Kp > 0 and thus Pa(F) ~ 2 
Let A = At +A2 . From 
222 Al + 2Al A2 + A2 = A = -1 , 
we have A1A2 ~ 1 and so A is 1-connected, proving (i). Also, if A12 < -1 , 
then Al A2 > 1 and thus an elliptic tail is 2-connected. 
Now let Al c A be an elliptic cycle. Since (A + Al)2 ~ 0, AlA ~ 1 
and thus At (A - At) S 2. So if A is 2-connected and A-At ~ 0 the only 
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possibility is A1 (A-A 1) = 2. Since KA = KA1 = 1 , K(A-A1) = O. By 
(1.2.2), A-A1 is 1-connected and thus (A-A1)2 = -2. This gives A2 = -1 = 
2 2 A1 + 2 A1(A-A1) + (A-A1) > 0, a contradiction. So a 2-connected elliptic 
cycle is an elliptic tail. 
(2.5) Lemma Let A be an elliptic cycle and E c A an elliptic tail. Then 
(a) E is the unique elliptic tail contained in A. Moreover 
(b) if (A-E) * 0 then either 
(i) AE = 1 and F = A(A+E) with A = g-1 ,where g = Pa(F) 
or 
(ii) E(A-E) = 1 and (A_E)2 = -2. 
Proof We start with the second part. 
(b) (A + E)2 S 0 and (A + E)2 = 0 if and only if there exists A E a;} 
such that F = A(A+E). In this case deg KF = 2g-2 and so A = g-1. From 
(A+E)2 = 0 we have -1 + 2AE + (-1) = 0 i.e. AE = 1. If (A+E)2 < 0 then 
AE SO. Since A is 1-connected, EA = E2 + E (A-E):::: 0 and so AE = 0 and 
(A_E)2 = -2. 
(a) Let El ,E2 be two elliptic tails contained in A. Since both El ' E2 
contain the unique component Co of A such that KCO = 1 , we can write 
El = C+B1 
E2 = C+B2 · 
where C * 0 and B 1 ' B2 have no common components. 
Let A = C + B1 + B2 + D; then D is made up of (-2)-curves, and by 
2-connectedness of Ei ' 8Ei :::: 0 for every component 8 of D . 
Suppose that Bl * 0 (and hence B2 * 0). By 2-connectedness of E1 
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and E2 , we have B1E2 ~ 2, B2E1 ~ 2 and so 
E2 A = E22+E2 (B 1 +D) ~ 1. 
By (b), F = A(A + E1) = A(A + E2), and hence 
A,(A + B 1 + C) = A(A + B2 + C) 
giving Bl = B2 · This contradicts Bt * 0, and Bl ,B2 have no common 
components. So B 1 = 0 = B2 and thus E1 = E2 ,proving uniqueness. 
(2.6) Description of elliptic tails. An irreducible elliptic tail E is either a 
non-singular elliptic curve or a rational curve with a cusp or a node. 
If E is a reducible elliptic tail then all of its components are isomorphic to 
IP 1 . Also E has one component Co appearing with multiplicity 1 such that 
KCO = 1 and all the other components are (-2)-curves. 
By 2-connectedness of E, it follows that COE ~ -1 and 9E ~ 0 for every 
(-2)-curve 9 in E. Since E2 = -1 ,necessarily 9E = 0 and COE = -1 . Thus 
(E-CO)2 = -2, and since 9CO ~ 0, 9(E-CO) ~ 0 for every 9 in E-CO' So 
E-CO is a (-2)-cyc1e (see 1.1). For a list of elliptic tails referto [R-l]. 
(2.7) Lemma Let F be a 1-connected fibre with g = p a (F) ~ 3, and let A 1 ' 
A2 be two elliptic cycles contained in F. Then Al A2 ~ O. Moreover if 
A2 < A1 and A2 - Al ¢. 0 then: 
(i) Al - A2 is a (-2)-cyc1e of type An and 9A1 ~ 0 for every 9 in 
A1- A2 . 
(ii) If A2 is an elliptic tail then either A2 and Al - A2 have no 
common components or Al - A2 = 90 + B where 90 appears with multiplicity 1 
in At and B c A2 , 90B = 90A2 = 1 . 
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Proof Since F is 1-connected and p a (F) ~ 3, for any two elliptic cycles A , D 
in F, AD ~ O. If AD > 0 then (A+D)2 = 0, so F = (g-1)(A+D). If g ~ 3 
this contradicts 1-connectedness, and proves the flrst part. 
If D < A then by 1-connectedness of A, DA = 0 and (A_D)2 = -2. 
Consider now two elliptic cycles A2 , Al such that A2 c Al and 
A1 - A2 "* O. Let A' c F be a maximal elliptic cycle containing Al and let 8 be 
a (-2)-curve appearing in A'. Then 8A' ~ 1 (otherwise (8 + A,)2 > 0). If 
8A' = 1 then 8(F - A') = -1 , hence S c F - A' , contradicting the maximality of 
A'. Thus for every (-2)-curve in A', 8A' ~ 0 . 
Let E be the elliptic tail contained in A' , (E c A2 CAl by (2.5. (a». By 
2-connectedness of E, 8E ~ 0, for every (-2)-curve 8 in A', and so there 
exists a unique (-2)-curve 80 in A' such that 80E = 1 , and for every other 
(-2)-curve 8 in A', SE = O. 
But then, since 80A' ~ 0, 80(A' - E) < 0, and thus for every 8 in 
(A'-E), we have 8(A'-E) ~ O. So A' - E is a (-2)-cycle (1.8). 
Since 80 appears with multiplicity 1 in A'-E and 80(A'-E) < 0, it 
follows that A'-E must be of type An' Since A1-A2 c A'-E and 
2 (A1-A2) = -2, A1-A2 must be also of type An . 
Let 8 E AC A2 . If 8A1 > 0 then necessarily (since ACA2 is a (-2)-
cycle) 8A2 = 1 and 8(ACA2) = O. But then Dl = A2 + 8 c At would be an 
elliptic cycle such that D t At ~ t , contradicting the remarks in the beginning of 
the proof. So (i) is proved. 
(ii) Let A2 be an elliptic tail contained in Al . By the proof of (i), 
A1-A2 is a (-2)-cycle of type An' and there exists a (-2)-curve 80 appearing 
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in Al with multiplicity 1 such that aOA2 = 1 . 
We can then write: 
Al -A2 = eO + Bl+B2 
with B2 c A2 and Bl ,B2 without common components. Since B1A2 = 0, Bl 
is disjoint from A2 and thus from B2 . 
Since eOAl :s;; 0, eO(B l + B2) :s;; 1 and hence by l-connectedness of 
Al -A2 either B 1 = 0 or B2 = 0 , giving (ii). 
(2.8) Lemma Let F be a l-connected fibre and E a reducible elliptic tail 
appearing with multiplicity exactly m in F. If Co is the component of E such 
that KCO = 1 then Co f/. F - mE . 
Proof Write E = D + Band 
F-mE= D+C 
where B and C have no common components. Then B :I: 0 by assumption. 
Suppose D:I: 0 (otherwise there is nothing to prove). If Co C D then DE = -1 
and BE = o. By 2-connectedness of E BD ~ 2 and so from 
o = BF = B (mE + D + C) = BD + BC 
we have Be < 0 , which is a contradiction, since by assumption B and C have 
no common components . 
(2.9) Lemma Let F be a 1-connected fibre with Pa(F) ~ 3, and let A1 ' 
A2 be two elliptic cycles contained in F. Then either the two elliptic cycles are 
disjoint or one is contained in the other. 
Proof By (2.7), A1A2 SO and so if At ' A2 have no common components 
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A1 and A2 are disjoint. 
Suppose now that A1 and A2 have common components. 
Write A 1 = A + B 
A2 = A+C 
where A ':/! 0 and B,C have no common components, and let F = A + B + C + D 
From A.(F-A.) = 1 for i = 1,2 we have 
1 1 
AC + AD + BC + BD = 1 and 
AB+AD+BC+CD = 1 
and so ACB + D + C) + D(A + B + C) + 2BC = 2. Since BC ~ 0 and F is 
1-connected, necessarily A(B + D + C) = 1 = D(A + B + C) and BC = O. Then 
A2 = -1 (from AF = 0) and so B2 + 2AB = 0 and C2 + 2AC = O. 
Since Pa(F) ~ 3 and F is 1-connected we have (2A + B + C)2 < 0 
(F = A.(2A+B+C) is only possible if either F is a multiple fibre or A. = 1 giving 
p (F) = 2). 
a 
But (2A + B + C)2 = 4A2 + 2AB + 2AC + (B2 + 2AB) + (C2 + 2AC) = 
= -4 + 2AB + 2AC. Since both A1 and A2 are 1-connected, 
-4 + 2AB + 2AC < 0 is only possible if B = 0 or C = 0 . 
So either At C A2 or A2 C At . 
(2.10) Corollary H El ,E2 are two elliptic tails in a 1-connected fibre F 
with Pa(F) ~ 3, then either Et = E2 or Et and E2 are disjoint. 
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Section 3. Study of R(F, KF) for a genus 2 fibre. 
In this section we are going to prove the following theorem which gives a 
complete description of the canonical ring of a genus 2 fibre. This result was 
pointed out to me by Miles Reid. 
(3.1) Theorem Let F be a genus 2 fibre. Then 
R(F, KF) = k[XO' Xl' Y , Z] / (Q2' Q6) 
where k[XO' Xl' Y, Z] is the weighted polynomial ring with deg Xo =deg Xl = 1, 
deg Y = 2, deg Z = 3 and Q2' Q6 are homogeneous polynomials of degree 2 
and 6 respectively of the form 
Q2: 'AY - F2(XO' Xl) 
2 3 Q6 : Z - Y - F 6(XO' Xl' Y) . 
Furthermore 'A '# 0 if and only if F is 2-connected. If 'A = 0 then F2 can be 
written as 
2 
Xo - aXOXl 
with a '# 0 if F contains 2 distinct elliptic tails and a = 0 if F contains one 
elliptic tail appearing with multiplicity 2 in F. 
Proof The statement results from combining (3.7) and (3.8) below. 
Remark 1 Note that, as a consequence of this theorem, we can write down a 
non -singular rational parameter space containing every fibre of genus 2. 
Remark 2 If F is a fibre with p a (F) = 2 then F is 1-connected, since 
KF = 2. If F is 2-connected the ring R(F, KF) is described in (1.9.4). If F is 
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not 2-connected then F contains an elliptic tail (for properties of elliptic tails see 
section 2). If this happens we study R(F, KF) using the following division in two 
cases. 
The following propositions will lead to the proof of (3.7). 
(3.2) Proposition Let F be a fibre with Pa(F) = 2 containing an elliptic tail 
E. Then F can be decomposed as either: 
Type (i) F = E + E' + A where E and E' are two elliptic tails without 
common components and either A = 0, and E.E' = 1 or E and E' are disjoint 
and A is a simple chain of (-2)-curves linking E and E' 
or 
Type (ii) F = 2E + B + 90 , where B is a (-2)-cycle with BE = 1, 90 is a 
(-2)-curve satisfying 90B = 0 and 90E = 1 . 
Proof Let E be an elliptic tail in F. By (1.2.3) either E c F-E or E and F-E 
have no common components. 
If E and F - E have no common components then F can be decomposed 
as in (i). In fact let E' be the elliptic tail contained in the elliptic cycle F-E. 
Since E':#: E, E' has no common components with F-E' and either F-E' = E in 
which case EE' = 1 or A = F- (E+E') :#: O. So A has no common components 
with either E or E' and by the numerical properties of F (see 1.8), A 2 = -2 , 
AE = 1, AE' = 1 . So A is a (-2)-cycle and it is easy to see that it must be of the 
fonn An (I.l.8). 
If E c F-E then F = 2E + A where A2 = -4 and A is made up of 
(-2)-curves. Let Be A be maximal subject to B2 = -2 and let C = A-B. For 
each (-2)-curve e in C. we have 9B SO by maximality, hence BC SO. Since 
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-4 = B2 + 2BC + C2 necessarily BC = 0 and C2 = -2. From BF = CF = 0 
we then get BE = CE = 1 . 
Since E is 2-connected 9E ~ 0 for every (-2)-curve 9 in A. Then let 
90 be the only component of C such that 90E = 1 . From 90F = 0 we have 
90C = -2 and since C is a (-2)-cycle, C = 90 and the result follows. 
(3.3) FteDnark 
(1) If F has a decomposition as in (i) then F looks like 
, 
/ 
.... /n. 
I' ...... ~ 
, 
E' 
where E, E' are elliptic tails and the intersections are transversal. 
If P = E n (F-E) and P' = E' n (F-E') then 0E(KF) a! 0E(P) and 
0E,(KF) a! 0E'(P') . 
(2) If F has a decomposition as in (ii) F can be quite complicated due to 
common components between E and B. As an example we can have 
or 
9 
-1----+--3 
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2 
where 91,92,93 are (-2)-curves,C =-3, 
KC=1 andE=C+91, F=2C+391+293+92 · 
(3.4) Lemma Let F be a fibre as in (3.2) and write r = E+A if F = E+E'+A 
(Type (i» or r = E + 90 if F = 2E+B+90 (Type (ii)). Let 
° ° fn : H (P, nKp) -+ H (F-E, nKF) and 
° ° gn : H (F, nKp) -+ H (F-r, nKF) 
be the restriction maps. Then 
(i) 
(ii) 
f and g are sUljective for every n ~ 1 
n n 
Ker fn = Ker gn for every n ~ 1 . 
(iii) Ker g1 is generated as a k-vector space by a single element Xo 
such that x01F _E == ° and the map Ker g1 ® HO(F, nKF) -+ Ker gn+1 is 
surjective for every n ~ 1 . 
Proof (i) Since r2 = -1, E2 = -1 , Kr = KE = 1 both r and E are 
1-connected with K nef and so (i) follows from proposition (16.9). 
(ii) Ker fn = H°(E, nKF-(F-E)) and Ker gn = HO(r, nKp-(F-r») . 
Suppose that r -E ¢ ° otherwise there is nothing to prove; we have exact 
sequences 
0-+ HO(E, nKp-(F-E)) :n HO(r, nKp-(F-r») -+ HO(r -E, nKp-(F-f»). 
Now r -E is 1-connected and degr -E (nKp-(F-r») = -1 . Also by our choice 
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of r, deg9 (nKF - (F-r») ~ ° for ea~h (-2)-curve 9 in r -E, so by (1.3.1) 
HO(r -E, nKF-(F-r») = 0. Therefore a.
n 
is an isomorphism. 
(iii) By (ii) Ker g1 = Ker f 1 . Since Ker f 1 = H°(E,eJE) it follows that 
Ker g 1 is generated by a single element s such that sip = 0. Also by (ii) 
-E 
Ker g = Ker f ,for every n ~ 1 and so it will be enough to prove (iii) for Ker f . 
n n 
The map Ker f1 ® H°(F, nKF) -+ Ker fn+1 = HO(E, nKF) factors 
° ° through Ker f1 ® H (F, nKF) ~ Ker f1 ® H (E, nKF) ~ Ker fn+1 and thus 
(iii) is clear since Ker f1 = HO(E,eJE) and the restriction maps 
° ° 
H (F, nKF) -+ H (E, nKF) 
are sUIjective. 
(3.5) Lemma If F = 2E + B + 90 is as in (3.2)(ii) and r = E + 90 then the 
restriction maps 
° ° ~n : H (B + E, nKF) -+ H (E, nKF) 
are isomorphisms for every n ~ 1, and thus if S' = R(B+E. nKF) , and 
S = R(E, nKF) , the morphism f: S' -+ S induced by the restriction maps is an 
isomorphism. 
Proof Ker ~n = HO(B, nKF-E). Since degB (nKF-E) = -1, B is 
1-connected and 9(nKF) = 0, 9E ~ 0 for every (-2)-curve 9 in B, we can 
apply (1.3.1) and obtain Ker ~n = 0. Hence ~ is an isomorphism by a dimension 
count. 
(3.6) Proposition Let P, r be as in (3.4) and E the elliptic tail contained 
in r , E' the elliptic tail contained in F-r. Let h: R = R(F, KF) -+ R(E/, nKp) 
be the morphism induced by the restriction maps. Then 
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(i) h is swjective. 
(ii) Ker h is a principal ideal of R(F, Kp) generated by an element Xo 
of deg 1 in Ker h such that xOI = ° . P-E 
(iii) The ideal J = {x E R : xox = O} is the kernel of the surjective 
morphism RCP, Kp) -+ R(E, Kp) and is generated by its homogeneous elements of 
deg < 6. 
Proof (i) This follows immediately from (3.4) and (3.5). 
(ii) Let Rn = RO(P, nKp)' By (3.4) and (3.5) Ker h 11 Rn = Ker fn 
where fn : RO(P, nKp) -+ R°(F-E, nKp) is the restriction map. Thus (ii) follows 
from (3.4). 
(iii) The ideal J is the kernel of the linear map of graded algebras 
R -+ R given by x -+ xOx and thus it is an homogeneous ideal. But J 11 Rn = 
Ker (RO(P, nKp) -+ ROCE, nKp») = H°(F-E, nKp-E). Since H°(F,2KF) maps 
onto H°(F-E, 2KF), 2KF is free, and the map H°(F-E, nKp-E) ® H°(F, 2KF) 
-+ HO(F-E, (n+2)Kp-E) factors through RO(F-E, 2KF), using Castelnuovo's 
lemma, we get that the map above is surjective for n ~ 4. Hence In R2 = In+2 ' 
for n ~ 4. 
(3.7) Theorem Let F be a fibre with Pa(F) = 2 containing an elliptic tail E. 
Then 
R(F,Kp) = k[XO,XI,Y,Zl / I 
where IdXO,xI,Y,Zl is the weighted polynomial ring with deg Xo = deg Xl = 1, 
deg Y = 2 and deg Z = 3 and 1= (Q2' Q6) with Q2 a non zero homogeneous 
polynomial of degree 2 in XC' Xl and Q6 a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree 6 in which both Z2 and y3 appear with non-zero coefficient. 
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Furthennore (Q2' Q6) can be chosen such that 
where A. '# 0 if F contains 2 distinct elliptic tails and A. = 0 if F contains one 
elliptic tail appearing with multiplicity 2. 
Proof Let f be as in (3.4) and E' c F-f , E c F-E' the elliptic tails of F . Let 
R = R(F, KF) and S = R(E', KF)· By (3.5) the morphism h: R -+ S induced by 
the restriction maps is surjective and its kernel is the principal ideal generated by 
Xo E Rl with xOIp_E = O. The ideal J = {x E R: xox = O} is the kernel of the 
surjective morphism R -+ R(E, Kp) and is generated by its homogeneous elements 
of deg 6. 
Both E' and E are 2-connected genus 1 divisors and Kp has degree 1 
on E' and E. In (17.3) we have seen that if L is a sheaf of degree 1 on a 
2-connected genus 1 divisor R(D, L) = k[X, Y, Z] I (F6) where deg X = 1 , 
deg Y = 2, deg Z = 3 and P 6 is a polynomial of degree 6 in which both Z2 
and y3 appear with non-zero coefficient. In particular R(E, Kp) is of this form 
and thus we can apply the general theory outlined in section 1 (J satisfies the 
conditions stated in (1.6». 
Let S = k[Xl'Y'Z] I I where I is generated by P6 as above. By 
section 1 
R = k[XO' Xl' Y l' Z] Ii 
where Xo E Rl is such that xOlp _E = O. Since y and z are the only new 
generators in degree 2 and 3 of R , necessarily R(E, KF) will be generated by the 
restrictions of y, z and some linear combination of Xo and xl ' and the ideal J 
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will be generated by a single element x such that "IE = 0 . 
o If E = E' then x01E = 0 and thus <x tIE,) = H (E, Kp )' and J is 
generated by xo. 
If E ~ E', since x01p_E = 0, then xOIE ~ 0 and thus x llE = aX01E i.e. 
J is generated by xl-axO ' Since adding a scalar multiple of Xo to xt will not 
affect anything in S or I we can assume that (l ~ 0 and thus <x11E) = HO(E, 
KF) and J is generated by XO-AX t ' A ~ ° . 
Then (as in section t with xi = xl ' Xj = y, xk = z) (xO) c R is such that 
(xO) = Xo (k[x t ,yl + k[xl,y]) and is isomorphic as a k-vector space to 
XO(k[Xl,YJ + Z k[Xl ,Yl) . 
So i = (X~ - AXOXl ' F6) 
where F=F6-XOPS(Xl ,Y,Z), and A~O ifE~E', A=O ifE=E'. 
With respect to the form of F 6 note that F 6 could have been chosen to be 
Since a change of coordinates of Y , Z by a multiple of Xo does not affect 
S or F 6 it is possible to change Y , Z so that F 6 is 
Notice that F 61E is the equation describing E. 
(3.8) Proposition Let F be a 2-connected fibre with p (F) = 2. Then 
a 
R(F,KF) = kIXO' Xl' Z] / (F 6)' where kIXO' Xl' Z] is the weighted polynomial 
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ring with deg Xo = deg X 1 = 1 , deg Z = 3 and F 6 is an homogeneous 
polynomial of deg 6 in which Z2 appears with non zero coefficient. 
Proof This is done in (1.9.4) 
Section 4. Numerical decomposition of a genus 3 fibre. 
(4.1) In section 3 we gave a complete description of R(F, KF) for a genus 2 
fibre. For Pa(F) = 3, R(F, KF) is much more complicated and the rest of this 
chapter sets up the ground for the complete description of R(F, KF). That will be 
done in Chapter III. In this section we establish a decomposition of F for a 
1-connected fibre F of genus 3 similar to the one established in (3.2) for F a fibre 
of genus 2, and we describe in detail this decomposition in (4.3) to (4.16). 
This decomposition of F provides a first purely numerical division of F 
into cases; note that this is not the main division used in Chapter III. 
(4.2) Theorem Let F be a 1-connected fibre with Pa(F) = 3. Then: 
n 
There exists a decomposition of F = L A. + D with 0 S n ~ 3 such that 
i= 1 1 
each A. is an elliptic cycle, D is a 2-connected divisor and: 
1 
(i) A. A. = 0 , for i ~ j . 
1 J 
(ii) 
(iii) 
i < j .. A. c A. or A. and A. are disjoint; J 1 1 J 
For k S j and for every ( - 2)-curve e contained in A. we have 
J 
k 
e (I A.) so. ~=1 1 
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(iv) . If Ej is the elliptic tail contained in Aj , for every 1 S; i < j S; n 
and for every (-2)-curve e in ArEj , eAi = 0 . 
(v) If A.-E. *0 then E. (I Ak+ D) = O. 
J J J oj 
(vi) Furthennore if n = 3, then D ~ IP 1 and D is not contained in 
3 
SUpp( I A). 
i= 1 1 
(4.3) Definition A decomposition satisfying the conditions in (a) of theorem 
(4.2) is a standard numerical decomposition of F. 
Proof of (4.2) Remark that (v) is a trivial consequence of (iv) by the 
properties of elliptic cycles (see section 2). 
If F is 2-connected there is nothing to prove. If F is not 2-connected 
then F contains an elliptic cycle. Let Al c F be a maximal elliptic cycle. Then 
B 1 = F - A 1 is 1-connected (by 1.2.1), and for every (-2)-curve e in F, 
eA1 S; 0 by the maximality of Al . 
If Bl is 2-connected we get the required decomposition. Now the 
remainder of the proof is similar. 
If Bl is not 2-connected then Bl = A+B with AB = 1.Since B/ = -1 
we have A2 + B2 = -3. By maximality of Al subject to Al (F-A1) = 1 , 
K A 1 = 1 , we must have KA > 0 , KB > O. Since for any divisor r 
Kr iii r2 mod 2 and KBl = 3, either A or B is an elliptic cycle. 
Let A2 c Bl be maximal subjectto KA2 = 1 , A2(BC A2) = 1 and let 
B2 = BCA2' Since A22= -1 and A2F = 0, A2Al = O. By (2.9), either 
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At. and A2 are disjoint or one of them contains the other. By the maximality of 
At . either At and A2 have no common components or A2 c At (thus (li) is 
satisfied for i,j =:;; 2). Now we are going to prove (iii) and (iv) for i,j =:;; 2 . 
For every (-2)-curve S in B t ' SAt =:;; 0, and SA2 =:;; t. If 
S(A
t
+A2) ~ t then SAt = 0, SA2 = t and S c B2 . But this contradicts the 
maximalityof A2 with respect to A2(B t -A2) = t , KA2 = t . Hence for every 
(-2)-curve S in Bt ,S(At+A2) =:;; 0, and so (iii) is satisfied. 
If At and A2 are disjoint (iv) is trivially satisfied. Otherwise let E be 
the elliptic tail contained in A2 . By (2.5), E c At and since At - E ~ 0 , 
EAt = O. From A2A t = 0 we have (A2 -E)A t = O. Since for every 
(-2)-curve S in A2 , SAt =:;; 0 necessarily SAt = 0 for every S E A2-E so 
(iv) is satisfied. 
If B2 is 2-connected we again have the required decomposition with 
n = 2. 
Otherwise B2 decomposes as B2 = A+B with AB = 1 . Again we must 
have KA > 0, KB > 0, and A2 = -lor B2 = -1 . Let A3 c B2 be maximal 
with respect to A32 = -1 , A3(B2-A3) = 1 and let B3 = B2-A3 . From 
A3 F = 0 we get A3 (A1+A2) = O. By (2.7) A3At =:;; 0, A3A2 =:;; 0 and thus 
A3At = A3A2 = O. Now (ii) follows trivially from (2.9). 
Since for every (-2)-curve a in Bl ' a (A1 + A2) =:;; 0 using again the 
maximality of A3 we have S(A1+A2+A3) SO for every (-2)-curve a in B2 , 
and so (iii) is satisfied. 
If A3 is disjoint from A2 and Al ' then (iv) is trivially satisfied. 
Otherwise, if E is the elliptic tail contained in A3 , since EA 1 = E~ = 0, then 
(A3-E)A 1 = (A3-E)A2 = 0 and hence for every a in A3-E, a At = a A2 = O. 
So (iv) is satisfied. 
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Now B3 is t-connected and B32 = -3, KB3 = 1 , hence Pa(B3)= o. 
If B3 is 2-connected then B3 is necessarily isomorphic to IP t . Suppose that 
B3 is not 2-connected. Then B3 would contain A such that A 2 = -2 , 
KA = 0, A(B3-A) = t and this contradicts the way in which At ,A2 ,A3 were 
chosen. 
So B3 is irreducible. If B3 is contained in Ai' then B3 is the only 
component Co of E. such that COE. = -1 , and A.-E.:I: ¢. From B3A. = 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 
we would have B3 (ACEi) = 2. Hence (B3+AC Ei) = -1 and so Ai would 
contain two distinct elliptic tails contradicting (2.5). Thus B3 ¢. SUPP(L Ai) . 
(4.4) Proposition If F is as in (4.2) and has a standard decomposition 
F = At + D with n = 1 then either 
(i) A t and D have no common components and if E t is the elliptic tail 
contained in At and A1-E t :I: ¢ then At-Et and E t have also no common 
components 
or 
(ii) At cD and At = E is an elliptic tail appearing with multiplicity one 
in D. Furthermore, E is the only elliptic tail contained in D. 
Proof IT At cD we are going to prove that A1 is 2-connected and thus by 
(2.4) A1 is an elliptic tail. If A1 were not 2-connected, we would have a 
decomposition of A1 ' At = J1 + J2 with J1J2 = 1 and say J/ = -1. Then 
J 1 A 1 = 0 and so (from J 1 F = 0) J 1 D = 0, contradicting 2-connectedness 
of D. 
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By 2-connectedness of D it is clear that E = A1 appears with multiplicity 
1 in D. Purthennore, if D contains an elliptic tail E1, by 2-connectedness of 
D we have EID > 0, and thus by (2.5) E1 = E. 
Now suppose that A1 ¢. D. Write 
A1 = M+B 
D =M+C 
where Band C have no common components. Then B '* 0 by assumption and 
C is trivially different from O.Then 
O~BC = (ACM)(D-M) = A1D - FM+M2= 1 +M2. 
If M '* 0 then M2 < 0 , and therefore M2 = -1. But this is impossible 
since by 1-connectedness of A1 and 2-connectedness of D, MB ~ 1 , 
MC~2 and thus M2~_3. 
So either Al cD or A1 and D have no common components. 
By (2.7) either A1-E1 and E1 have no common components or A1-E1 
= 80 + B where 80El = 1 , 80B = 1 , B c E1 and BEl = O. But then it is 
clear that if A1 and D have no common components, then E1 and A1-E1 have 
no common components (otherwise BD > 0 , E1 D > 0, 80D = 0, contradicting 
D(-D) = 1). 
(4.5) Corollary If P is as in (4.4.(i» then A1 and D intersect transversally 
in a non-singular point P of D, and (!JD(Kp) ~ (!JD(KD+P). Also, if E1 is the 
elliptic tail contained in A l' (!JE 1 (KF) ~ (!JE 1 (P 1) where P 1 = E 1 '"' (F - E 1)· If 
A1-E1 '* ¢ ,then A1-E1 is a chain of (-2)-curves linking E1 to D. 
Proof The statement above comes trivially from (4.4.(i» and the fact that for any 
divisor D' c F, (!JD,(KF) = (!JD,(K+D'+F-D') . 
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(4.6) Remarks So if F has a standard decomposition with n = 1 , either F 
in case (i) looks like: 
p' 
,-
or F in case (ii) can be quite complicated. Numerical examples for case (ii) can 
be, for instance 
C 
with F = 2E + C, E an elliptic tail, C a rational curve with c2 = -4 , 
or 
C 
with E = Co + 6, F = 2 Co + 36 + C1 + C2 , where 6 is a (-2)-cuIVe and 
CO' C1, C2 are rational CUIVes with Ci2 = -3 . 
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(4.7) Proposition If F is as in (4.2) and has a standard decomposition 
F = A 1 + A2 + D with n = 2, then 
(i) A2 and D have no common components and D contains no elliptic 
tail. 
(ii) If E2 is the elliptic tail contained in A2 then E2 and A2-E2 have 
no common components. 
(iii) If A1 and A2 are disjoint then (i) and (li) are also true for A1 . 
Proof Since D is 2-connected, A2 ¢. D. Otherwise from A2 D = 1 we 
2 
would have A2 (D-A2) = 2 and (D-A2) = -5. Thus (D-A2) would not be 
1-connected but (D-A2) A2 = 2, and this contradicts lemma (1.2.2). 
The same argument shows easily that D does not contain any elliptic tail. 
Suppose now that A2 has common components with D. We can write: 
A2 = A+B 
D =A+C 
where A, B , C '* 0 and B and C have no common components. 
Then 
A 2 + AB + AC + BC = 1 (from A2D = 1) 
2A 2 + AA t + AB + AC = 0 (from A2F = 0) and thus 
A2 +AA1 =-1+BC. 
Since BC ~ 0, AB ~ t , AC ~ 2 ,we have A2 S -2 and thus AAl > O. From 
(A
t
+A)2 < 0 we get that AAt Stand so AA1 = 1 and A2 = -2. But A is 
made up of (-2)-curves and by the maximality of At ' AAl SO giving a 
contradiction. Thus Az and D have no common components. 
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Now (ii) follows from the description of A2 given in (2.7), as in 
Proposition (4.4) and (iii) is also clear. 
(4.8) Corollary If P is as In (4.2) and has a decomposition 
P = Al+A2+D with n = 2 and Al and A2 disjoint, then Ai and D intersect 
transversally in distinct nonsingular points Pi of D (for i = l,2) and 0D(Kp) a! 
0D(P 1 + P 2)' Also if Ei is the elliptic tail contained in Ai' then 0Ei (Kp) a! 
0E (Q.) where Q. = E. fl P-E. and if A.-E. ~¢ then A.-E. is a chain of i 1 11 1 11 11 
(-2)-curves linking Ei to Ai-Ei · 
Proof The statement is obvious by proposition (4.7), the fact that 0D,(KP) = 
0D,(K + D' + P-D') for any divisor contained in P, and that if At and A2 are 
disjoint then eJEi(AP a! 0El . 
(4.9) Corollary If P is as in (4.2) and has a standard decomposition 
P = A 1 + A2 + D with n = 2 and Al ~ A2 then A2 intersects D2 
transversally in a non-singular point P of D2 , E2 intersects (A2 + D2 - E2) 
transversally in a non-singular point Q of E2 . Purthermore 0E2(Kp) 2£ 0E2(Q) 
if and only if 0E2(A l ) 2£ OE2' 
Proof The statement follows immediately from the proposition above. That 
0E2 (Kp) ae 0E2 (Q) if and only if 0E2 (Al ) ae 0E2 is clear from the fact that 
0E2(KP) ae 0E2(K+P) ae 0E2(F-E2) Q£ 0E2 (Al+Q) . 
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(4.10) Remark By the statements above, if F has a standard decomposition 
with n = 2, either Al and A2 are disjoint and F looks like 
• • • • I 
/ 
where the dotted chains may be O. 
.... '" , 
D 
or A2 c Al and F can be quite complicated. A numerical example can be 
c 
where 90.91 are -2-curves. C is a rational curve with self intersection -4 • 
F = 2E + 290 + 29t + C and At = E + 90 + 9t ' A2 = E + 90 , D = 9t + C. 
(4.11) Proposition If F is as in (4.2) and has a standard decomposition 
F = At + A2 + A3 + D with n = 3 then 
(i) A3 and D intersect transversally in a point P, and if E3 is the 
elliptic tail contained in A3 ,E3 and A3 - E3 have no common components. 
(ii) If A2 and A3 are disjoint, (i) is also true for A2. 
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(iii) If At is disjoint from A3 and A2 , (i) is also true for At . 
Proof The proof is similar to the proofs of (3.4), (3.7) and we omit it. 
(4.12) Corollary If F is as in (4.2) and has a standard decomposition with 
n = 3 and A. is disjoint from Ak + A. ({i,j,k} = {t, 2, 3}) then A. + D is the 
1 J 1 
elliptic tail Ei c Ai linked to D by a simple chain of (-2)-curves and 0Ei(KF) = 
0E (Q.) where Q. = E. (\ (A. + D - E.). 
ill 1 1 1 
(4.13) Corollary If F is as in (4.2) and has a decomposition with n = 3 
and AkCA., A. and A. disjoint (H,j,k}= {t,2,3}) then Ak+D and A.+D J 1 J 1 
are the elliptic tails Ek and Ei respectively linked to D by a simple chain of 
(-2)-curves, (possibly 0). In these conditions 0E.(KF) ~ 0E.(Qi) where 1 1 
Qi = Ei (\ (F-Ei)· If Qk = Ek (\ (AK + D - EK) ,then 0Ek(Qk) ~ 0Ek(KF) if 
and only if 0E (A.) ~ 0E . k J k 
( 4.14) Corollary If F (F as in (4.2» has a decomposition with n = 3 
and A3 C A2 C At • then A3+D is just the elliptic tail E3 linked to D by a 
simple chain of (-2)-curves (possibly 0). If Q3 = E3 (\ (D+A3-E3) • then 
0E3(Q3) ~ (!)E3(KF) if and only if (!)E3(A t +A2) ~ 0E3 . 
(4.15) Remarks 
(1) If F has a standard decomposition with n = 3 and all the Ai's disjoint. 
then F looks like 
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where C ~ 1P1. 
p' 
~ 1 
p' 
- :. 
-P' 
3 
c 
(2) If F has a standard decomposition with Al disjoint from A3 , Al ~ A2 
then F-Al looks like 
I 
7 ......... P' 
I - 3 
c 
A numerical example of this case can be 
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D 
where 80 is a (-2)-curve, E and E' are elliptic tails, KD = 1 , D2= -3 and 
F = E + 2E' + 80 + D, A1 = E, A2 = E' + 80 ' A3 = E' . 
(3) If F has a standard decomposition with A1 ::) A2 ::) A3 , then A3 + C 
looks like 
Numerical examples of this case can be, 
where E is an irreducible elliptic tail, 90 ,81 are (-2)-curves , KC = 1 ,2-= -3 
and F= 3E+380 +291 + 82 +C, A1 = E+90 +81 +92 , 
A2 = E+80 +91 ' A3 = E+90 , or 
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D 
where 90 and 91 are (-2)-curves, C and D are rational curves with C
2 
= -3, 
2 D = -3, and F= 3C+490 +29 1 +D, E= C+90 , A1 = C+290 +91, 
A2 = C + 90 + 91 ' A3 = C + 90 . 
(4.16) Remark As a consequence of the above propositions it is clear that 
although F does not necessarily have a unique standard decomposition. The 
following happens: 
(1) If a standard decomposition has n = 1 then it is unique. 
(2) If a standard decomposition has n = 2 and A 1 :::> A2 then the 
decomposition is the unique standard decomposition of F. If At and A2 are 
disjoint then F has another standard decomposition obtained by changing the order 
of At and A2 · 
(3) If a standard decomposition has n = 3 and A1 :::> A2 :::> A3 , then 
this decomposition is the unique standard decomposition of F. If Ak is disjoint 
from Ai' and Ai :::> Aj (fi,j,k} = {1,2,3} , i <j), any other standard 
decomposition of F is obtained by a permutation CJ of {t,2,3} such that 
CJ(i) < CJ(j). If Ai' Aj , Ak are pairwise disjoint ({ij,k} = {1,2,3}) then any other 
standard decomposition of F can be obtained by a permutation of {t,2,3} . 
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Section 5. Properties of R(F, KF) for a 1-connected genus 3 fibre. 
(5.1) In this section we show that if F is a 1-connected genus 3 fibre then 
R(F, KF) is generated by its elements of degree less than or equal to 3 (Theorem 
5.5). We also prove some further properties of F that will be used in the 
calculations in Chapter m. 
(5.2) Lemma 
n 
Let F = L A. + D be a standard decomposition of F as in 
i= 1 1 
(4.2). For each i let Ei be the elliptic tail contained in Ai . Then: 
(i) The restriction maps 
° ° H (Ai' nKF) -+ H (Ei, nKF) 
are isomorphisms for every n ~ ° . 
(ii) The restriction maps 
HO(A., nKF- LA.) -+ HO(E., nKF- LA.) 1 j<i J 1 j<i J 
are isomorphisms for every n ~ 1 . 
H°(E., (n-1) KF + L A.) = HO(A., nKF - (L Ak + D») . 1 .. J 1 ,-_. J<1 1V'1 
Proof If Ai - Ei = ¢ there is nothing to prove. Otherwise we have seen in (2.7) 
that ACEi is a (-2)-cyc1e of type An such that (ACEi) Ei = 1. Since 
Ker {HO(Ai' nKF) -+ HO(Ei, nKF)} = HO(ACEi' nKF-Ei)' 
deg(nKF-Ei)1 = -1 , and for every 9 in A.-E. , 9E. ~ 0, deg(KF ) = 0, 
Ai-Ei 1 1 1 19 
the sheaf (nKF-Ei) does not have any sections on ACEi by (1.3.1). Hence (i) 
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follows easily by a dimension count. 
Now (ii) can be proved in the same way using the properties of standard 
decompositions. 
HO(E., (n-1)KF+ LA.) = HO(E., nKF-(L Ak + D + A.-E.» = 1 jd J 1 bi 1 1 
= Ker{HO(A., nKF - (L Ak+D» ---+ HO(A.-E., nKF - (L Ak+D»} 1 bi 1 1 bi 
and thus (iii) follows again from (I.3.1), because, by the properties of a 
standard decomposition 9(ti Ak +D) ~ ° ,for every e in 
(A.-E.)(L Ak+D) > ° . 
1 1 bi 
l 
A.-E., and 
1 1 
(5.3) Lemma Let F = L A. + D as in (4.2) be a standard decomposition of 
i= 1 1 
F and E. the elliptic tail contained in A. . Then 
1 1 
(i) h°(E., L A.) ~ ° if and only if (!JE.(L A.) ~ (!J E .. 
1 jd J 1 j<i J 1 
(ii) h°(E., (n-1)KF + LA.) = n-1, for n ~ 2. 1 jd J 
(iii) If the standard decomposition of F is such that l = 3, and 
Proof (i) Assume that h°(E., L A.) ~ 0. Since E(L A.) = 0 if E is 
1 ~ J ~ J 
irreducible (i) follows from (1.3.3). 
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Otherwise let s * 0, S E RO(E., LA.). Then (by 1.3.1) either s does 
1 j<i J 
not vanish identically on any component r of Ei and thus by (1.3.3) 
l'JE.(L A.) ~ 0E. , or there exists a decomposition E = D1 + D2 such that 
1 j<i J 1 
But for every (-2) curve e in E. , eeL A.) S 0 by the properties of a 
1 j<i J 
standard decomposition and thus, if Co is the unique component of Ei such that 
Keo = 1 , by 2-connectedness of E, CO(~. A.) ~ 2. This is impossible. In 
J<1 J 
fact, since COA. S 1 , (because (CO+A1)2 < 0), CO(~ A.) = 2, if and only if 1 J<1 J 
contradiction. 
So (i) is proved. 
(li) follows trivially from Riemman Roch and 
R 1(E., (n-1)Kp + L A.) ~R°(E., (1-n)Kp - LA.). 1 j<i J 1 j<i J 
In fact we have seen in the proof of (i) that if Co is the only component of 
E. such that KCO = 1 , CO(~. A.) S 1 and thus E. contains at most one 1 J<1 J 1 
(-2)-curve e such that eeL A.) = -1 . 
j<i J 
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Since for n> 2 degE«l-n)Kp - ~ A.) < ° the result follows from J<1 J 
2-connectedness of E . 
(iii) If E and A1-E have no common components, the result is 
obvious since then 0E(A 1) ~ 0E(A2) (A2 '# E because E appears with 
multiplicity 3). 
If E and A1-E have common components then by (2.7) Al = B-teO+E 
where B is made up of (-2)-curves in E and 90 r:t E, 90B = 90E = 1 . 
Since BE = 0, BAl < ° and so there exists e E E such that eA1 < ° . Thus 
0E(A1) ~ °E' 
L 
(5.4) Proposition Let F = L A. + D be a standard decomposition of F as i=l 1 
in 4.2 and 
k 
° ° ~ q> k: H (P, nKp) -+ H (F - A. , nKp) n, 1= 1 1 
be the restriction maps (1 ~ k ~ l). Then 
(i) q> k is surjective for every k and n ~ 2 . n, 
(ii) q> 1 ,lis surjective. 
(iii) The codimension of 1m (j>1,2 is equal to h°(E2,OE2(A t» and the 
codimension of 1m (j>1,3 is equal to h°(E2' 0E2(A t» + hO(E3,OE3(At+A2» 
(Ei is the elliptic tail contained in Ai)' 
Remark This proposition is the key proposition that gives the analytical 
decomposition used in (liLt). 
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Proof (i) For n > 2 
k k k 
coker cP k = HO (L A. ,nKF - (F - L A.» ~ HO( L A. ,(l-n)KF) n, i= 1 1 i= 1 1 i= 1 1 
and the result follows easily from the previous lemmas. 
Now (ii) and (iii) follow easily from the fact that 
k k 
Ker <P1 k = HO(L A., K + L A.) and (5.2)(iii), (5.3). 
, i= 1 1 i= 1 1 
(5.5) Theorem If F is a 1-connected fibre with Pa(F) = 3 then the k-algebra 
R(F, KF) = ffi H°(F, nKF) is generated by its elements of degree ~ 3 . 
° Proof Let us denote H (F, nKF) by Rn' By (1.9.3) we know that R(F, KF) 
is generated by its elements of deg ~ 5. If F is 2-connected the result is proved 
L 
in (1.9.9). Otherwise F admits a standard decomposition P = L A. + D with 
i= 1 1 
I ~ 1 . Let Ei be the elliptic tail contained in Ai . The restriction maps <Pn from 
HO(P, nKp) -+ H°(E1' nKp) are swjective (by 1.6.9). 
Thus the map <p: R(F, KF) -+ R(E1, Kp) is surjective. KF is a sheaf of 
degree 1 on E1 such that deg K
Plr 
~ 0, for all r c E1 and so (by 1.7.3) 
R(E1' Kp) is generated by its elements of degree ~ 3, Ker <I> = e Ker <l>n and so 
to prove that R(F, Kp) is generated by its elements of degree ~ 3 it will be 
enough to show that Ker <P 4 is generated by the image of 
Ker <P1 ® R3 + Ker <1>2 ® ~ + Ker <1>3 ® R1 -+ Ker <1>4' 
° ° By (5.2), Ker <Pn = H (P-A1, nKp-A1) =H (F-Al' Kp-A1 + (n-l)Kp)' 
Since the restriction maps from H°(F, nKp) -+ HO(P-A1, nKp) are also sUljective 
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(by 1.6.9), it will be enough to show that (letting Sn = HO(F-Al' nKF» Ker <1>4 
is generated by the images of Ker <1>1 ® S3 + Ker <1>2 ® S2 + Ker q>3 ® S 1 . 
Case l = 1. If D = F - Al is 2-connected (i.e. the standard decomposition 
of F is F = Al + D), KF- A1 is generated by its global sections and hence by 
Castelnuovo's lemma Ker q> 1 ® S3 ... Ker q> 4 is surjective if 
H1(D, 3KF-KD) = 0. By duality 
1 ° h (D, 3KF- KD) = h (D, 2KD-3KF) . 
This last sheaf has negative degree on D and for each reD, 
degr(2KD-3KF)= = (-K- F-2A1)r . 
So if D has no common components with Al we have the result. 
Otherwise D and Al have common components and by (4.4) Al = E is an 
elliptic tail appearing with multiplicity 1 in D . Now, for every (-2)-curve e in E, 
e E = ° . Also the unique component Co of E, such that degco KF = 1 , 
appears with multiplicity 1 in D and -(K+F+2E)CO = 1. Then,since 
de gD (2KD - 3 KF ) = -5 < ° and D is 2-connected, by(I.3.2) the sheaf 
0D(2(K+D)-3KF) cannot have global sections .Thus h
1(D, 3KF- KD) = 0. 
Case l ~ 2. In this case KF _ A 1 will not be generated by its global sections 
and we have to make a further decomposition. It is easy to see that the restriction 
maps f
n
: HO(F-A1, nKF-A 1) ... HO(E2, nKF-A1) are surjective for every n 
° and by (5.2), Ker fn = H (F-A1-A2, nKF-A 1-A2). Then we can prove that 
Ker <1>4 is generated by the image of Ker <1>1 ® R3 + Ker <1>2 ® R2 + Ker <1>3 ® Rl ' 
by showing that 
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° ° ° H (E2, KF-A t ) ® R3 + H (E2, 2KF-At ) ® R2 -+ H (£2,4KF-At ) 
is surjective and that 
Kerft ® R3 + Kerf2 ® R2 + Kerf3 ® Rt -+ Kerf4 
is surjective. 
By the properties of a standard decomposition E2 At = 0, hence 
degE2 (nKF-A t ) = n, and for every (-2)-curve e in E2 dege(nKF-At ) ~ 0. 
If Co is the unique component of E such that KCO = t, COAt ~ t . Hence 
nKF-A t is a sheaf of degree n in E2 such that degr(nKF-A t ) ~ ° , for all 
r~E . 
By Riemann-Roch, hO(E2, nKF-A t ) = n and by (I.7.2) nKF-A t is 
generated by its global sections for n> 2, and for n = t , KF-A t has a unique 
section s vanishing only on a non-singular point P of E2 . 
° ° Then 1m {H (E2' KF-At ) ® R3 -+ H (£2,4KF-At )} has codimension 
t in HO(E2, 4K-A t ). Since both 2KF and 2KF- At are generated by their 
global sections there exist a E RO(E2, 2KF-A t), f3 E RO(E, 2KF) such that 
° ° a(P) :F- 0, f3(P):F- ° and af3;' 1m {H (E2, KF-A t ) ® R3 -+ R (£2' 4KF-At )} . 
Hence HO(E2,4KF-At ) is generated by the image of 
° ° H (E2, KF-A t ) ® R3 +H (£2' 2KF-At ) ® ~. 
Now we need to look at Ker f
n
. If l = 2 i.e. the standard decomposition 
of F is F = At + A2 + D then D is a 2-connected genus t divisor and 
Ker fn = H°(D,(n-t)KF)· Since the restriction map from R3 -+ HO(D, nKF) is 
surjective by (5.4) then Ker f1 ® R3 -+ Ker f4 is surjective and we have the result. 
If l = 3, i.e. the standard decomposition of F is F = A1+A2+A3+D, 
we will have to make a further decomposition. 
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Since by (4.11) A3-E3 and E3 have no common components it is easy to 
see that the restriction maps 
° ° gn:Ker fn = H (A3+C, nKF-A1-A2) -+ H (C, nKF-A1-A2) 
are surjective and Ker gn = HO(E3, (n-1)KF) . 
Since C is isomorphic to !p1 and CAl = CA2 = 1 , (J C(2KF-A1-A2) aE 
(J C and by (5.4) the restriction maps Rn -+ HO(C, nKF) are surjective for n ~ 2 , 
HO(C, 2KF-A1-A2) ® R2 -+ HO(C, 4KF-A1-A2) is surjective. 
Since Ker gn = H°(E3' (JE3) , Ker gl ® R3 -+ Ker g4 is also surjective 
and hence Ker <Pl ® R3 + Ker <P2 ® R2 -+ Ker <P4 is surjective. 
Section 6. Properties of R(F, KF) for a double genus 3 fibre. 
(6.1) If P is a genus 3 fibre which is not 1-connected then P = 2C, where C 
is a 1-connected divisor with C2 = 0, KC = 2, i.e. p (C) = 2. By (1.8.8) 
a 
(JC(C) is a torsion sheaf of order 2. C has the numerical properties of a genus 2 
fibre (section 3). 
In this section we prove that R(F, Kp) in this case is also generated by its 
elements of degree ~ 3 (Theorem 6.8) and set up the grounds for the calculations in 
(TII.S) 
(6.2) Lemma If F = 2C is a double fibre of genus 3 then: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
{
()c(nKc ) for n even (J (nK ) = 
C P ()C(nKC+C) for n odd 
1 h (C, nKp) = 0, for all n ~ 1 . 
1 h (C, KC + nKF) = 0, for all n ~ 1 . 
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Proof From ° C(C) being a torsion sheaf of order 2 and 
0C(nKF) ~ 0C(nK + 2 nC) ~ 0C«nKC) + nC) we have (i). 
Now (ii) and (iii) are easy to prove (cf. 1.6.8-6.9) using duality, 
deg K
Flr 
~ ° and deg (KF-KC)lr ~ 0, for all r c C, and (1.3.1). 
(6.3) Proposition Let F = 2C be a double fibre of genus 3 and 
<Pn : HO(F, nKF) --+ HO(C, nKF) the restriction maps. Then 
(i) The maps <Pn are sUIjective, for all n ~ 1 . 
(ii) Ker <Pn = HO(C, KC + (n-O KF) for all n ~ 1 . 
(iii) The maps hn : 1m <P2 ® 1m <Pn -+ 1m <Pn+2 are sUIjective for n ~ 3. 
(iv) If C is 2-connected the maps 
° fn : Ker <P1 ® H (C, nKF) --+ Ker <Pn+1 
are surjective for n ~ 3 , 1m f2 has codimension 1 and 1m f 1 has codimension 2 . 
Proof Since 0C(nKF-C) ~ 0C«n-1 )KF + KC) we have (i) and (ii) by 
considering the cohomology sequence of 
0--+ 0C(nKF-C) --+ 0F(nKF) --+ 0C(nKF) --+ 0 
and using (6.2). 
Since 2KF is generated by its global sections, by (1.8.13),and 
h 1 (C, nKF) = 0, for all n ~ 1, we can apply Castelnuovo's lemma and obtain 
(iii). 
Now (iv) comes from the free pencil trick and a dimension count,using the 
facts that KC is generated by its global sections (because C is 2-connected by 
assumption) and 
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if n = 1 
if n = 2 . 
if n ~ 3 
(6.4) Lemma Let P be as in (6.3) and DeC such that D(C-D) = 1 . Then 
the restriction maps 
° ° rn : H (C, nKp) --+ H (D, nKp) 
r'n : HO(C, (n-l)Kp + KC) --+ HO(D, (n-l)Kp + KC) 
are surjective for n ~ 1 . 
Proof Since C is l-connected, C-D is l-connected also by (1.2.2). Because 
(C_D)2 = -1 , deg Kp > ° and so deg KC > ° also. t-D t-D 
Now the remainder of the proof is the same as the proofs of (1.6.8) and 
(1.6.9) and is omitted. The only extra twist is the fact that h l(C_D, Kp-D) = ° , 
since 0C(C) ~ 0c 
(6.5) Proposition Let P = 2C be a double fibre of genus 3. Then C is 2-
connected or C can be decomposed as either 
Type (i) C = E + E' + A where E and E' are two elliptic tails without 
common components and either A = 0, and EE' = 1 or E and E' are disjoint 
and A is a simple chain of (-2)-curves linking E and E' 
or 
Type (ii) C = 2E + B + 60 ' where B is a (-2)-cyc1e with BE = 1 , 60 is a 
(-2)-curve satisfying 60B = 0 and 60E = 1 . 
Proof See the proof of (3.2), which only uses the numerical properties of F . 
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Por a picture of C see C3.3). 
(6.6) Lemma Let P = 2C be a fibre with C of Type (i) or Type (ii) as in 
C6.4). Write r = E+A if C is of Type (i) or r = E+SO is C is of Type Cii). 
Let 
° ° fn : H CC, nKF) -+ H CC-E" nKF) 
fIn: HOCC, nKF) -+ HOCC-r, nKF) 
and 
gn : HO(C, Cn-l)Kp + KC) -+ HOCC-E, Cn-l)Kp+KC) 
gIn: HOCC, Cn-l)KF+KC) -+ HO(C-r, (n-l)KF+KC) 
be the restriction maps. Then 
(i) Ker fn = Ker r n and Ker gn = Ker g'n' for every n ~ 1 . 
(ii) Ker g'l is generated by a single element and the maps 
Ker g'l ® HOCC, nKp) --+ Ker gn+l 
. are surjective for every n ~ 1 . 
(iii) dim Ker fIn = n-l , for every n ~ 1 and the images of the maps 
3
n 
: Ker f/2 ® HOCC, nKF) --+ Ker r n+2 have codimension 1 . 
Proof (i) Ker fn = H°(E, nKp-(C-E» and Ker fIn = HOcr, nKp-(C-r» . 
Suppose that r -E * ° (otherwise there is nothing to prove); we have the exact 
sequence 
0-+ HO(E, nKp-(C-E») -5! HO(r, nKp-(C-r») --+ HO(r -E, nKp-(C-r») . 
Now r -E is 1-connected and degr _E(nKp-CC-r») = -1 . Also by our choice 
of r, dege(nKp-(C-r») ~ ° for each (-2)-curve in e in r=E, so by (1.3.1) 
HO(r -E, nKp-CC-r») = ° and therefore an is an isomorphism. 
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The proof of Ker g = Ker g' is similar and is omitted. n n . 
(ii) By (i) Ker g1 = Ker g'1 . Since Ker g1 = HO(E, KC-(C-E») = HO(E, 0E) 
it follows that Ker g1 is generated by a single element s. Also by (i) Ker gn = 
Ker g' , for all n ~ 1 and so it will be enough to prove (ii) for Ker g . 
n n 
° ° The map Ker g1 ® H (C, nKF) --+ Ker gn+1 = H (E, nKF) factors 
° ° through Ker g1 ® H (C, nKF) ---+ Ker g1 ® H (E, nKF) --+ Ker gn+1 and thus 
(ii) is clear since Ker g1 = H°(E, 0E) and the restriction maps 
° ° H (C, nKF) --+ H (E, nKF) 
are sUljective by (6.4). 
(iii) Again it will be enough to prove the statement for Ker f
n
. Now 
Ker fn = HO(E, nKF-(C-E») = H°(E, (!JE(n-1)KF+C»). 
Since deg K
Flr 
~ 0, for every component r of C and 0E(C) ~ 0E we 
have by Riemman Roch that dim Ker f' n = n -1 . The second part of the statement 
is trivial because Ker f2 is generated by a single element that vanishes only in a 
nonsingular point P of E. Using (6.4) and the fact that Ker f2 ® HO(C, nKF) 
° ° -+ Ker fn+2 factors through Ker f2 ® H (C, nKF) --+ Ker f2 ® H (E, nKF) 
-+ Ker fn+2 we have (iii). 
(6.7) Lemma If C is of type (ii) as in (6.5) and r = E + 90 then the 
restriction maps 
° ° an :H (B+E, nKF) --+ H (E, nKF) 
and ~n : H°(B+E, (n-1)KF+KC) ---+ H°(E, (n -1)KF+KC) 
are isomorphisms for n ~ 1 . 
Proof We have Ker an = H°(B, nKF-E). Since degB (nKF-E) = -1 • B is 
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1-connected and 8(nKF) = 0, 8E ~ ° for every (-2)-curve 8 in B, we can 
apply lemma 1.3.1 and obtain Ker an = 0. Hence an is an isomorphism by a 
dimension count. 
(6.8) 
(i) 
(ii) 
The statement for ~n can be proved in a similar way and we omit the proof. 
Lemma Let fn ,gn be as in (6.6). Then the maps 
° ° .1n : Ker f2 ® H (C, nKF) + Ker f3 ® H (C, (n-1)KF) -+ Ker fn+2 
° ° In: 1mgl ®H (C,nKF)+1mg2 ®H (C,nKF) -+ 1mgn+1 
are surjective for n ~ 2 . 
Proof Let E, E' be as in (6.5) (with E = E' if C is of Type (ii». Then by 
(6.6), (6.7) we have Ker f1 = 0, Ker fn = HO(E, (n-2)KF + KC)' for n ~ 2 
and 1m gn = H°(E', (n-1)KF + KC)' for n ~ 1 . 
By (6.4) the restriction maps 
° ° H (C, nKF) ~ H (E, nKF) 
HO(C, nKF) -+ H°(E', nKF) 
are sUljective, and thus it will be enough to prove (i) and (ii) with C substituted by 
E and E' respectively. 
(i) We have dim Ker f2 = 1 and by (1.7.2) a generator of Ker f2 vanishes only 
at a nonsingular point PEE. By (6.6.(ii» Im{Ker f2 ® H°(E, nKF) -+ Ker fn+2} 
has codimension 1 in Ker fn+2 and thus to prove (i) it is enough to show that 
there exists u E Ker f3' v E H°(E, (n-1)KF) such that u(P) ~ 0, v(P) ~ ° 
The existence of such an u comes from degE(KF + KC) = 2 and (1.7.2), 
and the existence of such a v comes from 0E(KF) ~ 0E(KC) giving that 
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e E HO(E, KF), e"# ° implies e(P)"# ° . ,Taking v = e
n
-
1 
we have v(P)"# ° , 
and so (i). 
(ii) We have dim 1m gn = n and again by (1.7.2) 1m gl is generated by one 
element vanishing only in P such that (!JE(P) S! 0E(KC)' Since 
° 1m Urn g 1 ® H (E, nKF) ----+ 1m gn+ 1 } 
has codimension 1 in 1m gn+ 1 ,we use the same argument as in (i). 
(6.9) Theorem If F = 2C is a double fibre of genus 3 , R(F, KF) is generated 
by its elements of degree ~ 3 . 
° ° Proof Let <l'n be the restriction maps H (F, nKF ) -+ H (C, nKF ) and 
consider the exact sequences 
° ° ° 0-+ H (C, (n-l)KF+KC) -+ H (F, nKF) -+ H (C, nKF) -+ ° . 
By (1.9.2), since the maps <l'n are surjective for every n, it will be enough 
to show that 
(A) Ker <1'1 ® HO(C, nKF ) + Ker <P2 ® HO(C, (n-l)KF -+ Ker <l'n+l is 
sUljective for n ~ 3 and by (6.3.iii) that 
(B) 1m <1'1 ® HO(C, 3KF) + 1m <1'2 ® HO(C, 2KF) ----+ 1m <1'4 is surjective. 
We will consider separately the case when C is 2-connected and C is 
I-connected. 
Case 1. C is of type (i) or (ii) as in (6.5) In this case we can decompose 
Ker <Pn as 
0-+ Ker gn = H°(E, (n-l)KF) -+ Ker <l'n ----+ 1m gn = H°(E', (n-l)KF+KC) -+ 0, 
and we can decompose 1m <l'n for n ~ 2 as 
0-+ Ker fn = H°(E, (n-2)KF+KC) -+ 1m <Pn -+ H°(E', nKF) -+ ° . 
Using (1.9.2), (A) follows from (6.6.ii) and (6.8.ii) and (B) from (6.8.i) 
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and the description of R(E', KF) (KF is a sheaf of degree 1 on E') in (1.7.2). 
Case 2. C is 2-connected. 
In this case (A) is proved in (6.3.iv). For (B) we will have to analyse how 
HO(C, KF) and HO(C,2KF) are generated. Now because C is 2-connected it is 
clear that if E is a generator of HO(C, KF), Elr"# 0, for every r c C and thus 
E vanishes only at isolated points of each component. Thus £2"# 0. Suppose that 
(sO' s1) form a basis of HO(C, KC)· Since 0C(2KF ) ~ 0C(2KC) and 
(sO 2 , sOs1' S12) form a basis of HO (C, 2KC) by (1.9.4), necessarily 
£2 = a O s02 + a l sOs1 + a 2 s1
2 
. Since 0C(KF) ~ 0C(KC) ' we cannot have 
simultaneously a O = a l = ° or a l = a 2 = 0. Thus, by choosing sO' sl 
conveniently, we can assume that £2 = A sOsl ' with A."# 0. We have then two 
new generators for HO(C,2KF) corresponding to So 2, s1 2 . 
Now HO (C, 3KF ) is 5-dimensional and thus 
V = £ HO(C, 3KF) c:. HO(C, 4KF) is 5-dimensional. Since sO' sl have no 
common zeros neither s14 , So 4 E V . Otherwise we would have linear relations 
of the fonn 
E"{ = 00s14 + 01 So 4 with 00 ~ ° or 01 "# ° 
and this is impossible because £ vanishes on the zeros of So and s1 and sO' s1 
4 4 ° have no common zeros. Thus V + (sO ,s1 > = H (C, 4KF) and we have (B). 
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CHAPTER III. 
Calculation of R(F, KF) for a genus 3 fibre. 
Section 1. Analytic decomposition of F. 
(1.0) In this chapter we are going to describe explicitly the k-algebra R(F,KF) 
of a genus 3 fibre F , by generators and relations. We start by dealing with the 
case when F is 1-connected but not 2-connected, i.e. a standard numerical 
l 
decomposition of P, P = ~ Ai +D as in (II 4.2) has I ~ 1 . 
In this section we are going to show that each of these fibres falls in one of 
three distinct cases (Def.1.5, 1.13, 1.15), and find the number and degrees of a 
minimal set of generators for R(F, Kp) in each case (see Theorem 1.18). In 
sections 2, 3, and 4 we describe explicitly R(F, KF) for each of these cases. 
In this section we also establish that we can use the technique explained in 
(11.1) to describe R(F, Kp) . 
(1.1) Notation In this section F stands for 1-connected genus 3 fibre 
which is not 2-connected. Given an elliptic cycle A., E. stands for the elliptic 
1 1 
tail contained in Ai . 
(1.2) Proposition 
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l 
Let P = :L A. + D be a standard numerical 
i= 1 1 
decomposition of P and let E t be the elliptic tail contained in At. Let 
<p : R(P, Kp) -+ S = R(F-Al' Kp) be the morphism induced by the restriction 
maps. Then 
(i) <p is surjective. 
(ii) Ker <p is a principal ideal generated by an element s of degree t 
such that Sip-Et == ° . 
(iii) The ideal J = {x E R : sx = 0} is generated by its homogeneous 
elements of degree < 6. 
Proof (i) is just proposition (II.S.4) 
(ii) Ker cP = $ Ker CPn' where CPn: Rn -+ HO(P-A t , nKp) are the 
° restriction maps. By (11.5.2) Ker CPn = H (A t' nKp - (P - At» = 000H (Et,nKp-(F-Et»=H (Et ,(n-1)Kp). In particular KerCPt =H (Et'(!}Et)· 
Since the restriction maps Rn -+ HO(E t , nKp) are surjective and 
Ker CPt ® Rn -+ Ker CPn+t factors as 
° Ker CPt ® Rn -+ Ker CPt ® H (E1' nKp) ... Ker CPn+t 
we have Ker CPn = Ker CPt . Rn' for every n ~ t . This proves the assertion. 
(iii) The ideal J is the kernel of the linear map of graded algebras 
R -+ R given by y -+ sy and thus it is a homogeneous ideal. Also J n Rn = 
Ker{H°(F, nKp) -+ H°(El' nKp)} = H°(F-At , nKp-At) . 
Since H°(F,2Kp) ... H°(F-At,2Kp) is onto, and we know that 2Kp is 
° ° ° free and the map H (F-A t , nKp-At) ® H (F,2Kp) -+ H (F-At , (n+2)KF-At ) 
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° ° factors through H (F-A 1,nKF-A 1) ® H (F-Al' 2KF), using Castelnuovo's 
lemma we obtain I
n
.R2 = In+2 for n ~ 4 .This proves (iii). 
(1.3) Remark Using this proposition and the technique described in (11.1), it 
will be easy to recover R once S is known. Let S n = HO (F - A 1 ,nKF) C so that 
S = ffi Sn)' We have dim Sn = 3n-l . 
(1.4) Proposition Let y be the map from S1 ® Sl -+ S2' Then 
{ 
2 ifF-At contains an elliptic tail E such that 0ECA1) as 0E 
rky = 
3 otherwise 
Proof Suppose that sl' s2 are two non-zero elements of Sl such that s1 s2 = ° 
and let ZSi be the biggest divisor contained in F-Al where si = 0. Then 
Z + Z ::J F-A1 . Let Os' = F-A I -Zs' for i = 1,2. By (1.3.1) we have sl S2 1 1 
1 ~ Z . ° S deg KF 
si si 10 
si 
Since deg KFl = 3, we can assume without loss of generality that 
F-Al 
deg KFl = 2 . Then deg KFl ~ 1 , deg KFl = 1 and D Z = 1 . Since 
ZSt Zs2 OSt sl sl 
CF-A l )2 = -1 , DSl is an elliptic cycle, and sl E Ker {Sl -+ HOCZS1 ' KF)}= 
HOCOSt' K+D
sl+A l )· So DS1 contains an elliptic tail E such that 0E(A l ) as 0E 
(by 11.5.2, 11.5.3). 
Let s be a generic element of S 1 (generic in the sense that if C is a 
component of F-Al such that sic a 0, then C is a fixed component of KF). 
Then sx ~ ° for any x in S 1 . Otherwise, since Z c Z and Z + Z ::J D 
s x x s x' 
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D x would be an elliptic cycle contained in the fixed locus of Kp. This is 
impossible and thus if x,y are independent elements of S 1 ' sx, sy are 
independent elements of S2' So rk y ~ 2 . 
2 2 Let <x,y) be a basis of SI . If rk y = 2 then x , xy ,yare not 
independent in S2 and thus there exist sl' s2 E SI such that sl s2 = 0. By the 
considerations above, P-Al contains an elliptic tail E such that (!)E(At ) aE (!)E . 
Suppose now that P-Al contains an elliptic tail E with (!)E(Al ) aE(!)E' If 
h
n 
: HO(P-Al' nKp) ~ HO(P-A I -E, nKp) are the restriction maps, then 
Ker hI = H°(E, K+E+A t ) and Ker h2 = H°(E, Kp) are both I-dimensional. 
So, if s E Ker hI and s,t generate SI ,both s2, st E Ker h2, and thus 
rky = 2. 
(1.5) Definition P is analytically of type I if there is a standard 
k 
decomposition p = ~ A. + D such that P-At does not contain any elliptic 1=1 1 
(1.6) Lemma P is analytically of type I if and only if for any standard 
k 
numerical decomposition P = ~ B. + D ,(F-Bt ) does not contain an elliptic tail 1=1 1 
Proof This is clear by looking at the propositions on standard decompositions 
and bearing in mind that if A. and A. are dis;oint then (!) (A.) aE (!) • 
1 J ~ Ej J Ej 
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(1.7) Proposition P is analytically of type I if and only if for any standard 
n 
numerical decomposition P = L A. + D either 
i= 1 1 
(i) n = t . 
or 
(ii) n = 2, At ::> A2 and (!JE(A t ) ~ (!JE if E is the common elliptic tail in 
At andA2 
or 
(iii) n = 3, At ::> A2 ::> A3 and (!JE(At ) ~ (!JE if E is the elliptic tail in At, 
A2,A3· 
Proof This is again clear by the properties of standard numerical decompositions 
and (11.5.3). 
(1.8) Remark If P-At contains an elliptic tail E such that (!JE(At ) ~ (!JE' 
then E(F-At-E) = t and so F admits a standard numerical decomposition 
L 
P = L A.+D, with l ~ 2 .The converse is false. 
i=l 1 
L 
(1.9) Proposition Let F = L At+D be a standard numerical decomposition 
i=l 
of F with l ~ 2, E the elliptic tail contained in A2 and suppose that 
t'JE(At ) ~ t'JE . Let <i>n : H°(F-At , nKF) -+ H°(F-A t -A2, nKF) be the restriction 
maps and <i>: S = R(F-A t , Kp) -+ R(F-At -A2, nKp) be the morphism induced 
by the maps <i>n' Then 
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(i) 1m <P1 has codimension 1 in HO(P-A 1-A2• nKp) and <Pn is 
surjective for n ~ 2 . 
(ii) Ker <P is a principal ideal of S generated by an element s of S1 
such that Slp-A1-E2 == 0. 
(iii) The ideal J = {x E S : sx = O} is generated by its homogeneous 
elements of degree < 6. 
Proof (i) is just proposition (11.5.4). 
The proofs of (ii) and (iii) are similar to those of (ii) and (iii) of (1.2) 
and we omit them. 
(1.10) Proposition Let <p, P be as in (1.9), T = 1m <P c R(F-Al -A2,Kp )' 
Tn = lm<Pn and f the map Tl ®T2-+T3. Then 
{ 
2 if P-At -A2 contain an elliptic tail E such that eJE(A t+A2) a£ eJE 
rkf = 
4 otherwise 
Proof Let y be a generator of T 1 and (xO' xl' x2' x3> a basis for T 2. Then 
either the elements YXi are independent in T 3 (in which case 1m f has dimension 
4) or there exists t E T 2 such that yt = 0 . 
Por x E T 1 or T2 let Zx be the largest divisor contained in P-At -A2 
where x = 0, and let Dx = P-At -A2-Zx . If yt = 0 then Zy + Zt ~ F-At -A2 
and thus by lemma (I.3.t) 
ZtDt~deg Kp 
lot 
ZyDy~degKp 
loy 
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Since F-A1-A2 is 1-connected and deg KFI = 2, we have, e.g., F-Al'-A2 
Z D = 1 and deg KFI.-... = 1 . Then either Z or D is an elliptic cycle. y y 'lJy Y Y 
Since an elliptic cycle can not be contained in the fixed locus of KF , Dy is an 
elliptic cycle. If E is the elliptic tail contained in D y' using a similar argument to 
that in (1.3) we get (!JE(A1 +A2) ~ (!JE' and 1m f is 2-dimensional. 
On the other hand if F-A1 -A2 contains an elliptic tail E such that 
(!JE(A1+A2) ~ (!JE ' also with a similar argument to the one in (1.3), we obtain that 
1m f has dimension 2. 
(1.11) Remark If rk f = 2 (f as in 1.10) then F-A1-A2 contains an 
elliptic tail E such that (!JE(A 1+A2) ~ (!JE and E(F-A1-A2-E) = 1 . Thus a 
standard numerical decomposition of F has n = 3 and F-A1-A2 can be written 
as A3+C with C~1P1 
(1.12) Proposition Let P, T ,f be as in (1.10) and assume that 
P-A1-A2 = A3 + C with (!)E3 
(A1+A2) ~ (!)E3 (i.e. rk f = 2 by (1.10». 
Let 'V: T -+ R(C, Kp) = R(1P1, (!J1P1 (1» be the morphism induced by the 
restriction maps. Then 
(i) Ker'V = T 1.T and Ker'V is generated by yeT 1 such that 
YIA3+C-E3 = O. 
(ii) 1m'V is the subring of R(1P1, (!)(1» generated by its elements of 
degree~ 2. 
(iii) J = {s e T: sy = 0} is generated by its homogeneous elements of 
degree < 6. 
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Proof The proof is similar to the proofs of (1.10), (1.8) and we omit it. We just 
remark that by (II.S.4) the restriction map H°(F, nKF) -+ HO(C, nKF) is the zero 
map for n = 1 and is surjective otherwise. 
(1. 13 ) Definition F is analytically of type II if there is a standard 
k 
numerical decomposition F = l A. + D with k ~ 2, such that 0E (A1) ~ 0E 1= 1 1 2 2 
(1.14) Lemma F is analytically of type II if and only if any standard 
n 
decomposition F = ~ A. + D has n ~ 2 and either 
1= 1 1 
or 
or 
(i) n = 2, A1 and A2 are disjoint 
(iii) n = 3, At => Ai' A1 and Aj are disjoint for {ij} = {2,3} and 
0Ei(A1) ~ O~ . 
Proof This is clear by the uniqueness of the A. appearing in a standard 
1 
decomposition, and (11-4.8, 4.15, 5.4). 
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(1.15) Definition F is analytically of type III if there is a standard 
3 
decomposition of F, F = L A. + D such that (!)E (A 1) a! (!)E and 
i= 1 1 2 2 
(1.16) Lemma F is analytically of type III if and only if any standard 
numerical decomposition 
3 
F= L A.+D 
i=l 1 
is such that 
(i) 
or 
(ii) 
or 
(iii) 
A. r.A. = ¢ 
1 J 
A. :::> A. with (!)E (Ai) a! (!)E and Air. Ak = ¢ ,where (ij,k) is some 
1 J j j 
permutation of (1,2,3) . 
Proof This is clear by the properties of standard decompositions. 
(1.17) Proposition If F is analytically of type I, 1m {R1 ® ~ --+ R3} has 
codimension 1 in R3 . 
Proof Let E be the elliptic tail contained in A1 . By considering the restriction 
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° maps <l'n: Rn --+ H (E, nKF), and recalling the description of R(E, KF) in 
(1.7.3), it is clear that it is enough to show that the map 
Ker <1'1 ® R2 + Ker <1'2 ® R1 --+ Ker <1'3 
is surjective. 
Now Ker <l'n = HO(F-A1, nKF-A1) and by (II.5.4) the maps 
° Rn -+ H (F-A1, nKF) 
are surjective. Thus it will be enough to show that 
° ° Ker <1'1 ® H (F-A1, 2KF) + Ker <1'2 ® H (F-A1, KF) --+ Ker <1'3 
is surjective. 
We consider separately the different cases for a standard decomposition of 
n 
F, F= L A.+D. 
i= 1 1 
Case 1 n = 1 
In this case, by (1.4.4) either the standard decomposition of F, P = A1+D 
is such that A1 and D have no common components or P = E+D and E c D is 
an elliptic tail. We consider the two cases separately. 
Case l(i) P = A1+D, A1 fl D = {P} . 
Then D is 2-connected, P is a non-singular point of D and 
(!JD (Kp) a! (!JD (KD +P). Since KD is generated by its global sections and 
H1(D, 2Kp- KD) = 0, the map 
° Ker <1'1 ® H (D, 2Kp) --+ Ker <1'3 
is surjective by Castelnuovo's lemma. 
Case 1(il) P = E+D, E c D 
In this case (!JD(KD) is again generated by its global sections, but because E c D 
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and ECD-E) = 2 , we have h 1 (D, 2Kp- KD ) = 1 . Thus we can not apply 
o Castelnuovo's lemma. Nevertheless, by Riemann-Roch h (D, 2Kp-KD) = 4 
and using the free pencil trick, we see that 
o 1m {Ker <P1 ® H CD, 2Kp) -+ Ker <P3} 
has codimension 1 in Ker <P3' We will show that there exist s E Ker <P2' t E R1 
such that st is not in this image. 
It is easy to verify that the restriction maps 
o 0 gn: Ker <Pn = H (D, KD+(n-1)Kp) -+ H (E, KD+(n-1)Kp) 
are surjective. Since KD is nef and deg (!JE(KD) = 2, (!JE(KD+(n-1)Kp) is 
generated by its global sections and hO(E, KD+(n-1)KF) = 2+(n-l). 
Let xO' Xl be a basis of Ker <Pl ' and x2 E Rl such that (xO' Xl' x2) is 
a basis of R1 . Then xo' Xl generate 1m gl and x21E 
generates HO(E, KF) . 
1m g2 is 3-dimensional and will be generated by xOx2' Xl x2 and a new element 
~ such that ~(P) ¢ 0, where P is the unique zero of x2 . Using the free pencil 
trick and the fact that (!JE(2KF- KD) 9!: (!JE(KF+E) 9!: (!JE' we have that 1m {xO' 
o 0 0 H (E, 2KF) + Xl' H (E, 2KF) -+ H (E, 2KF+KD)} has codimension 1 . 
Because xO' Xl have no common zeros and (!JE(2Kp) is generated by its 
global sections it is easy to verify that x2~ is not in that image and hence the 
statement is proved, for this case. 
Case 2 n ~ 2 
In this case F contains a unique elliptic tail E and A. cA., i ~j. The 
1 J 
restriction maps 
o 0 f
n
: Ker <Pn = H (F-Al' KF- A1 +(n-1)KF) ---+ H (E, KF- A1 +(n-l)KF) 
o 
are such that Ker fn = H (F-A1-A2, KF-Al-A2 +(n-1)KF) . 
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Since Kp is nef, hl(p-ACA2' Kp_AI_A2+(n-l)Kp) = ° for n ~ 2, 
and thus the maps fn are surjective, for all n ~ 1 . 
Also, since Kp _ A 1 is nef and Kp is nef, for n ~ 2 , 
hO(OE(Kp _A1 +(n-l)Kp» = n .Also 0E(Kp - A1 +(n-l)Kp) is generated by its 
global sections and for n = 1, 0E(Kp_A1 +(n-l)KF) = °E(Q) , with Q a non-
singular point of E. 
Since 0E(A1) it: 0E necessarily 0E(KF- A1 ) ~ (!)E(KF) and thus if P is 
the point such that (!)E(Kp) = (!)E(P) , we have P -:I: Q . 
To prove the statement it will then be enough to show that 
(A) Ker f3 elm {Ker <Pl ® R2 + Ker <P2 ® R1 ----+ Ker <P3} 
and 
(B) 1m f1 ® H°(E, 2KF) + 1m f2 ® H°(E, KF) ----+ 1m f3 is surjective 
Now (B) is obvious since 1m fl = HO«!)E(Q)), 1m f2 = HO«!)E(P+Q)) , 
0E(KF) = (!)E(P) , both (!)E(2P), (!)E(P+Q) are generated by its global sections 
and (!)E(2P) ~ (!)E(P+Q) . 
For (A) we will have to analyse the possible cases. 
If the standard numerical decomposition of F has n = 2, i.e. 
P = At + A2 + D, then, since D is a 2-connected genus 1 divisor, KD = eJD . 
° ° Thus Ker f 1 = H (D, eJD ) and so (because the map R2 -+ H CD, 2Kp) is 
surjective by (11.5.4)), the map 
Ker f 1 ® R2 ----+ Ker f3 
is surjective. Thus (A) holds and the statement is proved for this case. 
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If the stanqard decomposition of P has n = 3, we make a further 
restriction considering the maps 
° ° gn : Ker fn = H (A3+C, K A3+C+(n-1)Kp) -+ H (E, K A3+C+(n-1)Kp) 
which are surjective because, by (11.5.2), Ker gn = HO(C, KC+(n-1)Kp)' and 
deg KF1C = 1. Now Ker g1 = 0= Ker g2 and Ker g3 is 1-dimensional. 
The restriction map R1 -+ R(A3+C, Kp) is surjective by (11.5.3) and since 
o ° ° ° Ker {H (A3+C, Kp) -+ H (E, Kp)} = H (C, Kp-A3) = H (C,OC) there exists a 
section s E R1 such that sIB = ° and slC:I: 0. Since C eo IP 1 , we have s3 :I: 0 
and thus s3 generates Ker g3 . 
If we now prove that we can find a complementary basis of s3 in Ker f3 
contained in 1m {Ker <P1 ® R2 + Ker <P2 ® R1 -+ Ker <P3} we have proved (A) 
and thus the statement. So it will be enough to find three independent elements of 
Ker f3 n 1m {Ker <P1 . R2 + Ker <P2 . R1 --+ Ker <P3} that restricted to E generate 
1m g3. 
If 0E(A1+A2) ~OE' then 0E(KA3+C) ~ 0E(KF) and we can easily see, 
as before, that 1m g3 is generated by 
° ° 1m {1m g2 ® H (E, Kp) + 1m g1 ® H (E, 2Kp) -+ 1m g3} . 
If 0E(A1+A2)eo 0E then 
° ° 1m {1m g2 ® H (E, Kp) + 1m g1 ® H (E, 2Kp) -+ 1m g3} 
has codimension 1 in 1m g3 and is in fact generated by 
1m {1m g1 ® ~ -+ 1m g3} . 
But if xl E Ker <P1 and ~ E Ker <P2 are such that x11E generates 
HO(E, KA2+A3+E) and that ~IB:I: 0, ~, Ker <Pl ® Rl then, because 
0E(K A2+A3+C) ~ 0E(KP) , xl ~ is a complementary basis of 
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1m {1m gl ® R2 -+ 1m g3} in 1m g3 . Hence (A) is proved. 
(1.18) Theorem Let P be a 1-connected genus 3 fibre, not 2-connected. 
(a) If P is analytically of type I then 
R(F, Kp) = k[XO' Xl' X2' YO' Y l' Zl / I. 
(b) If P is analytically of type n then 
R(P, Kp) = k[XO' Xl' X2' YO' Y l' Y 2' Zl' Z2] / I. 
(c) If P is analytically of type ill then 
R(F, Kp) = k[XO' Xl' X2' YO' Y l' Y 2' ZO' Zl' Z2' Z3] / I 
where k[XO' ... ] is the weighted polynomial ring with deg X. = 1 , deg y. = 2 , 
1 J 
deg Z1c = 3 and none of the relations given by I is linear in one of the variables. 
Proof By theorem (11.5.5) R(F, Kp) is generated by its elements of degree S 3. 
So the question consists of how many generators are needed in degree 2 and 3 .This 
is answered by (1.2) and (1.4) for degree 2,and (1.10)and (1.17) for degree 3. 
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Section 2. The canonical ring of a type III fibre. 
(2.1) Theorem If F is analytically of type III (1.15-1.16) then R(F, KF) can be 
presented as 
R(F, KF) = k[XO,Xt ,X2'YO,Y l'Y 2,ZO,Zl ,Z2,Z31 / M 
where M is the ideal generated by the 2x2 minors of the following matrices (or 
table ill-l on next page) 
with 
2 
Yo+HQ 
Zo+WP 
Xl Yo Yt Zo 
X2 Yt Y2 Zt 
2 W = A Xt + (A.+J,l)XO 
G = AXl +XO 
H = A 3Xt + (A 2 + AI-1+J.13)Xo and 
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In the above, A. = Il = 0 if F contains a unique elliptic tail appearing with 
multiplicity 3, A. = 0 and Il * 0 or A. * 0 and Il = 0 if F contains two distinct 
tails, one appearing with multiplicity 2, and A. * 0, Il * 0 if F contains three 
distinct elliptic tails. 
Remark 1 As a consequence of this theorem ,we can write a non-singular 
rational parameter space containing all Type m fibres. 
Remark 2 The calculations that lead to the proof of (2.1) are quite long (and 
tedious) but the biggest part is essentially mechanical, using the technique 
described in (11.1). 
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Table m-l 
The polynomials are presented as the minors of the matrices 
A12 : IlXOXl - XO(XO + AX l ) 
A 13 : IlXOX2 - XOX 1 
2 A23 : (XO + AX1)X2 - Xl 
A14 : IlXO Y 1 - Xo Y 0 
A15 : IlXOY2 - XOYt 
A24 : (Xo + AX1)Y 1 - Xl YO 
A25 : (XO + AXt)Y2 - Xl Y 1 
A34 : Xl Y t - X2 Y 0 
A35 : X t Y 2 - X2 Y 1 
At6 : IlXOZt - XOZO 
A17 : IlXOZ2 - XOZt 
A 18 : IlXOZ3 - XOZ2 
A26 : (XO+AXt)Zl - XlZO 
A27 : (XO + AX1)Z2 - Xl Zt 
A28 : (Xo + AXt )Z3 - Xt Z2 
A36 : X t Zl - X2Z0 
A37: Xt~ - X2Zt 
A38 : Xt~ - X2Z2 
2 
A45:YOY2-Yt 
A46 : YOZt - Y tZO 
A47: YO~ - YIZt 
A48 : YO~ - Yt~ 
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Table 111-1 (continued) 
A56: YtZt - Y2Z0 
A57 : Y t Z2 - Y 2Zt 
A58: Y tZ3 - Y2Z2 
A67: ZOZ2 - ~ 
A68 : ZOZ3 - Zt Z2 
A78 :ZtZ3 - ~ 
B12 : (ZO-WP)(ZO+WP) - YO(~+HQ) 
B13: (ZO-WP)(Zt+GP)-YO(YOYt+WQ) 
Bt4 : (ZO-WP)(Z2+XtP)-YO(YOY2+GQ) 
Ct3 : (ZCGP)(Z2+XtP)-YO(YtY2+XtQ) 
2 C14 : (Zt-GP)(Z3+X2P)-Y O(Y 2+X2Q) 
C23 : (~-X2P)(Z2+XtP)-Y2(Yt Y2+Xt Q) 
2 
C24 : (Z3-X2P)(Z3+X2P)-Y 2(Y 2+X2Q) 
2 W = A. Xl + (A.+Jl)XO 
G = AXl +XO 
H = A. 3X 1 + (A. 2 +A.Jl +Jl3)XO 
2 P = eX2 + BXt X2 + yXOX2 with e ':J: 0 
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Proof Let us recall that if P is analytically of type III, then it has a 
decomposition P = A1 + A2 + A3 + C as in (1.16) where or A1, A2, A3 are 
disjoint, or A1 :::> A2 :::> A3 or Ai :::> Aj' Ak (') Ai = 0 for {i,j,k} some 
permutation of {1,2,3}. If Ai is disjoint from Aj v Ak or Ai = A3 ' then 
A. + C is just the elliptic tail E. c A. linked to C by a simple chain of (-2)-
1 1 1 
curves (possibly 0) (by 1I.4.12) and (!JEi (Kp) :1!:(!JEi (Aj + Ak + C-Ei) ~ (!J~ (Pi) 
where P. = E. (') (A. + C - E.). 
1 1 1 1 
We will assume that the decomposition of P was chosen in such a way that 
either A1 :::> A2 :::> A3 or A1 is disjoint from A2 + A3 . 
Let R = R(P,Kp )' S = R(P-A1 ,K p ), T = 1m <p where 
<p : S -+ R(A3+C, Kp) is the restriction map, and B the image of T under the 
restriction map R(A3 + C, Kp) -+ R(C, Kp) . 
By (1.2), (1.9), (1.12) we are in the conditions of (11.1) and we can apply 
the technique described there to recover successively T from B (step 2), S from 
T (step 3) and R from S (step 4). B is described in (2.2), T in (2.3) and S 
in (2.4). 
The calculations for T, S and R are essentially mechanical,using (11.1). 
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Step 1 - The ring B 
(2.2) Proposition B = k[YO' Y l' Y 2' ZO' Zl' Z2' Z3] / I. where I is the ideal 
generated by the 2x2 minors of the following matrices (or table 111-2 on next 
page). 
Remark In fact I is the ideal generated by the 2x2 minors of the matrix 
below,but I do not know whether this presentation extends to R. 
Yo Y1 Zo Zl ~ 
Y1 Y2 Zl ~ ~ 
Zo Zl y2 0 YOY1 YOY2 
Zl ~ YOY1 YOY2 Y1Y2 
~ ~ YOY2 Y1Y2 y2 2 
4 2 R t :Yt -YOY2 
R t
5
: YOZt - YtZO 
R2
5
: YOZ2 - YtZl 
R3
5 
: YOZ3 - Y t Z2 
R45 : Y2Z0 - Y 1Z1 
R55: Y2Z1 - Y1Z2 
R65 : Y2Z2 - Y t Z3 
R t 
6 
: zf -ZOZ2 
R2
6
: ZtZ2 - ZOZ3 
R3
6
: ZtZ3 - ~ 
R46 : ~ - Y6 
R5
6 
: ZOZl - ~Y 1 
R66: ZOZ2 - ~Y2 
R./: ZtZ2 - YOY1Y2 
Rg 
6 
: Zt Z3 - YO ~ 
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Table ill-2 
The superscript indicates the degree of the polynomial. 
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Proof of (2.2) By (1.12) B C R(C,KF) = k[X,Y] is the subring of k[X,Y] 
generated by its elements of deg ~ 2. Let YO = X2, Y 1 = XY , Y 2 = y2 and 
3 2 2 3 Zo = X ,Zl = X Y , Z2 = XY ,Z3 = Y . Then 
B = k[Y 0' Y l' Y 2' ZO' Zl' Z2' Z3] / I where 
k[Y 0' Y l' Y 2' ZO' Zl' Z2' Z31 is the weighted polynomial ring with deg YO = 
deg Y 1 = deg Y 2 = 2 , deg Zo = deg Zl = deg Z2 = deg Z3 = 3 and I is 
generated by the polynomials in Table ID-2. 
Let us recall that by (ll.4.11) A3 + C = E3 + A + C where A is a simple 
chain of (-2)-curves linking E3 and C (possibly 0) and that 0E3(KF) £!£ 
0E3(P3) where P3 is the point where E3 meets A3-E3 . We can choose X, Y 
to be such that X in HO(C, KF) vanishes at the point p' where C meets A3-C 
and such that the only zero in C of Y is at a non-singular point of F . 
(End of proof of (2.2). 
Step 2 - The ring T. 
(2.3) Proposition T = k[X2' YO' Y l' Y 2' ZO' Zl' Z2' Z31 / i where i can be 
described as the ideal generated by the 2x2 minors of the following 3 matrices (or 
table ID-3 on next page). 
~) 
Q/ :X2YO 
Q23 : X2Yl 
4 2 Rl : Y1-YOY2 
R1
5 : YOZC Y1Z0 
R4
5
: Y2Z0-Y1Z l 
R55: Y2ZC Y1Z2 
R65 : Y2Z2-Y1Z3 
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Table m-3. 
R66: ZOZ2-~Y2 
R7
6
: ZlZ2-YOY 1 Y2 
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Proof of (2.3) Having already the ring B, by (1.12) we can apply the 
technique of (II.1) and hence we have T = k [X2'YO'Y 1'Y 2,ZO,Z1 ,Z2,Z3] / i = 
=k[x2,yO'Y 1 'Y2,zO,zl'z2,z3]' where the degree of Yi , Zi are as before and 
deg X2 = 1 . To be able to describe I we need to see how the generators of T 
restrict to R(E3,KF). 
Since x2 is the only generator of degree 1 of T, x21 generates E3 
HO(E3,KF) and with the choices made for X, Y in step 1, by continuity both Y2 
and z2 do not vanish at the point P3 such that 0E3(KF) a! 0E3(P3). Thus 
R(E3,KF) is generated by the images of x2, Y2' z3 and so by (11.1) the ideal 
generated by x2 in T is (x2 ) = x2 (k[x 2 'Y2] + z3k[x2'Y21) where 
x2(k[x2'Y2] + z3k[x2'Y21) is isomorphic as a k-vector space to X2(k[X2'Y 21 + Z3 
k[X2,Y21)· 
Let IT = {t E T: x2 t = O}. The generators of IT as an ideal will be 
obtained by seeing how Yo' Yl' zo' z1' z2 depend on x2, Y2' z3 in R(E3,KF)· 
By the choice of X made in step 1 and again by continuity all these elements 
vanish on P3 and thus, since HO(E 3 ,2KF ) = <X~I ' Y21 > and C3 E3 
H°(E3,3KF) = <x~1E3 ' x2Y21E3 ' z21E3>' their restrictions to E3 will be equal 
to some multiple of x21E3 . 
Making a coordinate change of the Yi's and zi's by a multiple of Xz does 
not affect anything in B or I, and we can assume (making thus a first choice in 
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(see ILl) 1 will be generated by 
-i iii . i 
and R. = R. -X2 P. , where R. are as In Table III-2 of step 1, and pJ' is a 
J J J J 
polynomial of deg i -1 belonging to k[X2' Y 21 + Z3 k[X2' Y 21 . 
By the choices made so far R.il = 0 for all R.i except R10
6 
. Thus 
J E3 J 
X2 p/ E X2(K[X2, Y 21 + Z3 K[X2' Y 21) n 1 = {O} for (i,j) ~ (6,10), hence 
p.l = 0 for (ij) ~ (6, 10) . 
J 
~1 X~Z3) and making a new coordinate change by multiples of X2 
(Z3 -+ Z3 - ! ~OX2 Y 2 - ! ~1~) we can assume that ~O = ~1 = O. Changing 
also Y 2 ' if necessary, we can assume that a.O~ 0 . 
-Thus we have I generated by the polynomials in Table 111-3 (to avoid 
heavy notation we will designate Rj i by R/). 
(End of proof of 2.3.) 
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Step 3 - The ring S. 
(2.4) Proposition S = k[Xl' X2, YO' Y l' Y 2' ZO' Zl' Z2' Z31 / L 
where L is the ideal generated by the 2)(2 minors of the following matrices (or 
table 111-4 in next page). 
and 
Xt Yo Yt Zo Zt 
X2 Yt Y2 Zt Z2 
2 
YOYt+A XtQ 
Zt+AXtP 
where A '# 0 if F-A1 contains two distinct elliptic tails and A = 0 otherwise. 
In the above 
and £2 = aO' 2 £8 + 8
2A = 132 (<l0' at, a2 are the coefficients of F 5' 130, 132 the 
coefficients of G5 in table ill-4). 
2 2 Ql : Xl - AX1X2 
Q/: X2YO - X1Yl 
Q23 :X2Yl -X1Y2 
Q3
3 
: Xl YO - AXl Y 1 
Q43 : Xl Y 1 - AXl Y 2 
4 Ql : X2Z0 - X1Zl 
4 Q2 : X2Zl - X1Z2 
4 Q3 : X2Z2 - X1Z3 
4 Q4 : X1Z0 - AX1Z1 
QS
4 : X1Z1 - AX1Z2 
Q6
4 : X1Z2 - AX1Z3 
4 2 Rl : Y1 - YOY2 
R45 : YOZ1 - Y lZ0 
R2
5
: YOZ2 - Y lZl 
R35 : YOZ3 - Y1Z2 
R45 : Y2Z0 - Y lZt 
R55: Y2Z1 - Yt~ 
R65 : Y2Z2 - Y tZ3 
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Table ill-4 
R1
6 
: if -ZOZ2 
R2
6
: ZlZ2 - ZOZ3 
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R66 : ZOZ2 - ~Y 2 - A,3 Xl (F5 + A,G5) 
6 2 ~ :ZlZ2-YOY1Y2-A, Xl (F5+A,G5) 
where 
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Proof of (2.4) We have S = R(A2 + A3 + C1 Kp). By (1.9) we can again 
apply the technique of (II.1), as in step 2, to recover S from T. Let E2 be the 
elliptic tail contained in A2 . 
Then S = k[X1,X2,YO'Y 1'Y 2,ZO,Zl,Z2,Z3] / L where Xl E Sl is such 
that Xl = O. 
IA2+A3+C- E2 
Let J S = {s E S : Xl s = O}. As in step 2 to detennine generators for J S 
we will have to find out how xl' x2' Yo' Y l' Y 2' zo' z1' z2' z3 E S restrict to 
R(E2,Kp) . 
We have two cases to consider: A2 disjoint from A3 and A2 ::) A3 and 
E2 = E3 · We will treat them separately. Although it is possible to do them at the 
same time using syzygies, the calculations are in fact lengthier. 
Proof of (2.4) Case (a) E2 = E3 
This is a harder case since we have to look at the nilpotent structure of xl 
and so use syzygies. If E2 = E3 the restriction map S -+ R(E2,Kp) factors 
through T and thus x21E2' Y21E2' z31E2 generate R(E2,KF) and (by the 
choices made in step 2) YOlE2 = y lIE2 = zOlE2 = z21E2 = O. 
Since xlIA2+A3+C-E2 = 0 and thus xl1E2 = 0, we have 
JS = (Xl 'YO,y 1 ,zO,z2) and (Xl) = Xl (k[x2'Y2] + z3 k[x2'Y2]) 
(which is isomorphic as a k-vector space to Xl (k[X2'Y 2] + ~ k[X2' Y 2]) 
So L is generated by xi, Xl YO' Xl Y l' Xl ZO' Xl Zl' Xl Z2 and 
-i i i R- i pi iii . Qj = Qj - Xl Pj , j = j - Xl Nj where Nj , Pj are polynonuals of 
degree i-I belonging to k[X2,Y 2] + Z3IdX2'Y 2] and Q/, R/ are as in Table 
In-3. 
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Since E2 = E3 and x
tlE2 
= 0 we can not determine an eJ,{act form for the 
R.i , Q.i by considering their restrictions to E2 as in step 2 and we will have to 
J J 
. iii i look at the syzygIes between the Rj and Qj to find Pj , Nj . 
Now 
2 X2 Y O-EtXt y 2-EOXt X 2 · Since a coordinate change by a multiple of X t does 
not change anything done so far we can change YO so that Qt 3 is 
X2YO-£tX t Y2· 
Similarly we can change Y t' ZO' Zt' Z2 so that 
- 3 Q2 =X2Yt-E2XtY2 
- 4 Qt = X2Z0 - 'YOXt Z2 
- 4 Q2 = X2Zt - 'YtX t Z2 
- 4 Q3 = X2Z2-'Y2X t Z3· 
We can obtain some of the syzygies between the elements i, by 
considering the 3)(3 minors of the matrices obtained from A, 13 , C by doubling 
one of the rows. 
- 343 From the syzygy between elements of I, Y t Q2 -X2 Rt - Y 2 Qt we 
get -XtYt P23+XtX2Nt4+XtY2P?e L. Since XtY t e L we then 
4 3 have X t X2 Nt + X t Y 2 Pte L r. X t (k[X2,Y 2] + Z3 k[X2'Y 2]) = {O} and 
thus X tX2 N t
4 
= -Xt Y 2 P t 3 . By the choice made above P t 3 = EtXt ~ . 
Since Nt 4 is a polynomial of deg 3 in X2, Y 2' Z2 necessarily P 1
3 
= N 14 = O. 
In the same way considering the other syzygies arising from the matrix A 
we obtain 'YO = 11 = 0, E2 = 'Y2' and N/ = 0 for all i < 6 and N1
6 
= N2
6 
= 
N36 = O. 
The other polynomials can be obtained easily by considering the following 
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syzygies: 
6 4 2 3 
X2 R9 - Z3 Q3 + Y 2 Q2 
6 4 2 3 
X2Rg -Z3 Q2 +Y2 QI 
6 4 3 
X2 ~ - Z2 Q2 + YO Y 2 Q2 
6 4 3 X2 R6 - Z2 QI + YOY2 QI 
6 4 2 3 
X2 R5 - Zo Q2 + YO Q2 
giving 
N96 = £2 Y 2(aOx~+alx2 Y 2) + £2£2X~ (with a O' a l ' £ as in Table m-3) 
66666 Ng = N7 = N6 = N5 = N4 = O. 
As an example of how these identities were obtained, consider the first 
- 4 - 3 
syzygy. Q3 is X2Z2-£2XI Z3 and Q2 is X2 Y 1-£2Xl Y 2 and so from the 
Let us remark that since 
Q/ = X2YO and 
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0.23 = X2 Y 1 - £2X 1 Y 2 
£2 must be non zero. Otherwise both YO and y 1 would belong to the kernel of 
S2 -+ HO(2E, 2KF) which is l-dimensional. 
Changing Xl by a suitable multiple of Xl we can assume that £2 = 1 . 
We will, as before, assume that (by an appropriate coordinate change) NlO 6 is 
The ideal L is then described in Table 1lI-4 with Iv = 0. 
Proof of (2.4) Case (b) E2 "# E3 
If E2 "# E3 then A2 is disjoint from A3 and A2 - E2 and E2 have no 
common components. So A2 + A3 + C looks like 
../" p' I ..... 
I -- ..... 2 
...! I .... 
,p' I 
I 3 
C 
where the doted lines are chains of (-2) curves, possibly 0. 
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Since xlIA2+A3+C-E2 = ° necessarily ~11E2 generates H°(E2,KF)· 
Let P2 = E2 fl (A2-E2)· Then (l)E2(KF) S!!: (l)E2(P2) (because (l)E2(A l ) S!!: (l)E2) 
and thus by continuity and the choice of Y in step 1 (the unique zero of y in C 
was at a non-singular point of F) and the choice of X (the unique zero of x in 
C was at the point where A3 meets C) we have that none of the y.'s or z.'s 
1 1 
vanish on P 2 . 
So xllE2 , Y21E2 ' z31E2 generate R(E2,KF), Yo' y 1 restricted to E2 
are equal to some linear combination of x 121 ,y 21 where y 2 appears with 
E2 E2 
non-zero coefficient and zo' zl' z2 restricted to E2 are equal to some linear 
combination of xi ' Xl Y2' z3 where z3 appears also with a nonzero coefficient. 
We can change, as before, the Yi's and Zi's by multiples of Xl and 
assume that 
YOIE2 = A,OY2IE2 ' Y1IE2 = A,lY21E2 ' zOlE2 = JlOz3 ' zllE2 = Jllz31E2 ' 
z21E2 = Jl2z31E2 . 
We have also x21E2 = 'YX11E2 
for some 'Y E k. 
We could now use the syzygies between the elements of 1 as in case (a) to 
deduce the relations between the A..'s and the exact form of R), QkP but it is 1 1 
easier to proceed as in step 2 and consider the images of these polynomials in 
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224 
since YtlE2 = AtY21E2 and YOIE2 = AOY21E2' we get (A t-
AO)Y2 - XtPt = 0 
.24 
In R(E2,KF) .Thus Al = AO and P 1 = O. 
Using the same reasoning (with R3 5 R2
5 R t
5 in 1) we obtain 
2 3 
112 = At ' III = Al ' 110 = At 
Since adding to X2 a scalar multiple of Xl does not affect T or I or the 
choices made so far in this step, we will change X2 so that x tlE2 = At x21E2
. 
This choice is made in order to give a similar presentation to S in both cases (a) 
and (b). Denoting A by At we then have 
2 3 2 
IS = (xCAx2' YO-A Y2' YCAY2' ZO-A z3' zCA z3' z2-AZ3) 
with A:;I!: 0 and (x t ) in S is equal to x t (k[x2'Y2] + z3 k[x2'Y21) and isomorphic 
as a k-vector space to Xl (IdX2,Y 2] + Z3 k[X2'Y 2]) . 
. -j j j -l l l We Wlll then have Ri = Ri - Xl Pi and Qk = Qk - Xl Pk ' with 
Pm n E (IdX2,Y 21 + Z3 IdX2,Y 2])n-l . 
have x2YO = EO Xl Y 2 + El Xl x~ and this equality reads (because of our previous 
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- 4 Q3 : X2Z2 - X l Z3 
-k k . 
and R. = R. for all k < 6 and k = 6, 1 = 1, 2 or 3 . 1 1 . 
RtO 6 will be of the fonn ~ - Y~ - X2F 5 - Xl P to 6 (and is the equation 
describing E2). We can change Z3 (and Z2 ' Zl ' Zo accordingly so that the 
previous polynomials remain unchanged) to have P 1 06 E k[X2' Y 2]5 (i.e. without 
tenns in Z3)' 
- 6 - 6 - 6 From RIO we can obtain R4 , .. , R9 As an example consider 
Restricting down to E2 we get 
6 2 6 3 6 A ~ - A Y2 - A x2 - P4 = 0 
and thus since F 5' PI 06 , p 4 6 E k[X2' Y 2' Z3]5 this relation only holds in 
R(E2,KE) if P 4 
6 
= 1..5 (F5 + AP 106). In the same way, denoting P 106 by GS' 
we obtain: 
R66 : ZO~ -* 2 - A 3 Xl (F S + AG S) 
- 6 '12 'I ~ : Zl ~ - YO Y 1 Y 2 - '" Xl (F S + ",G S) 
R86:Z1~ -YO~-AXI (F5+ AG5) 
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Then we have in both cases L given by Table III-4 (we drop again"'"' ), 
where- 1.."# 0 if and only if E2 "# E3. (End of proof of 2.4.) 
Step 4 - The ring R (2.1) 
o We have R = $ Rn = $ H (F,nKF). Let E1 be the elliptic tail contained 
in At . By proposition (1.2) we can again apply the technique of (II.1) as in steps 
2 and 3 and we will skip the details where the reasoning is the same. 
So R = k[XO' Xl' X2, YO' Y l' Y 2' ZO' Zl' Z2' Z31 / M 
where Xo E R is such that Xo E R1 and xOIp_E1 
== O. 
M will be generated by pull-backs of the generators of L (giving S) and 
the polynomials Ci such that the ideal JR = {s E R : xos = O} is generated by ci . 
The ideal JR will be generated by two homogeneous elements of degree 1, two 
homogeneous elements of degree 2 and three homogeneous elements of degree 3, 
obtained by seeing how the xi's, Yi's and zi's restrict to R(E1,KF). 
Either E1 c F-A1 or E1 is not contained in F-A1 . We can assume that 
if E1 c F-At then E1 = E2 = E3 (and so in S, A. = 0). If E1 c F-A1 and 
E2 "# E3 we can always choose another decomposition of F such that A'1 and 
F-A't have no common components. 
We will deal with these two cases separately. 
Proof of (2.1> Case <a> E1 c F-A1 
By our assumption E1 = E2 = E3 . Then S , given in Table 1II-4 (step 3) 
has A. = o. 
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As in step 3 ca~e (a) we have by our previous assumptions that x
21Et 
' 
Y21..... ,z21 generate R(El ,KE) and JR = (xO' xl' YO' Y l' zo' zl' z3) Thus 
'l!l El 
the polynomials XOCi will be 
and (xO) in R will be equal to Xo (k[x2'Y2] + z3 k[x2'Y2l) and isomorphic to 
XO(kfX2, y 21 + Z3 k[X2' Y 2]) as a k-vector space. 
To determine the exact form of the pull-backs of elements of L we can 
proceed exactly as in step 3 case (a) and we omit the calculations since they are 
mechanical and repetitive. 
We make a coordinate change so that 
- 2 2 Now Q 1 is Xl - "(XOX2 for some "(. 
Using the syzygies as in step 3 case (a) we get 
-3 3 "'3 3 "'4 4 "'4 4 "'4 4 "'4 Q1 = Q1 • Q3 = Q3 ,Q1 = Q1 ' Q2 = Q2 = Q4 = Q4 ' Q5 = 
4 - k k Q5 ,and Ri = Ri for all k = 4,5 and for k = 6, i = 1,2 or 3. 
We also get 
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- 3 We can then make a coordinate change Xl -+ (Xl-EO XO) so that Q2 
becomes equal to Q23 and Q34 becomes equal to Q34 . This, as it is easily 
checked, does not alter the other polynomials. 
We can change Z3 by a multiple of Xo so that H5 E 1dX2,y 215. It is easy to 
check that this does not change the aspect of the other polynomials. 
Then using the syzygies again we get 
and 
Now 'Y must be different from zero. Otherwise xi = 0 in R which is 
impossible since xl vanishes only once in E. Changing Xo by a scalar multiple 
we can assume that 'Y = 1 . 
We then obtain that M is the ideal as in (2.1) with A = Jl = O. 
Proof of 2.1. Case (b) El ¢. F-A1 
In these conditions Al has no common components with F-A t and so 
At is disjoint from A2 and A3 (see picture (11.4.15)). 
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We can use exactly the same reasoning as in step 3 case (b) to see that 
R(El' KF) is generated by xOEI ' Y2EI ' z31El and that (using a suitable choice 
of coordinates) 
2 3 2 
YOlE2 = Il Y21E2' Y l1E2 = IlY2IE2' zOlE2 = Il z31E3 ' zl1E2 = Il z31E2 and 
z21E2 = Ilz31E2' with Il ~ 0 . 
Let us remark that if A.. *' 0 (Le. E2 ~ E3) then A.. ~ Il. Otherwise the 
points PI and P2 where Al and A2 meet C would coincide. 
As in step 3 (b) we will change X2 and Xl by multiples of Xo so that 
x
OEl 
= 1l(1l-A..)x2IEl and x l1E2 = Ilx21E2 (i.e. xOIEI = 1l-A..)xlIEI). This 
choice is made in order to give a similar presentation to the ring R in cases (a) 
and (b).Then we have: 
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JR = (xO - 1l(1l-A..)x2 ' Xl - Ilx2' YO-Il Y2' Y 1-IlY2 ' zO-1l z3' zl-Il z3' z2-llz3) 
and proceeding as in step 3(b) we will determine Qk land Rij by looking at the 
restrictions of Qk l and Ri
j to R(El,Kp). 
With the choices made so far we have that (xO) in R is equal to 
xO(k[x2'Y2] + z3 k[x2, Y2]) which is isomorphic to XO(k[X2'Y 2] + Z3 k[X2'Y 21). 
We will omit all the calculations now since they are similar to those in step 2 
and step 3 (b). We get, because of the previous choice of coordinates: 
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- 4 Q3. : X2Z2 - X1Z3 
- 4 2 Q4 : Xl Zo - AXl Zl + 1.1 XOZ3 
Q : X1Z1 - AX1Z2 - JlXOZ3 
- 4 Q6 : XIZ2 - AXIZ3 - XOZ3 
-k k -6 6 -6 6 -6 6 
and then Ri = Ri for k = 4, 5, R1 = R1 ' R2 = R2 ' R3 = R3 . If 
(with an appropriate change of coordinates) 
- 6. 2 3 2 
RlO IS Z3 - Y2 - X2F4 - XIX2G4 - XOX2H4 
where F4, G4, H4 E k[X2'Y2]4 and X2F4 = F5 , X2G4 = 05 of Table Ill-4, 
we have, letting N = X2F 4 + X1G4 + XOH4: 
R76 : Z1Z2 - ~Y 2 - (A+I.1)XO + A 2x1) N 
R66: ZOZ2 - YOY 1 Y 2 - (A2+AI.1+1.12)XO + A
3X1) N 
R56 : ZOZ1 - ~Y 1 - (A3 + A 21.1 + AI.12 + 1.13)XO + A 4X1 ») N 
Letting H4 = 'YO ~ + 'Y 1 X~Y 2 + 'Y2xi we can rewrite the polynomials 
above (using the previous relations) as: 
2 (Z3-X2P)(~+X2P) - Y 2(Y 2+X2Q) 
(~-X2P)(~+X1 P) - Y 2(Y 1 Y 2+Xt Q) 
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2 (Z3+X2P)(Zt-(AX t +XO)P) - YO(y 2+X 2Q) 
(Zt-(AX t +XO)P)(Z2+X t P) - YO(Y 1 Y 2+X 1 Q) 
2 (ZO-(A X t +(A+~)XOP)(Z2+X1 P)-Y O(Y 0 Y 2+(AX1 +XO)Q) 
(ZO-(A2Xt+(/"+~)XO)P)(Z1+(AX1+XO)P)-YO(YO Y 1+(A. 2X1+(A.+~)XO)Q) 
(ZO-(A 2X1 +(/"+~)XO)P)(ZO+(A 2X1 +(A+~)XOP)-
YO(Y~+(A3Xt (A2+/..~+~2»Q) 
where 
In Table 1II-1 we have the ideal M for both cases (a) (b). 
End of proof of (2.1) 
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Section 3. The canonical ring of a type II fibre. 
(3.1) Theorem If F is analytically of type II (1.13-1.14) then R(F, KF) can 
be presented as k[XO' X t , X 2, YO' Y t' Y 2' Zt' Z2] / M ,where M is an ideal 
generated by 20 polynomials (3 of degree 2, 4 of degree 3, 6 of degree 4, 4 
of degree 5, 3 of degree 6) and 
(i) 
n 
If a standard decomposition of F, F = I A. + D has n = 2, M is 
i= t 1 
the ideal generated by the 2x2 minors of the matrices 
(~ 
where 
Yt 
Zl-E~-EIXOX~ 
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3 p = aa X2 + at X2 Y a + a2 X2 Y t + a3 Zt 
pi = aa X2 2y a + at Ya 
2 
+ a2 YaY t + a 3 Y / 
3 2 2 Q = ~a X t + ~t XaXt + ~2 X t Y t + ~3 XaX l Y t 
In the above y ':I: a, if At and A2 are disjoint, and y = a if At ~ A2 . 
(For an explicit list of a set of generators for M see (3.3». 
n 
(ii) If a standard decomposition of F, F = L.. A.+ D has n = 3 or has n = 2 
i= 1 1 
and At, A2 disjoint, then M is the ideal generated by the 2x2 minors of the 
matrices 
where A ':I: a if n = 2, A = a if n = 3 and 
p = £1 X2Ya + AaaX2Y2 +Aa1 X2
3 
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Here the coefficients Y3' Y4' Y5 are such that 
2 2 
A Y3 = A J3 t + A aO 
2 2 
A Y4 = A J32 + A at 
2 
ACt A Ys = 
Proof This comes from combining (3.2), (3.3) and corollary (3.4). 
Remarks (1) Case (i) with Y * 0 and case (li) with A * 0 are the same. 
(2) Although the coordinate change in corollary (3.4) seems quite 
arbitrary it is not. If one makes the calculations at the same time for case (ii), trying 
to make the ring T = R(F-A1-A2, KF) look similar in both cases, this is the kind 
of result one obtains. 
(3) (3.1) has an equivalent statement (3.1)' that gives a simultaneous 
presentation for cases (i) and (ii). 
(3.1)' Theorem If F is analytically of type II then R(F, KF) can be presented 
as 
R(F, KF) = IdXO' Xl' X2, YO' Y 1'Y 2' Z1' Z2] / M 
where M is the ideal generated by the polynomials in table II-1 (next page) and 
A, y are such that 4A5 -2A3Y-A = 0, and A * 0 or y * O. 
Furthermore 
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(i) if F has a standard numerical decomposition F = Al + A2 + D with Al 
and A2 disjoint, y '# 0 and A'# 0 ; 
(ii) if F has a standard numerical decomposition F = Al + A2 + D with 
A 1 -=> A2 , Y = 0 and A '# 0 ; 
(iii) if F has a standard numerical decomposition F = Al + A2+ A3 + D then 
A = 0 and thus y '# 0 . 
-A XOX2 + 2y XOXl 
2 Xo +AXOX2 
3 X1X2 + (4A -2A:Y) XOX1 
X1YO 
XOYO 
(1-2A2y)XO Y 1 - 2A 
2 Xo Y 2 
2 Xl (Y 2 - 2A Y 1) - Xo Y 1 
2 3 (1-2A y)XOZl - 2A XOZ2 
Table II-l 
2 
Xl (Z2 - 2A Zl) - 2AY XOZl - 2A XOZ2 
2 2 '\3 '\ YO - X2 Y 1 - (41\. -2I1.Y) XOX2 Y 1 
3 YO Y 1 - X2Z1 - (4A -2AY) XOZl 
YO Y 2 - A X2~ - XOZ2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 Y1Y2 -A Y2 -A (1-2A y)Y1 -AaX2 YO-A(XO+AX2)P 
YOZ1 - X2 Y 12 - (4A
3 
-2AY) Xo Y 12 
2 2 2 3 Y OZ2 - (XO + AX2)(Y 2 + (1-2A y) Y 1 + X2P) - aX2 YO 
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Table 11-1 (continued) 
Y2Z1 - A Y1Z2 
222 Y 1 Z2 - A Y 2Z2 - A(1-2A 1')Y 1 Zl - A YoP - aX2 Y 0 
2 3 Zl -Y1 -X1S 
223 2 ZlZ2 - A Y 1 Y 2 - A(1-2A 1')Y 1 - aX2 YO Y 1 - (XO+AX2)Y IP -
2 
- (4A3-2A1') XOS + 2A. Xl S 
23 422 3 2 Z2 - Y 2 - (-4A +4A 1')Y 1 Y 2-aX2 Z2 - X2 Y2P - 4A Xl s -
2 2 
- 2A(2A. 1') Xo (Y 2 P + a X2 Z) - XOT - X1X2M 
with P = a Ox2
3 
+ a 1 X2 Y 2 + Aa2z2 
5 3 3 43 23 2 S = 80Xl +81X1 Y1+A 82XOX2 +A 83XOX2 Y2+A 84XOY2 
532 T = 82X2 + 83X2 Y 2 + 8 4X2 Y 2 
M = A(4-8A 21' + 41) (8
o
X14 + 81X12y 1) 
and 5 3 4A - 2A l' - A = 0 . 
Proof of (3.1)' 
The statement will follow from combining (3.2) and (3.5) below. 
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Preliminary considerations for (3.2), (3.3) 
Let F be analytically of type ll. By (1.t4) a standard decomposition of 
n 
F, F = L A. + D is such that either n = 2 and 0E (At) ~ 0E or n = 3 
i=l 1 2 2 
and the decomposition can be chosen such that 0E2 (At) ~ 0E2 if E2 is the 
elliptic tail contained in A2 . In this case (because F is of type m 
0E3(A t + A2) ~ 0E3 if E3 is the elliptic tail contained in A3 . 
Recall the description of F given for these two cases in (ll.4.7) (ll.4.tt). 
If n = 2, A2 and D have no common components and either At ::::> A2 
or At and A2 are disjoint and At and D also have no common components. 
If n = 3, F = At + A2 + A3 + C with C Q! IPt . By (1.14) either At ::::> 
A3 or A2 ::::> A3 and At and A2 are disjoint. By choosing the decomposition of 
F, we will assume that At ::::> A3 , A2 is disjoint from At. 
By theorem (1.t8) R = R(F, KF ) is isomorphic to 
k[XO' X t , X2, YO' Y t' Y 2' Z1' Z2] / L, but this will also come from the 
calculation that follows. 
Let S = R (F-A1, KF) and T = 1m f where f: S -+ R(F- (A1+A2), KF) 
is the map induced by the restriction maps fn . By propositions (1.2) and (1.9) we 
can apply the technique explained in (ll.t) to recover S from T and R from S. 
Now 1m f t has codimension 1 and fn is surjective for n > 1. The ring 
T = ED 1m fn will then be a subring of the ring B = R(F-(A t +A 2),KF ) , 
coinciding with the ring B in degrees > t . 
We are going to describe the ring R separately for F-(A t +A2 ) 
2-connected and F-(A t+A2) = A3 + C. It is possible to do the two cases 
together but the calculations become very complicated. In both cases we will obtain 
T by elimination from B. Once we have the ring T the calculations are quite 
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mechanical as in the calculations of type III rings. 
(3.2) Proposition If F is analytically of type II and a standard numerical 
decomposition has n = 3 the ring R(F, KF) can be presented as 
R(F, KF) = k[XO' Xl' X2, YO' Y l' Y 2' Zl' Z2] / L 
where L is generated by the 2x2 minors of the matrices 
and the polynomials 
YOY l - X2Zl 
2 YOZl -X2Yl 
2 2 4 3 
YOZ2 - XO(Y 2 + ClOX2 Y2 + Cl l X2) + Cl X2 YO 
_2 3 2 2 4 zt - Y 1 - Xl(~OXl Y 1 + ~lXl) 
3322 2 42 2 ~(Z2+<XX2)-Y 2-X2(ClO Y 2+Cl lX2 Y 2)-XOX2(YOX2+Y1X2 Y 2+Y2 Y 2) 
(Table 11-2 in next page lists explicitly a set of generators for L.) 
X2 
o 
XOXl 
X tX2 
XOYO 
XOY t 
X1YO 
X tY2 
XOZl 
X t Z2 
2 2 YO-X2Y t 
YOY t - X2Zt 
YOY2 -XOZ2 
Y1Y2 
2 
YOZt - X2Y 1 
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Table 11-2 
2 2 4 3 YOZ2 - XO(Y2 + (lOX2 Y2 + (llX2) + (l X2 YO 
2 
Y t Z2 + (l X2 YO 
Y2Z1 
~ -yi -X~(~O~Y 1 + ~1 Xi) 
2 
Zl ~ + (l X2 Y 0 Y 1 
3322 2 42 2 Z2(~+aX2)-Y 2-X2(lO Y 2+a1X 2 Y 2)-XOX2(yOX2+y tX2 Y 2+"(2 Y 2) 
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Proof of (3.2) 
Al and A2 are disjoint and we have assumed that A2 and A3 are also 
disjoint. Then by (3.12) A2 and A3 consist of elliptic tails E2 and E3 linked to 
C by a simple chain of (-2)-curves (possibly 0). 
I 
...../ 
/ .... 
/ 
, ' 
/ 
/ 
Y, 
p' 
2 
.... p' 
- 3 
C 
Let P2 = E2 n (A2+C-E2), p
I
2 = C n A2 , P3 = E3 n (A3+C-E3), 
PI3 = C n A3 · Since (9E3(A1+A2) ~(9E3' (9E3(KF) =(9E3(P) with P * P3 
and because (9E2 (A1 +A2) ~ 0E2' (9E2 (KF) = 0E2 (P 2)' Thus by continuity any 
section of KF vanishes on P' 2' and P' 3 is not a common zero of the global 
sections of KF . 
Step 1 of the proof of (3.2) - The ring T 
° ° Let B = e Bn and rn : Bn = H (A3+C, nKF) -+ H (C, nKF) = 
HO(IP 1,(9 (1) be the restriction maps. Ker rn = HO(A 3, nKF-C) ~ 
HO(E3,OE3( (A1+A2) + (n-1)KF) and so dim Ker rn = n-l , for every n ~ 1 
and rn is surjective for every n. The restriction maps from Bn to H°(E3' nKF) 
are also surjective. 
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Let then sO' sl be a basis for B 1 such that So generates Im r 1 . ~y 
continuity sOCP' 2) = 0, sO(P 3) "# 0, sOCP' 3) "# 0, sOCP) = 0, and sOl 
E3 
° generates H (E3,KF) .Also s11£3 will depend on sOl and we can choose s 1 E3 
such that sll = 0. Then s1(P'3) = ° and thus necessarily sl(P'2)"# 0. Since 
E3 
KFIC is just (DIP 1 (1) there does not exist any relation in B involving only 
expression on sO' s1 . 
o By (I.7.3) R(E,KF) = (;B H (E3,Kp) ~ k[X,Y,Z) / (F6) with deg X = 1 , 
deg Y = 2, deg Z = 3 . Since the restriction map B -+ R(E, KF) is surjective, B 
will have at least two new generators t and u in degrees 2 and 3 (resp.), such 
that sO' t, u restricted to R(E, KF) generate R(E, KF). These generators t and 
u can be chosen so that t E Ker {r2 : B2 -+ HO(C,2KF)} and u E Ker {r3 : B3-+ 
HO(C,3KF)}. Then t, U restricted to E3 will both vanish on P3 and in B we 
will have s 1 t = 0, s 1 u = ° . 
Now by considering both restriction maps from A3+C to E3 and C and 
counting dimensions it is easy to check that B has no more independent generators 
and that there is just another independent relation between elements of B (coming 
from the unique relation between elements of R(E, KF» which will be of the form 
2 'I 3 , 2 2 , 4 , 3, O'th 'I 0 
U -I\.t -a ° So t - a 1 sot - a 2 sou - a 3 sotu = WI I\. "# . 
Changing u and t appropriately we can assume that this relation is 
2 3 2 2 4 3 
u -t -0.050 t -0.1 sOt-a2s0u = 0 . 
Then B = k[SO'S 1,T,U) / L where k[SO'S l,T,U) is the weighted 
polynomial ring with deg So = deg S 1 = 1 , deg T = 2, deg U = 3 and L is the 
ideal generated by the 2)(2 minors of the matrix 
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we have 
T = k[X2' YO' Y l' Y 2' Z1' Z2] /1 where I is generated by 
4 2 2 
F1 : YO - X2 Y1 
4 F2 : YOY1 - X2Z1 
F3
4
:YOY2 
4 F4 :Y1Y2 
5 2 
F 1 : Y OZ1 - X2 Y 1 
F2
5
: YO~ 
F35 : Y1Z2 
F45 : Y2Z1 
6 2 3 
Fl :zt-Yt 
F2
6
: ZtZ2 
It will be important to remember when we recover the rings R and S that by our 
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previous choices X21 ' Y 21 ' Z2~ generate R(E3' KF), Y 01 = Y 1 ~ = E3 E3 Ib3 ,E3 Ib3 
=ZlE3 = ° .Remark also that,since sl (P'2) :1= 0, neither Y 1 or Zl vanish on 
P'2 (P'2 is the point where C meets A2)· We have also seen that sO(P'2) = ° 
and thus YO vanishes on P'2' By our choices of t, U in B, Y 2' Z2 will also 
vanish on P'2' 
The ideal I can be presented also as the ideal generated by the 2x2 minors 
of the matrices 
and 
Step 2 of the proof of (3.2) The ring S 
Once we have the ring T by (1.9) we can apply (11.1) and thus 
S = k[Xl'X2'YO'Y1'Y2,Z1,Z21 Ii = k[xl'x2'YO'Yl'Y2,z1,z21 where deg Xl = 
deg X2 = 1 , deg YO = deg Y 1 = deg Y 2 = 2, deg Z1 = Z2 = 3 and 
Xl E Ker(Sl -+ T 1)' 
To be able to describe i we will need to see how the generators of S 
restrict to R(E2' KF)· Since E2 is not contained in A3 + C, x11:E2 generates 
H°(E2' KF) and thus x21:E2 = ax11:E2 ' for some a E K . 
Since (!JE2(KF) = (!JE2(P2) , by continuity we have that x11E2 ' y 11E2 ' 
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Changing elements of S by multiples of Xl does not affect T or I 
and thus we will assume that x21 = YOI = Y21 = z21 = O. Then E2 E2 E2 E2 
IS = {s E S: Xl s = O} (see 11.1) is generated by xo ' Yo' Y2' z2 ' 
(xl) = Xl (k[x1'Yl1 + zl k[xl'Yll) , and (xl) is isomorphic as a k-vector space to 
Xl (k[Xl ,Y 11 + Zl k[X1 ,Y 11). Thus 1 will be generated by 
X 1X2 
X1YO 
X 1Y2 
X1Z2 
and F) = F) - Xl p) where the F) are as in step 1 and p) is a polynomial of 
1 1 1 1 1 
deg j-l in Xl' Y l' Zl . With the choices made so far Fijl£2 == 0 for all Fij 
6 . ' - 6 
except Fl . Hence Xl PiJ E J and thus ~ == 0 for all (i,j) ~ (1,6) and Fl 
will be zi - yi -Xl P 1 6 . F 16 restricted to E2 is the deg 6 equation giving E2 . 
By a convenient coordinate change of Zl and Y 1 by multiples of Xl we can 
assume that P 1 6 = ~oxiYi + ~l Xl 6 and thus i is generated by the polynomials 
in Table ll-3 (we will denote Fij by Fij to avoid heavy notation). 
2. F1 .X1X2 
F/:X1YO 
F2
3
: X1Y2 
4 2 2 
F1 : YO - X2Y1 
4 F2 : YOY1 - X2Z1 
4. F3 .YOY2 
4. F4 .Y1Y2 
F54:X1~ 
5 2 
F 1 : Y OZ1 - X2 Y 1 
F2
5 : YOZ2 
F3
5 :YtZ2 
F45 : Y2Z1 
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Table 11-3 
6-2322 4 
F1 : zt -Ye X1 (J30X1 Y t + J31X 1) 
F2
6
: ZtZ2 
F3
6 
: ~ - a2x~~ - Y 23 -~ (aO Y~ + at X~Y 2) 
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Step 3 of the proof of (3.2) The ring' R . 
Again (by 1.2) we can apply the technique of (11.1) and thus 
R = k[XO' Xl' X2, YO' Y l' Y2, Zl' Z21 / L 
where Xo E Rl is such that xOIF-El == 0 . Since El = E3 and by our previous 
choices x11E3 = YOIE3 = Y 11E3 = zl1E3 = 0 , R(E3' KF) is generated by x21E3 ' 
Y21 ' z21 . Since xOIr. = 0 we will then have 
E3 E3 '.t..3 
JR = (xO,x1,yO'Yl,zl) and (xO) = xO(k[x2,y21+ z2k[x2,y21) , 
with (xO) isomorphic as a k-vector space to XO(k[X2,Y 21 + Z2 k[X2'Y 21) . 
Thus L is generated by 
Rz :XOXl 
R3: XOYO 
R4 : XOY1 
RS: XOZl 
and p) where p) = F) - Xo p) where p) is a polynomial of deg j-l in X2 , 1 1 1 1 1 
Y2'Zz· 
Because of the nilpotent structure in R it is not possible to determine the 
p) by looking at the restriction of F) to E 3 , and we will have to use the 1 1 
syzygies between the FiJ and the fact that XO(ldX2'Y 21 + Z2k[X2'Y 2]) ("I L = O. 
From the syzygy between elements of i, X2F23 - Y 2F 12 we get 
3 2 . 3 2 
-XOX2P 2 + Xo Y 2P 1 ELand thus Since -XOX 2P 2 + Xo Y 2P 1 E 
XO(K[X2' Y 21 + Zz K£X2, Y 21) necessarily X2P 23 = Y 2P 12 . 
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2 3 2 3 From the syzygy YOF 1 - X2F 1 we get -XO Y oP 1 + XOX2P 1 e L . 
3 . 3 
Since Xo Y 0 e L we then have XOX2P 1 eLand thus P 1 == 0 . 
Repeating this automatic procedure we have the following: 
Syzygy in I 
3 2 
X2 F2 - Y2 F1 
3 2 
X2 F1 - YOF1 
3 4 
Z2 F2 - Y2 F5 
4 4 2 4 
Y 2 F 1 - Yo F3 + X2 F 4 
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Y 2 F2 - YO F 4 + X2 F 4 
4 2 5 5 
Z2 F1 +X2 F3 - YOF2 
4 5 
Z2 F3 - Y2 F2 
4 5 
Z2 F4 - Y2 F3 
544 
Y 2 F 1 - Z1 F3 + X2 Y 1 F 4 
5 4 
Y2 F2 - Z2 F3 
6 5 2 4 3 
Y 2 F1 - Z1 F 4 + Y 1 F 4 + Q F2 
6 5 
Y2 F2 - Z2 F4 
6 3 5 2 4 Y 1 F3 -(Zz-aX2)F3 + (Y 2+P)F 4 
where 
Identities between p) 
1 
3 2 X2 P2 = Y2 P1 
3 P1 = 0 
3 4 
Z2 P2 =Y2 P5 
4 2 4 Y2 P1 = -X2 P4 
4 5 Y2 P2 = -X2 P4 
425 XO(Z2 P1 +X2 P3 ) e L 
4 5 XO(Z2 P3 - Y2 P2 )e L 
4 5 XO(Z2 P 4 - Y 2 P3 ) e L 
5 P1 = 0 
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Analyzing these identities and using XO:F3 6 we get 
2 
P1 = EOX2 
3 P1 = 0 
4 
P5 = EOZ2 
3 
P2 = EO Y2 
4 3 P1 = a X 2 
4 P4 = -aX2Y2 
4 3 P2 = E1 X2Y2 +E2 X 2 
5 P1 = 0 
5 2 P3 =-aX2 Z2 
P4
5 
= -E1 Y~ - E2 ~Y2 
P 2 
6 
= -E1 Y 2Z2 - E2 ~~ 
6 P1 = 0 
542 2 P2 = ya1X 2 + yaOX2 Y 2 + yY 2 + cX2Z2 
4 3 
P 3 = -ya2X2 + %2 + cX2 Y 2 
where 0.0,0.1' a 2are the coefficients of F3
6 
and 
Making coordinate changes by multiples of Xo 
2 (Xt -. X t - £oXO' Y t -. Y t + aXOX2' Zt -. Z1 + £tXO Y 2 + E2XOX 2 
YO -. YO -cXOX2) we can assume that 
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2 3 3 4 4 '4 5 5 5 6 
p 1 = P 1 = P2 = P 1 = P2 = P 4 = P 1 = P3 = P 4 = P2 = ° 
4 3 5 4 2 2 
and P3 = yu2X2 + "fZ2 P2 = yu l X2 + u OX2 Y 2 + yY 2 . We can also 
change Z2 by multiples of Xo so that P 3 
6 is Yo~ + y 1 X~Y 2 + Y 2X2 Y ~ . 
Let us remark that y must be different from zero. Otherwise YO' xOxl ' 
y 1 E Ker{HO(F,2KF) -+ HO(2E3,2KF)} which is 2-dimensional. Thus we can 
assume that y = 1 and changing Z2 to Z2-ruS we have L given by table 11-2 
End of proof of (3.2) 
(3.3) Proposition If F is analytically of type II and a standard decomposition 
of F has n = 2, the ring R(F, KF ) can be presented as 
R(F, KF) = k[XO' Xl' X2, YO' Yl , Y2, Zl' Z2] I L where L is the ideal 
generated by the polynomials in table 11-4 (next page) and where y ~ ° if F 
contains two distinct elliptic tails and y = ° if F contains one elliptic tail appearing 
with multiplicity 2. 
Remark These polynomials with some changes can be presented as the 2x2 
minors of some matrices (see statement of (3.1). 
2 
Xo + 2yXOXl 
XOX2 
X 1X2 
XOYO 
X1YO 
Xo(Y 2+YY 1) 
Xl (Y 2-YY 1) - Xo Y 1 
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Table ll-4 
2 2 
Y O-X2 Y 1 
YOY 1-X2Z1 
YOY2-X2Z2 
2 
YOZCX2 Y l 
YOZ2-X2 Yl Y2 
Y2Z1-Y1Z2 
Y 2Z2-Y-Y 1 Zl-yop 
2 3 
Zl-Y l-Xl (Xl Ql+XOQ2) 
Zl Z2-~y 2-(XO+YXl )(Xl Ql +XOQ2) 
where y:;: 0 if F contains 2 distinct elliptic tails, y = 0 otherwise, 
and 
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Proof In this case A2 has no common components with D and if E2 is the 
elliptic tail contained in A2 , E2 is linked to D by a simple chain of (-2)-cwves 
(possibly 0). 
If P2 = E2 n (A2+D-E2), Pl2 = A2 n D we have eJE2(KF) a5 eJE2(P2), 
and thus every section of KF vanishes on P' 2 . 
If At is disjoint from A2 we have the same picture with pIt:¢: Pl2 and 
so also every section of KF vanishes on p I 1 . 
Step 1 of the proof of (3.3) The ring T. 
D is a 2-connected genus t divisor and KF is a sheaf of deg 2 on D. 
Then by (I.7.3) B = R(D,KF) = kISO,Sl'T] / (F 4) where k[SO,Sl'Tl is the 
weighted polynomial ring with deg So = deg S1 = t , deg T = 2 and F 4 can be 
chosen (by appropriate choice of T) to be 
2 4 3 2 2 3 _2 4 
T -UOSO-UtSOSCU2S0SCu3S0St-y-St . 
If we let So e H°(D,KF) be a generator of 1m 'Y 1 we can easily describe 
2 3 
T = EB 1m Yn . Let X2 = SO' YO = SOS1 ' Y 1 = S1 ' Y 2 = T, Z1 = S1 ' 
Z2 = StT . Then T = kIX2' YO' Y l' Y2, Z1' Z2] / I 
where deg X2 = 1 , deg YO = deg Y 1 = deg Y 2 = Z1 deg Z1 = deg ~ = 3 and I 
is generated by the polynomials in Table ll-5 (on next page). 
4 2 2 
F1 : YO - X2Y1 
F24 : YO Y 1 - X2Z1 
4 F3 : YOY2 - X2Z2 
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Table ll-5 
4 2 _2 2 3 
F4 : Y2-y YC X2 (aOX2+a1X2YO+a2X2Y1+a3Z1) 
5 2 
F 1 : Y OZ1 - X2 Y 1 
F2
5 : YOZ2 - X2 Yt Y2 
F35 : Y2Z1 - Y1Z2 
F45 : Y2Z2-1YIZCYO(aOx~+alX2YO+a2X2Yt+a3Z1) 
Remark that the above polynomials (except F 44, F 45 ) appear as the 2)(2 
minors of the matrix 
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Observe that since So and s1 E HO(D,Kp) have no common zeros in D 
and So generates 1m Y t ' necessarily y t and Zt do not vanish at the point P 2 
where A2 meets D and if A1 is disjoint from A2 , Y 1 and Zt will not vanish 
at the point P t where At meets D. 
Step 2 of the proof of (3.3) The ring S. 
As in step 2 of (3.2) we have S = k[Xt, X2, YO' Y t' Y 2' Zt' Z2] / i where 
the degrees are the same, x
1E2 
generates HO(E2,Kp ) and by the remark above 
R(E2,Kp) is generated by x11E2 ' Y 1E2' zlE2 . Thus x2E2 = eOx1E2 , YOE2 = 
23 
(a1 Xl + e1 y t)IE2' Y2 = (a2x t + e2Y2)E2' z2E2 = (<lOXt+<lt Xl Y2+e3z2)E2 . 
We can change x2 ' YO ' Y2' z2 by a multiple of Xl and then have 
IS = (x2, YO-e t Yl' Y2-e2Yl' z2-e3z1)' 
and 
As in step 2 of (3.2) we then have i given by 
X 1X2 
X1YO-e1Y1 
X 1Y2 - e2Y1 
X1Z2 - e3Z1 
Fij = Fij Xl pij with pij E (k[Xl,Y11+Zt k[Xl'Y t1). 
By restricting the FiJ to R(E2,Kp ) and considering the relations in 
R(E2, Kp) obtained in this way we get Fi
j 
= Fij for j S 5 and simultaneously 
we obtain YOI = 0, Y21 = ey 11 with e
2 
= 1, Z21 = eZtl and E2 E2 E2 E2 E2 
6 6 6 2 6 P2 =eP1 'P3 =e P1 
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22 -Since E = r , we can assume E = r and we then h.ave I generated by 
the polynomials in table 11-6. (We made a coordinate change of Zl' Z2' Y l' Y 2 by 
multiples of Xl so that P 16 does not have terms in Xl Y l Z l' X;Zl and the 
coefficient of x 1
6 is different from zero). 
F/:X1 X2 
F/:X1(Y2- rY l) 
F2
3
: Xl YO 
4 F5 : Xl (Z2-rZl) 
4 2 2 
Fl : YO - X2 Y1 
F24 : YO Y 1 - X2Z1 
F34 : YOY2 -X2Z2 
Table ll-6 
4 2 _2 2 3 
F4 : Y2-r YI-X2«lOX2+(llX2YO+(l2X2Yl + (l3Z1) 
5 2 
F 1 : Y OZl - X2 Y 1 
F2
5 
: Y O~ - X2 Y 1 Y 2 
F35 : Y2Z t - Y1Z2 
F45 : Y2~-?YIZI-YO«loX~ + (llX2 YO + (l2X2 Y 1 + (l3Z1) 
6~ 3 22 224 
Fl : Z1-YC X1 (~OYI +~IXIYl+E Xl) 
6 _L_ 2 2 2 2 4 
F2 : Z1Z2 - ytY 2 - rX l (~OYI + ~lXIYl +E Xl) 
with E~O. 
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Step 3 of the proof of (3.3) The ring R. 
We have two cases to consider: either At and A2 are disjoint or At :::> 
A2 . We will treat the two cases separately: if At and A2 are disjoint we will, as 
in step 2, consider the restriction map to El (El is the elliptic tail contained in 
At) and if Al ::> A2 we will, as in step 3 of (3.2), consider the syzygies between 
the elements of 1. The two cases could be studied together by considering some of 
the syzygies, but the calculations get much more complicated. 
In both cases, by (1.2), we can again apply the theory of (11.1) and we 
obtain R = k[XO,X t ,X2'YO,Y l'Y 2,Zl ,Z2] / L where Xo E H°(F,KF) is such that 
xO~ == 0. 
't'-Et 
Case 1 of step 3 At:::> A2 . 
In this case El = E2 ' and by step 2 R(E2,KF) is generated by x11E' 
Y lIE' zllE and x21E2 = YOlE2 = Y2-"(Y lIE2 = z2-yzIIE2 = ° . 
So J = (xO' x2' Yo' Y2-"(Y1' z2-yzl) and so L is generated by ~, 
XOX2,XOYO,XO(Y2-YY1)' XO(Z2-yZl) and Fij=Fij-XOPij where pij is 
a polynomial of degj-l E k[Xl'Y 1] + Zl k[Xl'Y 1]. (Pi] as in Table II-5). 
Changing X2 ' Y 2 ' YO and Z2 conveniently by multiples of Xo we can 
assume that 
- 2 Fl = Xl X2 
F/ = Xt (Y2-YYt) - £tXOYt 
F2
3 
= Xl YO - £2XOY t 
- 4 F5 = Xt (Z2-"fZt ) - £3XOZt . 
Then as in step 3 of (3.2) we will use some of the syzygies between the 
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elements of I. Since the procedure is the same we only list the syzygies and the 
identities obtained. 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(to) 
Syzygies Identities between P. i 
J 
Since P23 is £2 Y t from Y tP23 - X t P2
4 
55 0 we have £2 = 0 and 
P 24 EO. Similarly we can obtain the results below 
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Syzygy Identities 
(1) 4 P1 = ° 
(2) 4 3 P2 = 0, P2 = ° 
(3) 4 P3 = 0 
(4) 4 P4 = ° and y £1 = ° 
(5) 5 P1 = ° 
(6) 5 P2 = ° 
(7) 5 P3 = ° and £1 = £3 
(8) 5 P4 = ° 
Since Y£1 = ° either y = ° or £1 = 0. But if £1 = ° we would have 
x~ , Yo' Y2-YY 1 E Ker (r: H°(F,2KF) -+ HO(2E2, 2KF)) which is 2-dimensional. 
So y = ° and £1 #=0. 
236 From (9) we then have -£1 Xo Z1 + £1 Xo y 1 + XOX1 P 2 ELand thus 
We make a further coordinate change of Xt by a multiple of Xt so that 
£1 = 1 and of Z1' by multiples of Xo so that P 1 
6 is Yoxi + Y t XiY t + 
Y2X1 yi and thus we have L as in the statement of (3.3) with Y = 0. 
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Case 2 of step 3 Al and A2 are disjoint. 
Let E1 be the elliptic tail contained in Al . Then xOIE 1:: 0 and thus (see 
. 1 
end of step 1) R(El' KF) is generated by xOI,.., 'Y11,.., , zll . Since making 1~1 1~1 El 
coordinate changes by multiples of Xo does not affect anything on the ring S or i 
we can assume that x11E1 = E xOIE1 ' with E 1:: 0, x21E1 = 0, YOIEl = EO Y llEl ' 
Y2fE1 = El Y llEl ' and z21E1 = E2 zlIE1 . 
(XO) = xO(k[x1,y 11 + zl k[x1,y 1]) ~ XO(k[Xl'Y 11 + Zl k[Xl'Y 11) . 
and 
Then L is generated by 
2 
Xo - AXOXl 
XOX2 
Xo Y 0 - EOXO Y 1 
XOY2 - E1XOY1 
XOZ2 - E2XOZl 
- j j j F. = F. - XOp· 1 1 1 
where pij has degj-l and belongs to k[Xl'Yl1+ Z 1 k[Xl'Y1]. 
By considering, as in step 2, the restrictions of FiJ to El we obtain (we 
skip the details) 
234444555 5 
P 1 = P 2 = P 1 = P 2 = P 3 = P 4 = P 1 = P 2 = P 3 = P 4 = 0, E2 = E1 ' 
2 2 3 EeY 4 EeY 6 £l-Y 
£1 = r, P1 = -r- XOY 1 , P5 = -r- XOZ1 ' P2 = -r- XOX 1<P + 
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We can make a coordinate change of Zl (and Z2 accordingly) so that the 
other relations remain unchanged and P 1 6 has no terms in Z. 
We have £i = 1- . If £1 = '1 or '1 = ° then we would have x~, yO' 
Y2-'YYl E Ker (r: HO(F, 2KF) -+ HO(E1+E2, 2KF) which is 2-dimensional. 
Thus £1 = -'1 and '1 '# 0. We will make a further coordinate change of xl so 
that A. = -2'1 and we have L as in the statement of (3.3). 
End of proof of (3.3). 
(3.4) Corollary Let F be as in (3.3). If Al and A2 are disjoint R(F, KF) 
can also be presented as 
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Proof Consider the presentation of R(F, KF) given in (3.3). Now we first make 
the following coordinate change: 
Y2 = Y'2 +BY t + CYO+DX~ 
Z2 = AZ'2+ BY t +CX2Y t + DX2YO 
where B ~ 0 , A. ~ 0 and C, D are such that 
2 B C = (X3' 2 B D + C2 = (X2' Then after making the coordinate change we 
simplify the relations obtained and we can write (omitting ') R(F, KF) = 
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k[XO' Xl' X2, YO' Y l' Y 2' Zl' Z2] / N with N generated by 
2 Xo + 2yXOXl 
XOX2 
X 1X2 
XOY2 + (B+y)XOYl 
Xl Y2 + (B-y)Xl Yl - XOYl 
XOYO 
X 1YO 
AXOZ2 + (B+y)XOZ t 
A. Xl~ + (B-y)X1Zl - XOZl 
2 2 
YO - X2Yt 
YoYt - X2Zt 
YOY2 - A.X2~ 
2 2 2 2 4 
Y 2 + 2BY 1 Y 2+(B-y)(B+y)Y 1 +EO YO Y 2+E' t X 2 YO+cxO X2 Y 2+CXt X2 
2 
YOZl - X2Y 1 
A. YO~ - X2 Y 1 Y 2 
Y 2Z1 -)., Y 1 Z2 
).,Y 2Z2+2B)., Y l Z2+(BY)(B+y)yi+A.EoYOz 2+E' lX2 Y~+ 
3 
+<lOX2 YO Y 2+<X1X 2 YO 
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2 2 2 2 A. Z2 - Y 1 Y 2 - (B-y) Xl S + 2B XOS 
where S = Xl Q 1 + Xo Q2 . 
Now if we let B = Y and A. 2 = - ;y and we make a further coordinate 
change X2 = X' 2 + ~ Xo we can, by playing around with the relations, present 
R(F, KF) as in the statement. The change in S comes from the fact that with these 
changes of coordinates it is possible to write XOQ2 = XOQ'2 (in R) where Q'2 
is a polynomial in X2, Y 2' Also the coefficient El is ~ E'l . 
(3.5) Corollary Let F be as in (3.3). R(F, KF ) can be presented as 
k[XO' Xl' X2, YO' Y l' Y 2' Zl' Z2] / N where N is generated by the polynomials 
in Table IT -1, and the parameters y, A. satisfy 4A. 4_ 2y A. 2 -1 = 0 . 
Proof 
We make the same coordinate change as in (3.5) with B such that 
B-1 = ~ and A such that A 2 = - 2~ and changing a bit the polynomials by 
adding two of them or multiplying by A. 2 we get the result. 
End of proof. 
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Section 4. The canonical ring of a type I fibre 
(4.1) Theorem If P is analytically of type I the ring R(P, Kp) can be 
presen ted as k[XO' XI' X2 , Y l' Y 2' Z] / I where I is generated by 9 
polynomials. 
(i) 
and 
n 
If a standard numerical decomposition of P, P = L A. + D, has n = 1 
i= 1 1 
Al (J D = {P}, (i.e. the elliptic tail E contained in F appears with 
multiplicity 1), then I is generated by the 2x2 minors of the matrix 
(~ 
and the polynomials 
2 
where B = A X2 + A:Y Y 2 
G = AX2Y2 +AYZ 
3 2 2 3 
P = (30 X2 + (31 XtX2 + (32 X1X2 + (33X t 
2 Q= £X2 +Y2 
4 2 
M = £OXO+£t Xo Y2 · 
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In the above 1..=0 if and only if the unique component r of D to which P belongs 
is such that f 2=_3, Kf=O, and 1..,,(=0 if and only if hOeD, 0D(KD-2P»~0. 
(ii) If the elliptic tail E contained in F appears with multiplicity bigger than t , 
I is generated by the 2x2 minors of the matrix 
and the polynomials 
U: Y t(Yl - XI(<lOXI+aIX2) - U2XOX2)-AXI(XIPI+X2P2) - XOX2Q 
V: Z(YI - Xl (UOXI+<lIX2) - <l2XOX2)-AY2(XIPt+X2P2) - X2AQ-XOH 
2 w: Z(Z - Y2(<lOXI+uIX2) - u 2X2A)-AY 2PI - X2GQ-AH-XOX2M 
2 2 
A = Xl + 8 X2 + "( Y 2 + aOXt X2 + at Y I 
G = Xl Y 2 + aOX2 Y 2 + at Z . 
and P2,Q satisfy 
2 A Y2 P2 = -(8X2 +"(Y2)Q. 
if E appears with multiplicity 2 in F and F-E is 
2-connected (Le. the standard numerical decomposition of 
F has n = 1) 
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8 = 0 and 'Y:;t: 0 if E appears with multiplicity 2 in F and F-E is not 
2-connected (Le. the standard numerical decomposition of 
f has n = 2) 
if E appears with multiplicity 3 in F (i.e. the standard 
decomposition of F is F = At + A2 + A3 + C). 
Furthermore for this last case aOa1 =0. Also aO:;t: 0 if (!JE (A 1 + A2)Q!(!JE 
and a1 :;t: 0 if (!JE (A1 + A2) 1'= (!JE . 
Proof This follows from (4.4), (4.6) below. 
(4.2) Definition If F is as in (4.1(i», F is hyperelliptic if A.'Y=O and non-
hyperelJiptic if A. 'YI=O. 
Preliminary considerations for (4.3-4.6). 
By (1.18), R(F, KF) is isomorphic to k[XO' X t , X2, Y t, Y 2' Z] / L. Let 
S = R(F-A 1, Kp). Then S = k[Xl' X2, Y l' Y2, Z] / I and by (1.2) we can 
apply the techniques of (IT.l) to recover R from S (as in sections 2 and 3). 
By (1.7), F contains a unique elliptic tail E and for a standard numerical 
n 
decomposition of F, F = L A. + D, either 
i=l 1 
(A) At and F-A t have no common components and At intersects F-At 
transversally in one point P 
or 
(B) At and F-At have common components. 
In case (B), one of the following holds: 
(B
t
) n = 1 , Al = E and E is not contained in D-E 
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(B2) n = 2, A1 :::> A2 , D is a 2-connected genus 1 divisor without common 
components with A2 , and (!JE(A 1) ¢E. (!JE 
(B3) n = 3, A1 :::> A2 :::> A3 ' D ~ [p1 and Im{S1 -+ HO(D, KF)} has dim 1 
(lDE (A 1) ¢E. (!JE' lDE(A 1 + A2) ~ (!JE) 
or 
(B 4) n = 3, Al :::> A2 ::J A3 ' D ~ IP 1 and S 1 -+ HO (D, KF) is surjective 
(lDE(A l ) ¢E. (!JE and (!JE(A1 + A2) ¢E. (!JE)' 
We are going to study S and R separately in cases (A) and (B). 
In (4.3) and (4.5) we describe S and (4.4) and (4.6) we describe R (in 
cases (A) and (B) respectively). 
(4.3) Proposition If F is analytically of type I and a standard numerical 
n 
decomposition of F, F = L A. + D, has n = 1 and A 1 (J D = {P} then the 
i", 1 1 
ring S = R(D, KPID) can be presented as k[Xl' X2' Y l' Y 2' Z) / I where I is 
the ideal generated by the following polynomials: 
3 
TO : Xl Y 2 - A. X2 - A. Y X2 Y 1 
T 1 : Y 1 Y 2 - X2Z 
2 2 
T 2 : Xl Z - A. Y Y 1 - A. X2 Y 1 
U: yi -X~Y2 - YoXi - ~O~Y 1 - Xl (P3 + Y1P l ) 
2 3 2 2 
V: Y l Z - X2 Y 2 - YO X2 Y 2 - ~OX2Z - (A. X2+A.yY 1)P3 - X 1Z P 1 
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Here P 1 = EO X 1 + E 1 X2 
3 2 2 3 P3=~OX1+~1X1X2+~2X1X2+~3X2· 
Proof If F = A1 + D with A1 n D = {P}, then P is a non-singular point of 
D and 0D(KF) g: 0D(KD + P) . Since D is 2-connected, KD is generated by 
its global sections and deg KD1r ~ 0 , for every component r of D. Furthennore 
deg KD = ° if and only if r g: [p1 and r(D-r) = 2. 
Ir 
By Serre duality hOeD, 0D(KD-2P)) = h
1(D, 0D(2P) , and by Riemann-
° 1 -Roch h (D, 0D(2P» - h (D, 0D(2P» = 1 . 
If D is irreducible, then either 0D (KD -2P) g: 0D (and P is a 
Weierstrass point of D) or hOeD, 0D(2P» = 1 . 
If D is not irreducible and hOeD, 0D(KD-2P» ~ 0, by (1.3.1), (1.3.3), 
then either 0D(KD -2P) g: 0D or there exists a decomposition of D, D = A+B 
such that AB S; deg (KD - 2P)IB . 
° It is easy to see that h (D, 0D(KD -2P» :f. ° and 0D(KD -2P) f& 0D 
happens if and only if the unique component r of D containing P satisfies 
rg:1P 1 and r(D-r) = 2 (i.e r 2=-3and Kr=1). 
Since KD is free, by Castelnuovo's lemma, the maps 
° ° ° gm : H (D, KD) ® H (D, mKF) -+ H (D, (m+1)KF-P) 
and the maps 
fm : H°(D, KD) ® HO(D, mKF-P) --+ HO(D, (m+l)KF-2P) 
are sUljective, for m ~ 2 . 
We can consider, for each m ~ 2, the following filtration of H°(D, mKF): 
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° ° ° ° c H (D, mKp-mP) = H (D, mKD) c H (D, mKp-(m-l)P) c ... c 
° ° 
c H (D, mKF-P) c H (D, mKF) . 
For m = 1 we have 
° C HO(D, KF-3P) c HO(D, KF-2P) c H°(D, KF-P) = HO(D, KF) 
and either hO(D, Kp-3P) = ° or h°(D, KF-3P) = 1 . If hO(D, KF-3P) = 1 then 
also hO(D, Kp-2P) = 1 , because KD is generated by its global sections. 
Let x1, x2 be a basis of Sl . We will suppose that in the filtration above, 
° ° ° x1 E H (D, Kp-2P) and x2 E H (D, KF-P) \ H (D, KF-2P). 
In degree 2, xi, X 1 x2, x~ are independent and generate 
HO(D, 2KF-2P) = HO(D, 2KD) c HO(D, 2KF). The two new generators Yl ' Y2 
will then belong to HO(D, 2Kp )\HO(D, 2Kp -2P), and we will assume that 
° ° ° Yl E H (D, 2KF-P). Then Y2 E H (D, 2KF) \ H (D,2KF-P) and we choose 
Y2 such that Y2 has no common zeros with x2 · 
Using the filtration above and the fact that the maps fm are swjective, we 
verify that in degree 3 
3 2 2 3 (xl,x1x2,xlx2,x2,xlYl,x2Yl) 
form a basis of H°(D, 3Kp -2P) c HO(D, 3Kp). By the choices made for 
x2 ' Y2' we see that x2Y2 is a complementary element of H°(D,3Kp-2P) in 
H°(D, 3KF-P) . 
Now Xl Y2 belongs also to H°(D, 3Kp -2P) and thus we have a relation 
of the form 
3 2 2 3 
x tY2 = <xl xtYt + <x2x2Yt + <x3x t + <X4X t X2 + <x5xtx2 + <X6x2 
holding in S. 
Using the free pencil trick we have that 
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has dimension 9 and thus 
43 322 2 2 2 (x2,x2xl,x2xl,xlY1,xlY2,XtY2,xlx2Yl'Y1Y2) 
are linearly independent in H°(D, 4KF) . 
3 2 2 
Hence (x2, x2x 1' x2x 1' x2Y l' x2Y2' xl Y2) are independent in 
HO (D, 3KF) and so in the relation above, 0.1 ~ ° or 0.3 ~ 0. Changing Y 1 by a 
multiple of xi if necessary, we can suppose that 0.3 ~ 0. 
Now if 0.2 = 0.6 = 0, we have a relation of the type xl t = ° and it is easy 
to check that this happens if and only if the unique component r of n to which 
P belongs is isomorphic to 1P1 and r(D-r) = 2, giving hO(D, KD-2P) ~ ° 
and 0D(KD-2P) f!:. 0D . 
In the other cases we have 0.2 ~ ° or 0.6 ~ ° and looking at the 
identifications above it is clear that 0.2 = ° if and only if h°(D, KF-3P) = t . 
Changing Y 2 by a multiple of x2 ' if necessary, we can suppose that 
0.6 =A, 0.2 = A y. Then we can write the relation as: 
3 3 2 2 
xt Y2 = B Xt + A x2 + AYX2Yt + aOxtYt + at x 1x2 + a2xt x2 
where B * 0, AY = ° if and only if h°(O, KD-2P) ~ 0, and A = ° if and only 
ifh°(D, Kn -2P) ~ ° and 0n(Kn -2P) f!:. On. 
There are no other relations in degree 3 and necessarily the new generator 
° ° z E H (0, 3KF) \ H (D, 3KF-P) . 
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Because z(P) ~ 0, Y2(P) ~ 0, (x2z, Y~) form a complementary basis for 
Now yi, xl z, y I Y2 E HO(D, 4KF) and thus we will have three relations 
involving these elements. 
Using again the maps gm' fm it is easy to see that 
also belongs to S 5 we have a relation 
which is the unique relation in degree 5 . 
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In the same way we have in degree 6 a relation 
z2 = Jl"Y~ + Q6(x1, x2) + y 1 Qixl' x2) + x2P 5(x2, Y2' z) 
with Jl":!; 0, because z(P):!; 0, y(P):!; 0 . 
Bya simple dimension count and looking at the relations established so far, 
it is easy to see that there are no more relations. 
Thus the relations between the elements of S are: 
2 2 
U : y 1 - P 4 - Y 1 P2 - ex "'2y 2 = 0 
where P2' q2' l2 E k[x t , x2]2' q3 E k[x t , x2]3 ' P4' Q4' l4' Q'4 E k[x t , x2]4' 
q5 E Idxl' x2]S' Q6 E Idxl' x2]6' and Jl:!; O. £;1!: O. 
We are going to find the relations between the coefficients of these 
polynomials. To make the calculations easier we will first make some coordinate 
changes. 
We change y 2 so that TO becomes 
3 T:xt Y2 -A.~ -A.yx2Yt 
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and z so that T 1 becomes 
Remark that for n odd the set 
forms a basis of S n and for n even the set 
forms a basis of Sn . 
We have in S , Y 1 TO - x 1 T 1 - x2 T 2 + A Y x2 U = o. This gives 
(1) 
But the elements appearing in (1) are part of a basis of S5 and thus we get the 
following identities 
co= 0 
c1 = 0 
l4 = AYP4 
2 ~ = A Y P2 + A. "2 
~ = Aya 
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way from 
ex=~ I 
eO = (Yo + 131(3) 
5 2 
q5 = <f31x2 + f32x1)l4 + Af3f32 x2 + A x2 P3 
3 
q3 = (131 x2 + 132 x1)l2 + Ayf3f32 x2 + AY P3 
and thus we can write V as 
The same reasoning for the expression obtained from z T 1 - Y 2 V + x2 W 
gives 
Since ex::t: 0 we can assume that (l = 1 . Thus S can be presented as stated. 
(4.4) Proposition If F is as in (4.3), the ring R can be presented as 
ldXO' Xl' X2, Y l' Y 2 Z] / I where I is the ideal generated by the 2x2 minors of 
the matrix 
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and the polynomials 
2 3 2 2 
W : Z - Y 2 - Y OX2 Y 2 - ~OX2 Y 2Z - (AX2 y 2 +A yZ)P 3 -
2 4 
- (AX2 + A yY 1)Z p 1 - X 0 Q 
with 2 Q = EOXO +E1Y2 , 
P 1 = <lOX 1 +<l2X2 ' 
Proof This calculation is similar to the calculations in (2.4(b» or (2.1 (b» and we 
omit part of the details. 
Applying the techniques of (II. 1 ) to recover R from S we have 
R = k[XO' Xl' X2, Y l' Y 2' Z] / i where Xo E R is such that xOIF_E = O. Since 
E is not contained in F-A1 ' xOIE generates H°(E, KF) . 
Now in S, both Y 2 and Z do not vanish on the point where Al meets 
D. Thus by continuity we have R(E, KF) generated by xDIE' Y21E' ~E· Since 
y 1 in S vanishes on P, Y lIE = a O x~. So choosing Y l' X l' X2 appropriately 
we have 
JR = {t E S : xot = 0} = (xl' x2' Yl). 
Also (xO) is isomorphic as a k-vector space to XO(k[XO' Y 2] + Z k[XO' Y 2]) . 
So 1 is generated by 
XOXl 
XOX2 
XOY l 
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and the lift backs of the generators of I in S . Now with the choices made so far 
and considering the restriction to E (as in, (2.4.b», it is easy to see that TO =TO' 
T 1 = T 1 ' T 2 = T 2' 11 = u , V = V and Vi = W + Xo P 5 with P 5 E k[XO' Y 21 
+ Zk[XO' Y 21. Changing Z and Y 2 by multiplies of Xo we can assume that 
4 6 
P5 = (lOXOY2 + (llXO 
(4.5) Proposition If F is analytically of type I and F-A1 contains an elliptic 
tail, the ring S can be presented as k[Xl' X2, Y l' Y 2' Z1 / I where I is the ideal 
generated by the 2x2 minors of the matrix 
and the polynomials 
U: Y l(Y C P3) - X1(X1P 1 + X2P2 + 13X2 Y 1) 
W: Z(Z-XtQ3-X2Q4) - P1 L(L+at
Q
3
) - AH4 -
-a1 X2Q5(X1P1 + X2P2 + 13X2 Y 1) - X2 (Xl + aOX2)(Q2L + Y t Q5) 
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The parameters aO' al , y, 0 are such that one of them is different from zero 
and satisfy aOal = 0 , oy = y aO = yal = 0 . 
The polynomials L, P l' P 2' P 3 Q2' Q3' Q4' QS are polynomials of 
degree 2 in X2 , Y 2 and H4 is a polynomial of degree 4 in X2 , Y 2. These 
polynomials satisfy the following identities (denoting L+a Q by A): 
1 3 
2 AP2 = - (OX2 +yY2) Q2 
2 A P3 = - (0 X 2 + y Y 2) Q3 
P2 Q3 = P3 Q2 
Q2 Q4 = Q2 (al Q2 + aOQ3 + ~A) - P2Q5 
Q3 Q4 = Q3 (al Q2 + aOQ3 + ~A) - P3Q5 
2 A Q4 = A (al Q2 + aOQ3 + ~A) + (0 X2 + y Y 2) QS 
Furthermore the coefficient of Y~ in L(L+a 1 ~)P 1 + (OX~ + yY 2)H4 is 
different from zero 
Proof By (1.7) if At and F-A t have common components, F contains an 
n 
unique elliptic tail E, and F = ~ Ai + D is a standard numerical decomposition, 
1=1 
one of the following holds,in case (B): 
(B t ) n = t , At = E and E is not contained in D-E 
(B2) n = 2, At ::> A2 , D is a 2-connected genus t divisor without common 
components with A2 , and 0E(At ) i! 0E 
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1 ° n = 3, Al :::> A2 :::> A3 , D = IP and Im{Sl -+ H (D, KF)} has dim 1 
(OE (A l ) f. 0E' 0E(A l +A2) ~ 0E) 
1 ° (B4) n = 3, Al :::> A2 :::> A3 , D = IP and S1 -+ H (D, KF) is surjective 
(OE(A l ) f. 0E and 0E(A l + A2) f. 0E) . 
The restriction maps <Pn: Sn -+ HO (E, nKF) are surjective and 
dim Ker <Pn = 2n-l . The restriction maps "'n : Sn -+ H°(F-ACE, nKF) are such 
° ° that Ker"'n = H (E, nKF - (F-A1-E» = H (E, (n-l)KF +A1) and thus Ker"'1 
= 0. Furthermore if F-A1 is 2-connected (case B1) Ker "'2 = HO(E, 0E) and 
Ker "'n = HO(E, (n-2) KF) for n 2: 3. If F-A1 is not 2-connected, then 
Ker '" n = HO (E, (n -1) KF + A 1) is (n-l )-dimensional for n 2: 2 . 
Let (xl'x2) be a basis of S1 such that x11E = 0, i.e. xl E Ker <Pl . 
Then x21E generates H°(E, KF) and we choose x2 such that x2 is a generic 
element of S 1 . 
2 
In degree 2 we have that (xl' xl x2) e Ker <P2' Let y l' Y 2 be the two 
new generators of S in degree 2. Since 2KF is generated by its global sections 
we can choose y 2 such that ~ , y 2 form a free pencil in S 2 
Then X~IE' Y21E generate H°(E, KF)· Since Ker <P2 is 3-dimensional 
we choose Y I such that y I E Ker <P2 . 
Now Ker "'2 is 1-dimensional and thus there exists 
t = (l Y2 + ~ ~ + 'Y xi + Jl X2X1 + B y 1 E Ker "'2 . Since xllE = ° we have 
necessarily xl t = ° . 
Applying the free pencil trick ,we get that Im{~ S2 + Y2 S2 -. S4} has 
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independent elements of S 4' But then no relation of the type 1..0 xt Y2 + 1..1 xt ~ 
+ 1..2 x ~ x2 = 0 can hold in S and thus either Y 1 or x~ appear in t with nonzero 
coefficient. Changing y 1 by a multiple of xi if necessary we can then assume 
that xi appears in t with nonzero coefficient. Thus in degree 3 there is a relation 
3 2 2 
x t +(xXtY2+~XtX2+JlXtX2+8xtYt = O. 
Let us remark that if E C P-At-E (cases B3, B 4) then ex. = ~ = 0 and if 
E ct P-At-E, ex. '# 0 or ~ '# O. Thus we can write t = x~ + 8 x~ + 'Y Y2 + 
+ aO x t x2 + at Yt where 'Y '# 0 or 8'# 0 if E is not contained in P-ACE 
(cases B t , B2 ) and 8 = 0, 'Y = 0 otherwise (cases B3 , B4 ). 
In case (B 4) since the restriction map S t -. HO (D, lJD (1)) is 
surjective,a t #O.Changing Y 1 ,if necessary,we can assume that aO=O.In case 
(B3),since x21C depends on Xl ,we have aO#O and a l =0. 
In case (B2), because the restriction map Sl -. H°(D, Kp) is surjective, 
the restrictions of x~, xt x2' x~ to D are independent (cf. 1.7.3) and thus 'Y ~ O. 
By (1.t7), Im{St ® S2 -. S3} has codimension 1 and since we have 
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Let z be the new generator of S in degree 3 0 Then the restrictions to E 
By the free pencil trick, x~ oS3 + Y2oS3 -+ S5 is surjective and thus 
basis of Ker <P5 0 
independent and thus, since dim Ker <p 4 = 7, form a basis of Ker <P 4 0 
From y i E Ker <p 4' xl Z E Ker <p 4 we have then relations 
Using the fact that ~ S2 + Y2 Sn -+ Sn+2 is surjective for n ~ 3 and 
looking at the relations in S established so far, it is easy to see that in degree S 
there is only a new relation given by y 1 Z E Ker <PS 0 
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Now in degree 6 we have (cf. description of R(E, KF) in (1.7.3) 
Since the map X~ S 4 + Y 2 S 4 -+ S 6 is sUIjective, this relation lifts to a 
relation in S . 
Looking at the relations established so far and using a dimension count we 
2 have, because x2 Sn + Y2 Sn -+ Sn+2 is surjective for n ~ 4, that there are no 
other independent relations in S. 
Changing z to simplify V 2 we can then write the relations in S as 
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T: xt + x t (0 x2 +Y Y2) + aOx t x2 + atxtYt = 0 
2 2 
VO: Yt - XtPt - xt x2P2 - YtP3 -/3 xtx2Yt = 0 
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Vt : xtYt + Yt (0 x2 + YY2) + aO xt x2Yt + atxtpt + atxtx2P2 + atYtP3=O 
2 
V: Yt Z - xtf - X2Ytqt - ~x2q2 - xtYtq3=O 
2 3 2 2 
W: Z - AY2 - ~hl - x t x2h2 - Yth3 - ~h4 - x2zQ4 - xtx2Yt Q5=O 
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and f,h1' h2' h3' h4 are polynomials of degree 4 in x2' Y2 . 
Now we are going to see how these polynomials are related. 
. { n n-2 n/2} ConsIder the sets An where An = x2 ,x2 Y2'"'' Y2 if n is 
For each n (An' xl An_l , xi An_2' y 1 An_2' zAn_3, xl y 1 An_3) fonns a basis of 
Sn' 
Let us remark that if 'Y in T is different from zero, we can, by changing 
y 2' assume that 8 = aO = a 1 = O. The aoove set remains a basis. 
Now, to deduce the relations between the coefficients aoove, we compare 
the various relations. 
From Yl U2 we get 
(1) 
and from xl V we get 
(2) 
Using the other relations in S, we can reduce the right-hand side of (1) 
and (2) to an expression on the elements of the basis described above and thus 
comparing (1) and (2) we get a linear relation between independent elements of 
S , giving identities between the coefficients of the polynomials. We omit the 
n 
calculations since they are purely mechanical. 
From comparing the expressions obtained from (1) and (2) we get (these are 
identities between the polynomials not relations in S) 
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2 
Pt (l + at q3) + ao x2 q2 = f 
2 
P2 (l + at q3) = - (0 x2 + 'YY2)q2 
2 
P3 (l + at q3) = - (0 x2 + 'YY2)q3 
qt = at q2 + aO q3 + ~(l + at q3) 
Comparing the expressions obtained from z U2 and xl W we get 
3 2 2 2 
A Y2 + x2 ht = f I + (0 x2 + 'Y Y2)h4 + at x2 P2 q5 
2 (qt -~) l = - (0 x2 + 'Y Y2)q5 - at P3 q5 
h2 = q2 1 + at Pt q5 + aO h4 
2 
h3 = q3 l + (ao + at ~) x2 q5 + at h4 
and comparing the expressions obtained from z U 0 and Y t V we get 
2 
P2 I +P3 q1 = - (0 x2 + 'Y Y2)(q2 + ~ q3) + ~ P3 q3 
2 2 
P3 f = - (0 x2 + 'Y Y2) Pt q3 + ao x2 P2 q3 
P3 q2 = P2 q3 
Comparing the expressions obtained from zV and Y 1 W we obtain 
2 2 (qt - ~) f = aO ~P2 q5 - (0 x2 + 'Y Y2) P1 q5 
2 (qt -~) qt = at P2 qs+ aOP3 qs - J3 (0 ~+'YY2) q5 
(q1 - ~) q3 = P3 q5 
and thus we have 
2 
f = Pt (l + at q3) + aO ~ q2 
qt = at q2 + aO q3 + ~ (l + at q3) 
h2 = q2 l + at Pt qs + aO h4 
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and identities between polynomials 
2 
P3 (I + a l q3) = - (0 ~ + Y Y2) q3 
P2 q3 = P3 q2 
2 (ql - q4) (I + al q3) = - (0"2 + Y Y2) q5 
(ql - q4) q2 = P2 q5 
(ql - q4) q3 = P3 q5 
Since A. ¢ 0, if Y = 0 necessarily the coefficients of Y2 in Pl ' .t, (I + al q3) 
are different from zero.If Y ¢ 0, then U 1 is xiy 1 + Y Y 1 Y2 = O. Then if y ¢ 0 
2 2 
we have Xl z = cxo"2 y 1 + cx l Y 1 Y2 and Xl Y 1 + Y Y 1 Y2 = O. If CXo = 0 , we 
have Xl (z + ~ Xl Y 1) = 0 and thus Ker '\jf3 is 2-dimensional and thus we are in 
case (B2). If Y ¢ 0 and CXo ¢ 0 we are in case (B1). 
Rewriting the relations using the identities above we can present S as stated. 
End of proof of (4.5) 
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(4.6) Proposition If F is analytically of type I and F contains an elliptic tail 
appearing with multiplicity larger than t in F, R(F, KF) can be presented as 
k[XO' X t , X 2, y t' y 2' Z] / I where I is generated by the 2)(2 minors of the 
matrix 
and the polynomials 
W' : Z(Z-rl X2 Y 2-E Xt y 2-~ X2 A) - A Y~P t - A(H4 -at ~ X~Q2) 
- X2Q2 (Xt y 2 + aOX2 Y 2 + atZ) - XOX2S 
where 
2 2 
A=Xt +BX2+YY2+aaXtX2+atYt, 
Pt' P2, Q2 E k[X2' Y2]2 ' H4 , S E k[X2' Y214 , 
2 A= l+at E~O, AY2P2 = -(BX2 +yY2)Q2' 
The coefficients 0, y , aa ' at are such that one of them is nonzero and 
'YaO = y at = aO at = O. 
Proof By (1.2) we can use the techniques of (II.t) to recover R from S (for 
details see the construction of R for type m fibres in section 2). 
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F contains a unique elliptic tail E, w,ith E c F-A I . The ring S is 
described in (4.5) and Xl' X2, Y I ,Y 2' Z2 E S are such that x21E ' Y21E ' z21E 
generate R(E, KF) and xliE = y liE = O. 
Then we have R = k[XO' X t , X2, Y t' Y 2' Z] / i where Xo E R t is such 
that xOI = 0, and by the construction of S, JR = { z E R : xos = 0} = F-E 
=(xO,xt,Yt)· 
Thus,denoting TO=Xt A , T t =YtA, T2 =Xt Z-Yt L,wehave I 
generated by 
X2 
o 
XOXt 
XOYt 
TO=TO+XONO 
T t = T t +XONt 
T2 = T2+XON2 
11 = V+XOVO 
V = V+XO Vo 
W= W+XO Wo 
where NO' Nt, N2, VO' VO' Wo E idX2' y 2] + Z idX2' y 2] . 
To find how these polynomials look like, because of the nilpotent structure 
of x
o
' we will have to use syzygies (for details see similar constructions in (2.4) 
(a) or (2.1) (a) or (3.3) Step 3). 
The generators of I satisfy the following syzygies 
Ml : Y t TO - Xl T 1 
~:AT2+LTI-ZTO 
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M3 : Xt V - (L + al Q3)U - Y 1 T 2 -: X2Q2 T 0 + Q3 T 1 
M4 : (Y t-P 3)V + X2Q2 T 1 - (Z - (Xl +aOX2)Q3)U -
- (XtPl + X2P2 + 13 X2 Y t)T2 + P tQ3TO + I3X2Q3Tl 
MS: XlW +H4TO - (Z-XtQ3-X2Q4)T2 - LV +X2QSTl - a t X2QSU 
M6 : AU-(Y t-P3)T l+(X t Pl+X2 P2 + I3X2 Y l)TO 
~: AV - (Z - (X t+aOX2)Q3 -I3 X2(L+at Q3) - a tX2Q2)Tt + 
+ (P 1 (L + at Q3) + (Xt + aO X2)X2 Q2)TO 
Mg : (Z + aOX2Q3 + a tX2Q2 - X2Q4 + 13 X2(L+at Q3»V - Y t W-
2 
- (H4+13 X2 QS)T 1 + «L+al Q3)P 1 + (Xl + aOX2)X2Q2)T 2 -
- «Xt + aOX2)X2 QS)U - X2Pt QSTO ' 
We will first make a coordinate change so that L = Y 2' If the coefficient 
of Y 2 in L is different from zero we can assume by changing Y 2 that L = Y 2 . 
We have seen that this coefficient can only be zero if 'Y '# O. If it is zero we then 
have 
t 1 2 2 
'Y T t + T 2 = Xt Z + y X t Y t - aO X2 Y I - Y t Y 2 . 
Thus modifying Y 2 and Z we can also assume that L = Y 2' Remark that 
S keeps the same presentation and syzygies. The only thing that changes is the 
condition Sy = O. that does not longer hold. We will then have 
A = xi + s X~ +y Y 2 with S '# 0 in case (B I ) and S = 0 in case (B2). 
If 'Y '# 0 we can also change Y t (and Z accordingly) by Xl X2 so that PI 
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in U is nonzero. 
changing Xl ,Y I by multiplies of Xo we can assume that Y I = Y2 = o. 
Then from M2 we obtain 
( 2 3 -Xo (OX2+YY2)YOX2+Y2NCZNO)E I 
and so (because i (") Xo (k[X2' Y 2] + Z k[X2' Y 21) = 0) 
3 
Nt = a Z - Y'fOX2 
No = aY2 
oYo = 
° 
If a = ° we would have Xl a = 0 in R and thus Xl E Ker (H0(F, KF) ~ 
HO(2E, KF)). In case (B I) this kernel is zero and in cases (B3), (B4) this kernel 
is I-dimensional and contains xO· Thus in cases (B I)' (B3), (B 4)' a ~ 0. In 
case (B2) this kernel is I-dimensional generated by t' = Xl + E Xo and thus 
Ker (H0(F, 2KF) ~ HO(2E, 2KF)) which is 2-dimensional is generated by Xl t' , 
x2t' . So Y I does not belong to this kernel and NI ~ 0 . 
Then from M3 we obtain 
giving 
Now we have seen that if Y = 0, t + at E ~ ° and if Y ~ ° by the choice of Y 2 • 
at = o. So I + at E ~ ° and thus 
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Then (see how S is presented) we have 
c 2 
P3 = - (B X 2 + y Y2) 1+a1c 
and 
Qs = Il (1+a1c)Y2 
2 <4 = a1Q2 + (aoc + f3(1+a1c»Y 2 + Il(BX2 + yY 2) 
Q2 = V(1+a1c)Y2 
2 
P2 = - y(BX2 + yY 2) 
for B = 0 
Now from the syzygy M5 we then get 
Thus a ~ 0 in case (B2) too (otherwise N 1 = 0) and we can assume that 
a = -1. 
From ~ we get for 8 = 0 
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Since P 1 ~ 0 we then have 'YO = 0 (and J.10 = 0) .The other syzigies give 
no further infonnation. 
The presentation of R(F, KF) as in the statement is obtained by letting: 
0.' = (aOE + ~(1+al E)) , 
u' = (1+a1E) (U - 1 E T 1) - J.1 X2(XO Y 1)' +a1E 
V' = V + (EX1 + aX2)T2 
W' = W - a1 J.1 X2 V'. 
Using the fact that changing Z by multiples of Xo does not alter the other 
polynomials, we can assume that W/O has no tenns in Z. 
Section 5. The canonical ring of a double fibre. 
(5.1) Theorem If F = 2C is a double fibre of genus 3, then R(F, KF) can be 
presented as 
ldXO' Xl' X2, YO' Y l' Y 2' Zl' Z2] / I 
where I is the ideal generated by the 20 polynomials in Table V-I with 
(i) S ~ 0 t A. ~ 0 if C is 2-connected. 
(ii) S = 0 if C is not 2-connected and A. = 0 if C contains a unique elliptic 
tail appearing with multiplicity 1 t A. * 0 if C contains two distinct elliptic tails. 
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Table V-I 
X2 
o 
XOX1 
X2 
1 
XOYO 
X1YO 
2 
XO(Y 1-A. Y2) - 8 X1X2 
2 
XO(Z1 - A. Z2) - 8 X2Y 0 
X1Z1 - XOZ2 
YOY1 - XOZ2 
YOY2 -X1Z2 
2 
Y 1 (Y 1 - A. Y 2) - 8 X 2 Y 2 - Po 
Y2Z1 - Y1Z2 - P1 
Y 1 (Z1 - A. Z2) - 8 ~Z2 - P 2 
YOZ1 -XO Q 
YOZ2 -Xl Q 
Zl (Zl - A. Z2) - 8 ~ Q - P 3 
Zt~ - YtQ- P4 
~-Y2Q-P5 
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where 
with 00 ~ ° 
Proof This comes from combining (5.2) and (5.3) below 
Remark There are various relations between the coefficients of P l' P 2' P 3' P 4' 
P 5' but I have not completed the calculations. 
(5.2) Proposition If P = 2C is a double fibre of genus 3 and C is not 
2-connected R(F, Kp) can be presented as k[XO' Xl' X2, YO' Y l' Y 2] / I where 
I is the ideal generated by the 20 polynomials in Table V -1, with 0 = 0. If C 
contains an elliptic tail appearing with multiplicity 2 in C, A = ° ,and if C 
contains two distinct elliptic tails A ~ ° . 
Proof Let CPn be as in (11.6.3) the restriction maps CPn: Rn -+ HO(C, nKF) and 
let E, E' be the elliptic tails contained in C (see 11.6.5). By (11.6.3) Ker CPn = 
=HO(C, KC + (n-1) Kp) and by (11.6.6), (11.6.7) we can decompose Ker CPn and 
1m CPn as (same notation as in 11.6.6) 
0-+ Ker gn = H°(E, (n-1)KF) -+ Ker CPn -+ 1m g'n = H°(E', (n-1)Kp + KC) -+ ° 
and 
0-+ Ker f = H°(E, (n-l)KF + C) -+ 1m cP -+ 1m f' = RO(E', nKp) -+ ° . n n n 
Then we can consider the following fIltration of R 
n 
° c H°(E, (n-1)KF) = T c Ker cP c Ken!> + Ker f = VcR n n n n n n' 
in R. 
maps 
We have 
dimT = n-l 
n 
dim Ker CPn = { 2 
2n-l 
dim Vn = { 2 
3n-2 
Remark that, since F= 2 C 
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for n = 1 
for n ~ 2 
for n = 1 
for n ~ 2 
if u E Ker 'Pn ,v E Ker 'Pm' we have uv = ° 
Let us recall that E may be equal to E' and that by (11.6.4) the restriction 
° p : R --+ H (E, nKF) n n 
p'n : Rn --+ HO(E', nKF) 
are surjective for every n ~ 1 . We have p'n = f'n 0 CPn . 
We will use the filtration above and the decompositions of Ker CPn' 1m CPn 
to find a presentation for R(F, KF) . 
By (11.6.6) Ker gl is generated by a single element Xo and the maps 
Ker gl ® H°(E, nKF) --+ Ker gn+l are surjective. Also, by (11.6.6) and (11.6.8) 
1m {Ker f2 ® HO(E, nKF) ---+ Ker fn+2} has codimension 1 and for n ~ 2 a 
complementary element for this image will be equal to ~en-l, where 
e E HO(E, KF), ~ E Ker f3 \ Im{Ker f2 ® H°(E, KF) -+ Ker f3}. Again by 
(IT.6.8) Im{Im gl ® H°(E', nKF) -+ 1m gn+l} has codimension 1 and for n ~ 2 
a complementary element for this image will be te,n-l where e' E H°(E, KF) 
and t E Ker g2 \ Im{Ker gl ® H°(E', KF) -+ Ker g2}' For the generation of 
1m f recall (1.7.2). 
n 
Let (xO' xl' x2 ) be a basis of Rl chosen such that Xo E T 1 ' 
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xl E Ker <j>l . Then, because Pi' P'l are surjective, x
21E 
generates HO(E, KF) 
and if E;¢' E' ,x2 also generates HO(E', KF) . IE' 
Then in degree 2 we have x~ = xOxl = xi = 0, and because x2 
generates 1m Pt ,Imp' t we have 
(xOx2) = T2 and xl x2 E Ker <j>2 \ T2 . 
Let YO be a complementary element of (xOx2, xl x2) in Ker <j>2' Then in the 
decomposition of Ker <j>2 considered above (x t x2, yO) generate 1m g'2 . 
We will have two other generators Y l' Y2 E Rn \ Ker <j>n and we can 
assume that Y 1 E V n . Then 1m P'2 is generated by ~'Y2' If E;¢' E' , Y lIE ;¢' 0, 
and if E = E', Y tiE' = 0. By a convenient choice of Y2 we can assume that ~'Y2 
2 
also generate 1m P2' Then (x2 ' Y 2) have no common zeros, and Y tIE = A Y 21E ' 
with A = ° if E = E' , A;¢' ° if E;¢' E' . 
In degree 3 we have xOYO = xtYO = ° and because (YeA Y2)1E = 0, 
xo(Y CA. Y2) = 0. 
Ker <j>3 and (x2y t' ~, x2Y2) E R3 \ Ker <j>3 are independent. 
As Y tIE' = ° we will have x 1 Y t E T 3 and thus since Ker <1>3 is generated 
Since y tERn \ Ker <j>n necessarily EO or E1 are different from zero. 
Now clearly (x t x2, yO) generate 1m g'2 . 
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Let P be the point such that 0E,(KF)=OE(P). Since 0E,(KC)~OE,(Kp)' 
the unique zero of xl E 1m g' 2 will be a point Q:I= P. As 1m g' 2 is generated by 
its global sections xlx~, x2YO are independent in 1m g'3· But x l Y2 E 1m g'3 
is such that xl Y2(P) :1= 0 and thus xl~' x2YO,x l Y2 are independent in 1m g'3 . 
There are two new generators zl' z2 E R3 \ Ker <P3 and as in degree 2 we 
can choose zl E V n' and z2 such that (~, x2Y2' z2) generate 1m Pn, 1m p'n . 
Then again, choosing Zt ,we can assume that ZtlE'= A z2 with A = 0 if E = E', 
A :1= 0 otherwise. 
In degree 4, looking again at the identifications above we will have a basis 
with aO:l= ° or at :1= 0 or ~:I= 0. Since YO E Ker <P2' we have 
2 
YO = 0. 
By the free pencil trick the map HO(E', 2Kp) ® H°(E', Kp + KC) -+ 
0 3 2 H (E',3Kp+KC) issurjectiveand (XtX2,x2YO'YOY2,XtX2Y2) form a basis 
for 1m g'4· Since x t z2 also belongs to 1m g' 4 and x t (P) :1= 0, z2(P):I= ° we 
have in 1m g'4 
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Then in R 4 we have 
3 2 
xl Z2-A. YOY2 - cOxl ~-cl ~YO-c2xl x2Y2 E T 4 
Ker <1'4' Now YoY 1 also belongs to T 4 and thus we get another relation. 
It is easy to see now (again using the decomposition of 1m <1'4 and the fact 
( ) 
2 4 2 2 
that 0E (n-l)Kp + C) ~ 0E that (x2y l' x2zl ' Y 1 Y2' x 2,x2Y2' x2z2' Y 2) is a 
basis of 1m <1'4 and we will have only another relation given by 
Y 1 (Y C A. Y 2) E Ker <1'4 • 
Now in degree S we have 
4 2 2 
T S = <xOx2' xOx2Y2' xOY2' xOz2> 
4 2 2 3 
Ker <l'n = TS + <xl x2' xlx2Y2' x l x2z2' xlY2' YOx2> 
and thus, since YOzl E T S' YOz2 E Ker <1'5 we get two new relations. Because 
the map 1m g' 2 ® HO (E', 3Kp) --+ 1m g"S is surjective and xl z2 depends on 
YOY2 necessarily the coefficient of X1Y~ in the relation involving YOz2 must be 
different from zero. 
of Ker <l'n in V n' and thus because Y2Zt E V n we will have a new relation. 
Since by the free pencil trick the map Ker f3 ® H°(E, 2Kp) --+ Ker f5 is 
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surjective necessarily 
, wi th y:;e ° . 
There is only another relation in degree S given by 
Y 1 (zCA z2) E Ker <f>S . 
In the same way, in degree 6 we have 
and 
where the elements appearing above are linearly independent. 
Then we have a relation given by 
Zl (zl-A z2) E Ker <f>6 
and another given by 
zl z2 E V 6' 
Using the fact that Ker g3 ® H°(E', 3KF) --+ Ker g6 is surjective it is easy to 
see that y 1 y~ appears with nonzero coefficient in this last relation. 
Also (c.f.1.7.2) ~IE' = B y~ + P(x2, Y2' z2) with B:;e ° and thus we 
have another relation given by z2 - B y~ - P(x2, y 2' z) E V 6 . 
Now counting monomials and dimensions and using the fact that 
HO(F, 2KF) ® HO(F, nKF) .... H°(F, (n+2)KF) is surjective it is easy to see that 
there are no more independent relations. 
So we have relations in R 
1 
Rl : Xo = 0 
Rl : xOxl = 0 
1 
R3 : xl = 0 
R4 :x1yO=O 
RS: xOYO = 0 
R6: xO(y I-A Yl) = 0 
~ : xl Y 1 = Xo P7 
R8 : xO(zl-A z2) = 0 
R9 : xl Z 1 = Xo P9 
1 
RlO: YO = 0 
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( with Pll :t 0) 
2 3 
Rt4 :YtZz = 01 Y1Zt +x1Yt f t4 +dt XzZt +d2x2YO+Oxt qt4+XOP14 (with°t :to) 
Rt5 : YOZt = Xo P1S 
2 3 
Rt6 : YOZz = 02 xt Y2 + d3 x2YO + xt x2 q16 + Xo P16 (with 02:t 0) 
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2 3 3 4 . 
R20 : ~ = 8 Y2 + x2 g + Y 1 f20 + E x2z1 + ax2yO + xl Q20 + xo P20 (wIth 8 ~ 0) 
where Pi' qj' fk' g E k[x2, Y2' z2] cR. 
For each n ,let An be the set of all monomials of degree n in x2' Y2' z2 
. Then the set 
is a basis of R
n
, for each n ~ 3 . 
Now we are going to find some of the relations between the coefficients of 
the polynomials above. 
To simplify the calculations we make some coordinate changes. We can change 
z2 so that the only monomial in ~O involving z2 is ~ and then if A. ~ 0 I change 
Zl accordingly so that R8' Rl3, Rl7, R18 still look the same. 
Then we change Yo so that 80 = 1 and Q12' P12 have no monomials 
involving Y2' and we change Xl so that P12 has no term in z2. 
If A. = 0, we change also Y2 so that Co in R12 is zero, and z2 so that 
81 = 1 . 
Now from ~ we have in R 
(1) x 1 Y 1 ~ = Xo ~ P7 
and from Rt4 , ~, R5 , Rl ' R2 we have 
2 (2) Xl Yt ~ = Xo (Y2 + dt x2)P9 + Xo x2 f14 P7 
giving 
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This is a linear relation between independent elements of R and thus 
In a similar way we obtain 
A z2 P7 = A Y 2 P9 
2 (Y2 - Co "2)P11 = (z2 + x2 Q12)P7 + A Y2 P12 . 
Analyzing these relations we obtain 
P7 = Y1 Y2 
P9 = Y1 ~ 
Co = 0 
for A;I!:O f14 = 0 
and 
for A = 0 
P11 = Y1(~ + x2 Q12) + A P12 
at = 1 
d1 Y1 = 0 
d1 Y1 = 0 
P7 = Yl Y2 
P9 = Y1 ~ - ~ f14 
P11 = Yl(~ + ~ Q12) 
Since P7;1!: 0 we must have Y 1 ;I!: 0 and so d1 = o. We can assume that 
Y1 = 1. 
Letting 
2 
q12 = ao"2 
3 
P12 = a1 "2 
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we then have 
obtain 
Subtracting xOR20 from this last expression we obtain a linear relation 
between independent elements of ~ that gives 
22, 
gl = Co ~ Y2 + Cl Y2 = Y2 g 1 
~+A.£=O 
PIS = 0 y~ + ~ g'l + A. f20 
Repeating this kind of reasoning (we omit the calculations since they are 
purely mechanical) one obtains: 
Rll : Yo Yl = XOZ2 
R12 : Yo Y2 = X tZ2 
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In the same way it is possible to obtain some infonnation about the 
coefficients of the other polynomials but I have not done the calculations. 
(5.3) Proposition If F = 2C is a double fibre of genus 3, with C 2-connected, 
R(F, KF) can be presented as k[XO' Xl' X2, YO' Y l' Y 2' Zl' Z2] / I where I is 
the ideal generated by the 20 polynomials in table V -1, with a, A. *" ° . 
Proof Let CPn be as in (II.6.3) the restriction maps CPn: Rn -+ HO(C, nKF). We 
have seen that Ker CPn could be identified with HO(C, (n-l) KF + RC) and we 
are going to consider the following filtration of Rn: 
° c:. Ker CPn c:. Rn' 
Remark that dim Ker CPn = { 2 
2n-l 
for n = 1 
for n ~ 2 and also that as in (5.2) 
for any two elements J.L E Ker <Pn' v E Ker CPm' J.Lv = O· 
for n even. 
022 Let (sO' sl) be any basis of H (C, KC)' Then by (1.9.4) (sO' sOsl' sl) 
020 is a basis of H (C, 2KC)' If £ E 1m CPt ' then £ E H (C,2KC) and thus 
£2 = aos~ + a 1 sOs1 + a 2s7· Since 0C(KF)" 0C(KC) ' for e nonzero we 
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cannot have simultaneously a l = a 2 = ° or aO = a l = 0. 
Let then (xO' xl' x2) be a basis of Rl such that xo' xl E Ker <j>l . Then 
x21C generates HO(C, KF) . We will assume that xo ' xl were chosen in such a 
way that in the identification of Ker <j>l with HO(C, KC) x
o
' xl correspond to 
independent elements of Ker <j>2' Because C is 2-connected it is easy to see that 
(9 C (KF + KC) is generated by its global sections. Then when identifying Ker <j>2 
with HO(C, KF + KC) the new generator Yo E Ker <j>2 corresponds to 
dO E HO(C, KF + KC) which has no common zeros with x2 . We can choose the 
two new generators y l' Y 2 for R2 \Ker <j>2' such that y llC = B So s 1 ' 
Y21C = B si ' with B '# 0. Then Y2 has no common zeros with ~ . 
Now in degree 3, since yo E Ker <j>2 we have 
Xo yo = ° 
Xl yo = 0. 
2 2 By (II.6.3) the subspace of Ker <j>3 generated by (xOx2' Xl x2' xoY l' xOY2' 
xl Y t ' xl y 2) has dimension 4. With the identifications made above, we have in R 
2 
XOYt = B x l x2 + A. xOY2 
xtYt = xOY2' 
Using the free pencil trick we have that 
o ° 1m {xOx2 H (C, 2KF) + Yo H (C, 2KF) --+ Ker <j>n} 
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basis for Ker <P3 . 
We also have 
5-dimensional there will be two new generators Zt' z2 for R3 . 
000 The map H (C, KF + KC) ® H (C, KC) ~ H (C, 3KF) is surjective 
and thus we can assume that z11C = OSOdO ' z21C = oS1dO' 
In degree 4, by Castelnuovo's lemma, Ker CP1 ® HO(C, 3KF) -+ Ker CP4 is 
surjective and because of the choices made before we have 
3 3 
Hence (xO~,xlx2,xOx2Y2,x1x2Y2,xOz2,x1z2,xOz1) 
form a basis of Ker cP 4 . 
Since YO E Ker <P2 
2 
YO= 0 
and with the identifications made before we also have in R 
YoYt = xO~ 
YoY2 = xl~ 
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and 2 2 Y11C = (8x2Y2 + AYIY2)IC' 
hence 222 Y1 = 8x2Y2+AY1Y2+EOx2YO+xOP+xl q 
with p, q ~ k[x2, Y2' z21. 
Now let us observe that the map 
is surjective and thus 
By changing dO we can assume that P2 = O. Remark then that the 
coefficient of si in P 4 is different from zero, and thus this relation can be written 
with a:;t 0 . 
U sing this relation and the identifications made before we have in degree 5 , 
relations 
2 
Y I (zl - A ~) = 8 ~ z2 + P2' with P2 E Ker (/)5 
YO zl = xOP 
YO z2 = xl P 
and in degree 6 
2 
zl (zl - A z2) = 8 ~ P + P3 
Zt ~ = Yl P+P4 
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and P3 ,P4' P5 E Ker<P6· 
The coefficients of the polynomials P1 , ... , Ps are also related but I have not 
done that calculation. 
Section 6. The canonical ring of a 2-connected fibre. 
(6.1) Theorem If F is a 2-connected genus 3 fibre, R(F, KF) can be 
presented as 
where 
F is hyperelliptic if A. = 0 and F is not hyperelliptic if A.:f! 0 . 
Proof By (1.9.10), R(F, KF) is generated by its elements of degree lesser than 2 
and by (1.6.3), KF is generated by its global sections. 
Let (xO' Xl' x2) be a basis of Rl such that (xO' Xl) have no common 
zeros. By the free pencil trick xOR 1 + xl R 1 has codimension 1 in R2 and 
xO~ + Xl R3 = R4 . 
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Now in degree 2 either x~ E xORl + xl Rl or not. If not; we have 
X~ = P 2 (xO' xl) ++x2 P 1 (xO' xl) in R and we will need a new generator Y 1 . 
Since Xo R3 + xl R3 = R4 we will have 
Changing Y 1 we can assume that the right-hand side has no terms in Y 1 . 
If Rl·Rl = R2 
4 3 
x2 = P 4 (xO' Xl) + x2 P3(xO' Xl) + x 2 P2(xO' Xl) + x2 P 1 (xO' Xl) . 
Now by a simple dimension count and using the fact that Rt·R
n 
= Rn+t 
for n ~ 3, it is easy to check that there are not any other independent relations 
in R. Thus we have the result. 
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Section 7. A deformation calculation 
(7.1) For all theory of defonnations refer to [AJ and [R - 2J. 
For non 2-connected genus 3 fibres, the ideal of relations and number of 
syzygies between these relations are very big. Because of this explicit computations 
of deformations are very hard to do. 
Nevertheless, for each ring R of Type III (II,I,resp.) I have written down 
flat families {RJ with RO=R and Rt of Type II (I, 2-connected,resp.) for t:fO. 
For generic Type I,Il,IlI rings R I have also written down flat families {RJ with 
RO=R and Rt an irreducible genus 3 curve,for t:fO. 
I do not present these calculations here because they were done with 
different presentations of R. 
The main point of this section is to give an essentially complete treatment of 
deformations for Type I fibres containing an elliptic tail appearing with multiplicity 
one in F (as in 4.1(i». In this case a calculation deformation can easily be carried 
out due to the specific format of the relations.In fact we have: 
(7.2) Proposition If F is as in (4.1.(i» then: 
(i) a set of generators for the ideal I is given by the 2)(2 minors of the matrix 
A = ( 0 
Xo 
and 
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the entries of the symmetric matrix AM tA 
h4 0 0 0 
0 h3 h2 0 
where M = 
0 h2 h t 0 
0 0 0 -1 
with h l , h2' h3, h4 E k!XO' Xl' X2, Y l' Y 2]. 
(ii) All the syzygies between elements of I can all be deduced from this format. 
There are two groups of syzygies - one obtained by doubling a line of A and 
taking the 3)(3 minors of the matrix thus obtained and the other obtained from the 
identity 
(A * A) (M AT) = A * (A MAT) 
-Xo 0 
-Y2 ~ 
* where A = 
-B Xl 
-z Y. 
(iii) Every fIrst order (flat) deformation R can be obtained as a quotient of 
ldXO' Xl' X2, Y I' Y 2' z] [tl / <t
2) by an ideal 1 generated by the 2)(2 minors of 
_ (tel 
A= 
Xo 
Xt Yt ) 
B+tr z 
and the entries of 
- -t-AM A 
where 
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h4 - tg4 0 0 0 
0 h3 - tg3 h2 -tg2 
M = 
0 h2 h t - tgt 0 
0 -tg2 0 -1 
Remarks (1) This format and its properties are due to Duncan Dicks [D] and 
Miles Reid [R-2J. 
(2) Proposition (7.2) is proved below. 
(7.3) Remark As a consequence of (7.2(ii» we see that the format of the 
relations in R is flexible in the sense of [R-2] , i.e. small variations of the entries of 
A and M lead to flat deformations of R. 
As a consequence of (7.2(iii» we have that all flat deformations of R are in 
fact obtained in this way (cf. [R-21 section 5) 
(7.S) Remark Looking at the way in which first order deformations can be 
written it is easy to see that F can be obtained as the degenerate fibre of a family of 
hyperelliptic genus 3 fibres if and only if B does not involve Y l' i.e. A 1=0 
(compare 4.1(i». 
(7.S) Remark For rings of Type I corresponding to non-reduced fibres we can 
present I as the ideal generated by the 2x2 minors of a matrix A plus the entries 
of A L where L is a 4x2 matrix. In this case the syzigies also come from 
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doubling the rows of A and the identity (A * A)L=A * (AL). Due to the nilpotent 
structure of R it does not seem possible to decompose L as a product of a 
symmetric matrix M by AT. A similar difficulty appears in [D] (15.2). 
Proof of (7.2) For details and explanations of the proof of (iii) refer to [R-2] 
section 5, where a very similar calculation is done. 
(i)We have seen that in case (i) of (4.1) R = k[XO' Xl' X 2, Y l' Y 2' Z] / I 
where I is generated by 
and 
Rt = XOX2 
R2 = XOXt 
R3 = Xo Y t 
R4 = X2B-X t Y 2 
R5 = X2Z-Yt Y2 
R6 = XtZ-YtB 
2 2 2 3223 
U = Y t-CXOXt Y t-CX t X t X2 Y Ccx2X 2 Y CYOXtX2-YtXtX2-Y2XtX2-
442 
-Y3X l - E X2-XlY 2 
2 2 3 2 2 
V = Y lZ-cxOXlZ-CXtXtX2Z-cx2X2Z-YoX2B-YtX2XtB-Y2X2XtB-
3 3 2 
-Y3X tB - EX2Y2-X2Y 2 
Using the other relations we can rewrite U , V ,Was 
with 
Let 
and 
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2 2 . 2 
U = Yt-Xth t - 2X tX2h2 -X2h3 -Oh4 
Y = Y tZ-Xt Bh t - (X2B + Xl Y 2)h2 - X2 Y 2h3- 0 h4 
2 2 
ht = ClOY t +YtX2+Y2XIX2+Y3Xt 
t 
h2 = ICl I Y t 
2 h3 =Cl2Yt +YOX t X2 +EX 2 +Y2 
4 2 
h4 = €OXO+€t XOY2 . 
M = 0 
o o o -1 
T [-U Then R1 ..... R6 are the 2x2 minors of A and A M A = _ 
-V 
-~ ] 
-w 
(li) It is an easy exercise to check that all the syzygies holding between these 
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polynomials can be obtained from the above presentation in this way.Remark that 
0 XOh4 
MAT = 
X2h3+X th2 Y2h3+Bh2 
X2h2+Xth t Y2h2+Bh t 
- Y t -z 
and 
0 -Rt -R2 -R3 
Rl 0 R4 R5 
A* A = 
~ -R4 0 R6 
R3 -R5 -R6 0 
Doubling lines in A we get syzygies 
~1 : X tR1 - X2R2 
~2: X2R3 - YtRt 
~3: X tR3 - Y tR2 
~4: X2R6 - XtRS + Yt R4 
~S: XOR4 + Y2R2 - BRt 
~6: XORS - ZRt + Y2R3 
~7: XOR6 - Z~ + BR3 
~8 : Y 2R6 - BRS + ZR4 . 
* T A* T) . From (A A) (M A ) = (A M A we get syzygIes 
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a l : XOU - Y IR3 + (Xl hI + X2h2) R2 + (X2h3 + X l h2) RI 
a2 : Xo V - Z R3 + (Y 2h2 + Bh l ) R2 + (Y 2h3 + Bh2) Rl 
a3 : Y2U - X2 V + Y1R5 - (X2h2 +X1h1) R4 
a 4: Y 2 V - X2 W + ZR5 - (Y 2h2 + Bh1) R4 - XOh4 Rl 
a5 : BU - Xl V + Y 1R6 + (X2h3 + X 1h2) R4 
a6 : BV - Xl W + ZR6 + (Y 2h3 + Bh2) R4 - XOh4R2 
a7 : W - Y 1 V + (X2h3 + X 1h2)R5 + (X2h2 + X 1h1) R6 
a g : ZV - Y 1 W + (Y 2h3 + Bh2) R5 + (Y 2h2 + Bh1) R6 - XOh4 R3 
(iii) To prove (iii) we need to calculate all first order deformations. We will 
make some coordinate changes along the way to simplify the calculations. 
Let RI = XOX2 + tR'1 
R2 = XOX1 + tR'2 
R3 = XOY 1 +tR'3 
R4 = X2B - X1Y2 +tR'4 
R5 = X2Z - Y 1 Y 2 + tR' 5 
R6 = Xl Z - Y 1 B + tR' 6 . 
Changing XO' Xl' X2 we can assume that 
R'1 = £oXi +£1 X1X2 +£2 X~ +£3 Y1 +£4 Y2 
Changing Y 1 we can assume that 
, 3 2 2 3 
R 3 = J.10X1 + J.L1 X tX2 + J.L2X2 + J.13X2 + J.14X t Y t + J.1SX2 Y 1 + ~X2 Y 2 + J.18Z. 
Changing Y 2 we can assume that 
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Changing Z we can assume that 
and we have 
, 4 2 4 4 2 
R6= POXO+P1XOY2+P2XOZ+P3X1 + ... +P7X2+PgX1Yt + .. 
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+ PlOX2 y t + Pll X2 Y 2 + P12X2Z + P13 y 2 . 
In order for ~1 to extend to a syzygy in R we need to have 
X1R'2 - X2R't E I and so using the generators of I we get that 
in I. 
But all the elements appearing above are part of a complementary basis for 13 in 
k[XO' X t , X2, Y l' Y 2' Z]3 and thus we have 
EO = E1 = E2 = E3 = 'Y2 = 0 
'YO = E4 A. 
'Y1=E4A.'Y 
and so R't = a'Y2' R'2 = a'B 
In the same way, from ~2 we get R'3 = a'Z. Now from ~S we get 
"('0="(' 1="('4 = 0, and from ~6 we get 0.0 = at = ~ = as = 0 .From ~7 we get 
Po = Pt = P2 = Pt3= o. 
From ~4 we get 
<X3 =-0 
<X4 = 0 
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4 3 2 2 2 ~3Xl + ~4XIX2 + ~SXIX2 = - 1'S XtPt 
~6 = - "'f01'S 
2 ~7X2 + ~11 Y 2 = - 1'S Q 
~8 = - 1'5 <Xo 
~9=-1'S<Xl 
~1O = - 1'S <X2 - l' 2 
~12=-1'3 
giving R'4 = l' 2X~ + l' 3X2 Y 2 + l' 5X2 Y 1 = X2 r 
R'5 = 0 
R'6 = -1' 2X~Y 1 - l' 3X2Z - 1'5 (Xih l + 2 X1X2h2 + X~h3) 
Remark that, using the other relations, we can write R'6 = - y 1 r .Now it is easy to 
check that ~8 is automatically satisfied. 
Write now 
5 3 332 2 
+ 'J1oX 2 + 'J l1X 1 Y 1 + ... + 'J14X 2 Y 1 + 'J15X 2Z + 'J16X 2Z + 'J17X2 Y 2 
and 
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From at we obtain ~o = ~t = ~2 = ~3 = 0 and from 0'2 
5 3 2 2 I 
',/OXO + ',/tXO Y 2 + ',/2XOZ + ',/3XO Y 2 + ',/4 Y 2Z = a Xo h4 . 
From 0'3 we obtain 
~13 = 0 
V' = a/XOh4 + ~4xiB + ~5X~X2B + ~6X1X;B + ~7X;B + 
3 2 2 
+ ~8X2 Y2 + ~9X1Y.B + ~lOX2 Y.B + ~.tXZ Z+ ~t2X2 Y2 
- (~h2 +Xl ht) r' 
and from 0'4 
Now 0'5,0'6' (57 ,0'8 are satisfied automatically. 
We can again change Z so that O2 = 04 = O. Notice that this does not 
change the fonn of the other polynomials. We can then write 
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V' = Xi g t + 2 X2 Y t g2 + X ~ g3 
V' = XtB gt + (Y t Y2 + X2Z) g2 +X2 Y2 g3 - (X2h2 +Xth t ) r - a'XOh4 
W' = B2 gt + 2 Y 2Z g2 + Y~ g3 - 2 (Y 2h2 + Bh t ) r + X~Y 4 
where 
and then we have Rl , .. R6 given by the 2x2 minors of 
_ (ta. 
A = 
Xo 
h4 - tg4 0 0 0 
0 h3 - tg3 ~ -tg2 
-M= 
0 h2 h t - tgt 0 
0 -tg2 0 -1 
End of proof of (7.2). 
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